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ABSTRACT 
This study is concerned w ith some of the prope rtie s of r o ll wav es 
that develop natura lly from a turbule nt uniform. flow in a wide rectangu-
lar channel on a consta nt steep slope . The wave prope rtie s c onsid e r ed 
w e r e d e pth at the wave cr e st, depth at the wave trough, wave p e riod, 
and wave velocity . The prima ry fo c us was on the inean values and 
standard d evi a tions o f the crest d epths and wave p e riod s at a given 
sta tion and how these quantiti es v a ri e d with distance along the channe l. 
The wave properties wer e m easured in a l a bora t o ry channel in 
which roll wave s d evelope d naturally from a uniform flow . The Fro ude 
nun 1b e r F (F = u / Jgh , u = nor mal velocity , h = normal depth, 
n n n n 
g =accele r a tion of gravity) r a nged fr o 1n 3. 4 to 6. 0 for channel slopes 
S of . 05 and . 12 r esp e ctive l y . In the initia l phase o f their deve lopment 
0 
th e roll waves a ppeared as s m all an1plitude waves w ith a conti nuous 
water s urface pro file . The s e sma ll a inplitud e waves subsequently 
deve l op ed into large a mplitud e shock waves . Shock waves were found 
to overtake and combine with other shock waves with the r e sult that the 
crest depth of the combined wave was l a r ge r tha n the crest depths b e fo r e 
th e overtake. Once roll waves b egan to develop, the mean value of the 
crest d epths h in c r eased vvith distance . Once the shock waves 
m ax 
b egan to overtake, th e m ean wave period T increased approxin1ately 
av 
linearly with distance. 
For a given Fr oude nun1be r a n d channe l slope the obs e rved quan-
titie s h /h , T 1 (T' = S T ./;Jh" ) , and the standard deviations of 
max n o av ~ n 
v 
h /h and T', could be expressed as unique functions of-t/h 
max n n 
(.t = distance from b eginning of channel} for the t wo -fold change in h 
n 
occurring in the observed flows . A given value of h /h occurred 
max n 
at smaller values of -t/h as the Froude nun1ber was increased. For 
n 
a given value of h /h the g rowth rate oh / 0-t of the shock waves max n max 
increased as the Froude numb e r was increased. 
A laboratory channel was also used to measure the wave properties 
of periodic permanent roll waves. For a given Froude nun1.ber and 
channel slope the h /h vs. T' relation did not agree with a theory 
m ax n . 
in which the weight of the shock front was neglected. After the theory 
was modified to include this weight, the observed values of h /h 
max n 
were within an averag e of 6. 5 percent of the predicted values, and the 
maximum discrepancy was 13. 5 percent. 
For h /h sufficiently large (h /h >approximately 1. 5) 
max n max n 
it was found that the h /h vs. T' relation for natural roll waves 
max n 
was practically identical to the h /h vs. T' relation for periodic 
max n 
p e rmanent roll waves at the same Froude number and slope. As a 
r esult of this correspondence b e twee n periodic and natural roll waves, 
the growth rate 0h / 0 -t of shock waves was predicted to depend on max 
the channel slope, and this slope dependence was observed in the 
experirnents. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
When water flows down a long and sufficiently steep open channel, 
it is found that the depth of flow is not uniform as it would be if the 
same channel had a very small slope. The flow is characterized by 
a series of hydraulic bores that extend across the w idth of the channe l 
and propagat e downstr eam. Across these bores or shocks the depth 
of flow varies abruptly. Betwee~ successive bores the depth of flow 
varie s gradually. Waves of this kind are termed roll waves and flows 
with such waves are called slug flows by some workers. Figure 1 
shows a typical roll wave train. 
In 1904 Cornish ( 1) ':: observed and elegantly de sc ribed roll waves 
in prismatic or artificial channels w hich is the type of channel in 
which they are usually observed. However they have also been observed 
in a superglacial stream (2) which indicates that roll waves are not 
restricted to artificial channels. 
The maximum d epth of flow in a roll wave tr a in must necessarily 
be greater than the normal o r undisturbe d depth . Thus a prismatic 
channe l designed to convey a discharg e at normal depth, may not be 
capable of conveying this same discharge with roll waves present 
without some of the water leaving the confines of the channel. A 
dramatic exampl e of this was observed by Holmes (3) in a channel 
>:'Number s in parentheses refer to publications listed ln the 
Bibliograph y . 
2 
Negative No. 7804 
Fig. 1. View of roll waves in Santa Anit a Wash, 
Arcadi a, California , about one m il e d own-
stream of inlet, discharge about 195 cfs 
3 
that had water overtopping the 8 ft side walls when the discharge was 
estimated to be less than 25 p er cent of the design discharge. Thus 
the practical need for under standing the mechanics of roll waves is 
clear. 
In general one would like to be able to predict whether a channel 
will exhibit roll waves for any particular discharge. Furthermore, 
if roll waves are to be present, it is desirable to know where they will 
start, and how high they will be at any section of the channel. From 
the pre sent knowledge ( 196 7) of roll waves, one can dete rmine the 
necessary conditions for roll waves to exist. However the sufficient 
conditions (the length of channel}, and the dimensions of a developing 
roll wave train have not b een defined. 
The purpose of this investigation is to describe the geometric 
properties of roll wave trains that deve lop naturally from a turbulent 
flow at normal depth in a wide rectangular channe l on a constant slope. 
This was done by means of experiments in a steep laboratory channe l 
where roll waves formed naturally. Some analytical wo rk also aided 
in the understanding of the basic phenomenon. 
In Chapter II the previous work on roll waves is summarized. 
In Chapter III theories for small amplitude perturbations on a uni.form 
flow, and large amplitude periodic permanent roll wave trains are 
presented. Chapter IV describes the laboratory experiments p e r-
formed, the results of which are in Chapter V. In Chapter VI these 
results are discussed and compared w ith theory where possible. 
4 
The large amplitude theory is examined closely in Chapter VII 
and modified to substantially improve the agreernent between theory 
and experiment. In Chapter VIII methods for utilizing the results 
of this study to determine maxi.mum depths for roll wave trains are 
presented. In Chapter IX the primary results and conclusions are 
stated. 
5 
CHAPTER II 
PREVIOUS STUDIES 
This chapter summarizes the significant analytical and experi-
mental work that has b een don e on roll waves. Fir st, the basic 
differential equations that are used in all of the analytical studies to 
be discuss ed will be considered. 
II-A BASIC EQUATIONS 
The continuity e quation for a flow of an incompressible fluid in 
an open channel is, 
A + (uA) = 0 t x ( 2. 1) 
where A = A(x, t) is the cross-sectional area of the fluid, u = u(x, t) is 
the average velocity (Q/ A, where Q = Q(x, t) is the discharge in volume 
of fluid per unit of time ) over A, x is the coordinate along the channel, 
t is time, and the subs c ripts x and t d e note partial derivatives with 
respect to these variables. 
Flow s with roll waves are characterized by typical horizontal 
dimensions (wave l engths) that are large compared to t ypical vertical 
dimensions (water d epths), so that the well-known shallow - water 
equations are valid. For a turbulent flow in an inclined channel, the 
integrate d (over the cross-section A) form of the momentum equation 
is, 
s 
0 
1 'T 0 (2. 2) p r 
6 
In this equation: 
s = sin e' e = a n g l e of inclination of channel; 
0 
h = h{x, t) =depth of flow in cross section; 
g =gravitational constant {32. 16 ft/s ec2 ); 
a = ~ J u 2 dA = v e locity distribution coefficient; 
Au A p 
u = u (x, y, z, t) =fluid velocity at the point {y, z ) in the p p 
cross s ection A; 
p = mas s d ensit y of flu id ; 
(2. 3) 
= 'f (x, t) = shear stress in the x-direction average d ove r 
0 
the channe l walls and b ottom; and 
r = r{x, t) =A/ (wette d periineter of channel) =hydraulic radius. 
Equation 2 . 2 can be derived frorn the Navier -Stokes e qua tions by 
assurning that the pr e don1ina t e motion is in the x-direction, and thus 
f or exan1ple the t e rn1 v t i s s 1nall co1np arcd t o ut . Equation 2. 2 
implies that the pres s ur e di stribution in a cross section is hydrosta tic. 
A p artic ular ly lucid d e rivati on of this equation h as b een given by 
K eul egan and Patterso n (4). 
In a ll of the studie s concerning roll waves , 'f h as b een evaluate d 
0 
by using a r e l a tion d e rive d from u n iform flow considerations. A 
unifo n n flo w is one in w h ich a ll par tia l d er ivative s in the x-di r ection 
ar e zero , a / 0 x = 0, and by definition the d epth of flow for a uniform 
flow is the normal d epth, h . F o r exan1plc, fro1n the Chezy equ a tio n 
n 
there results, 
'f = pfu2 /8 
o n (2.4) 
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where u is the average velocity (Q/ A) for uniform flow, and f is the 
n 
D arcy -Weisbach friction fac to r. It has b een a ssumed that this same 
r e lation is valid for unsteady, gradually varied flow , where u is 
n 
replaced by u. For uniform flows f var ies with the Reynolds number 
and/or the relative roughness. In some roll wave studies it has been 
assumed that f does not v a ry in the x-direction and . is equal to its 
value for uni.form flow. However in cases where f has not b een held 
fixed, its variation in the x -direction has b een assumed to have the 
same dependence on th e Reynolds number (smooth channel) or r e lative 
roughne ss (rough c hannel) as it does for uniform flows. 
II-B CRITERIA FOR UNSTABLE FLOW 
The majority of the lite rature on roll waves is concerned w ith 
the determination of the necessary conditions unde r which roll waves 
can exis t. The approach has been to investigate the stability of a 
unifo rm flow on a constant slope by imposing small free- surface 
perturbations on it. If these perturbations increase in amplitude as 
time increases, the flow is said to be unstable . Presumably these 
small amplifying perturbations would eventually result in the clearly 
visible l arge amplitude roll "vaves. (Figure 1) 
J effreys (5) considered a wide rectangular channel , uniform 
velocity distribution (a. = 1), and an unvar ying friction factor (£}. For 
this case, the condition fo r an unstable flow was that the Froude 
numb e r F, (F = u I hh , h = normal deoth) be g r eate r than 2. 
n ~ n n • ~ 
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Since Jeffr eys, many othe rs (6, 7, 8, 9) have derived crite ria of 
varying degrees of generality. Dressle r and Pohle (7) considered 
a wide recta ngular channe l, a. = l, and a g ene ral pow e r law resistance 
relation (T = canst . un /hm). Craya (6) conside r ed a cha nne l of 
0 
arbitrary shape, a. = l, and a powe r l aw r esistance. Iwasa (8) 
developed a gene ral expression for the critical Froude numb e r (F ) 
er 
applicable for arbitrary channe l shape, fri c tion law, and value o f a.. 
Using Iwasa's result for a rectangula r channel of a ny width, Koloseus 
(9) has evaluated values of F by using the logarithmic r e sistanc e l aw 
er 
for both a smooth and a rough boundary. 
From all of the se studies there results F values which in 
er 
general depend on the channel shape, frictional resistance law , and 
the value of a.. The value of F is 2. 0 for a wide rectangular channel 
er 
with an unvarying f. If f is evaluated f r om the logarithrn.ic resistance 
law , F for a w ide r ec t a ngular channel (rough or smooth) depends 
er 
slightl y on f, but is about 1. 6 for f = . 02. F is increas e d as a. i s 
er 
increased, and als o increases as the rectangular c hannel b ecomes 
narrower. In general, channels of oth er shapes, such as circular o r 
triang ular, h ave a higher F than a rectangular c h anne l. 
er 
A flow w i th a value of F conside rabl y higher than F m a y not 
er 
exhibit vi sible roll waves . This fact was n oted by Montouri (10) i n 
his investiga tion of fi e l d data collec t e d in Europe and Russia . T his 
l ed him to d e ve l op a criterion for predicting forma tion of roll waves 
(but not their dime nsions), involvi ng n ot onl y the value of F , but 
er 
also the leng th of the channel. From this crite rion, one finds that 
9 
as the discharge and hence normal depth increases, the length required 
for visible roll waves to develop also increases. This basic observa-
tion is most important in studying the development of roll waves. 
ll-C LARGE AMPLlTUDE WAVE STUDIES 
Prior to 1940 Thomas conducted experiments on artificially 
produced periodic permanent roll waves (to be considered in Chapter 
Ill) in a laboratory channel. This study is referred to in a paper by 
Thomas (11) but personal communication with him revealed that his 
results were never published and have since been lost. However, he 
did state that his experiments gave a satisfactory check on the 
theoretical analysis of periodic perinanent waves. 
In 1954 laboratory work on roll waves was done at Kyoto Uni-
versity in a smooth channel 36 feet long. This work was referred to 
in a later paper by I shihara et al. (12) . By contacting personnel at 
Kyoto, it was found that the data taken were not sufficie nt to describe 
the growth of roll waves as a function of the distance along the 
channel. In fact for many runs d e pths wer e not measured. 
In a recent pape r ( 1965), Ghambarian ( 13) discusses some 
laboratory work that has been done in the Armenian Soviet Socialist 
Republic. The channe l slope varied from. S = . 10 to . 86, and the 
0 
length from 10 m to 60 m. Roll waves developed naturally and 
measurements of maxi1num depth, wave l e ngth, wave velocity, and 
wave period "\Vere take n at various stations along the channel. Fre-
quency distri butions of the se quantities w ere measured as a function 
of di stance along the cha nnel. 
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Unfortunately the results of inaximum. depth vs. distance for all 
slopes are compressed into one small graph and only the experi1nental 
relations are shown without the nume rical data that were used to 
derive thes e r e lations. However in the pape r for S = . 10 by 
0 
Gha1nbarian and Mayilian (14) the exp e rimenta l points were t a ken from 
a graph. These data, along with some extracted fron1 the 1965 paper 
will be presented in Chapter V. Mor e inforn1a tion concerning these 
experi ments will b e presented also. 
In 1965 the Los Angeles Count y Flood Contro l District conducted 
a field study in Santa Anita Wash located i n Arcadia, C a lifornia . Data 
on the roll waves that developed were taken and w ill be presented in 
Chapter V along with a des cript:ion of the expe rirnents. 
The first attempt to d escribe large a1npli tude roll waves 
analytica lly was by Thorn.as (11) . He considered a p e riodic train of 
waves of constant shape and velocity (permanent). By piecing tog e ther 
two gradually varied wat er- surface profiles for unsteady flow, he 
n J.anaged to construct a wave profile siinilar to observed roll waves . 
Dressler (1 5), using Thornas's b as i c ideas, was able to find closed 
form solutions for a w id e rectangular channel wit h an unvarying 
friction fac t or . I n Chapter III the procedure for constructing these 
p eriodic penDanent solutions will be given. 
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11-D FRICTION FACTORS IN UNSTABLE FLOWS 
When the Froude number for a flow is greater than F , the flow 
er 
is said to be unstable. Some investigators h ave found tha t in unstable 
flows the friction fa c tor measured in a reach of uniform flow is a 
function of the Froud e nurnber as well a s the relative roughness (rough 
boundary) or Rey nolds nurnber (smooth boundary). Koloseus (16) 
found this Froude nu1nb e r effect in a rough channel, and Rouse (17) 
found it in a s1nooth c h anne l. 
In the course of the present investigation friction factors we re 
measur ed in t wo s1nooth channels: a 130 ft tiltable channe l, and a 
steep a lun1inu1n channe l. The Froucle nun1b e r effect not e d above vvas 
not detected in either of these channels. Thes e r e sults for t11e 130 ft 
chann e l are included in a published discussion of Rousc 's pape r (17), 
which is in Appendix I. The hydraulic characteristics of the steep 
alu1ninurn channel are given in Chapter V. 
II-E SUMMARY 
After presenting the basic equations us e d for roll wave investi-
gations, the significant studies that have b ee n done on roll waves were 
discussed. The criterion for unsta ble flow can b e expre ssed by a 
critical Froucle numb e r which in genera l depends on th e channel shape, 
frictiona l r e sistance l aw , and t11 e veloci ty dis t ribution in a c ross 
section. Son1e analytical work on non-linear waves has b een done for 
a p e riodic perrnanent wave train. The only available labor atory data 
on roll wave clevelop1nent were discussed brie fl y and will b e pr e sented 
in Chapte r V, a long with so1ne availa ble fi e ld data . 
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CHAPTER Ill 
ANAL YT I CAL INVESTIGATION 
The laboratory results to be pr e sented in Chapte r V show that 
the geometric properties of roll waves (i .e . maximum and minimum 
depth, wave length, etc.) are not only functi ons of distanc e along the 
channel, but vary from one wave to another at a fixed station. This 
was observed both for the small amplitude waves with a continuous 
water surface (which occurred downstream of the uniform flow and 
upstream of the shock waves), and the large amplitude shock waves. 
Thus a complete theory for describing natural roll waves must be able 
to predict the frequ ency distri butions of the geometric properties as 
a function of distance. Ne edl es s to say, no such theor y exists. 
In this chapter two theories are presented for periodic wave 
trains; one for small amplitude sinusoidal waves, and the other for 
large amplitude permanent waves with shocks. Because of the 
periodicity assumption, it is cle a r from the above description that 
these theories do n o t directly relate to natura l roll waves. However 
it will be shown in Chapter VII that the large amplitude theory is at 
least indirectly r elated to n a tural roll waves in terms of average 
values of the geometric properties . Periodic p ermanent waves we re 
produced in the laboratory channe l a nd in Chapter VI their character -
istics will be compared with the theory. Also in Chapter VI it will 
b e shown that s ome trends derived from the small amplitude theor y 
agree with the obs e r v ations on the small a m plitude natural waves . 
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III-A SMALL AMPLITUDE THEORY 
1. Statement and Solution of Problem 
Jeffreys (5) impos e d a sma ll sinusoidal perturbation on a uniform 
flow in a wide rectangular channel with an unvarying friction factor. 
The r e sult was that for a v a lue of F of two the disturbance was 
neutrally stable, or its amplitude n e ither increas e d or d e creased with 
time . In fact all of the work on stability criteria discussed in 
Chapter II wa s concerned with finding this neutrally stable condition. 
The obje ct of this inve stigation, as sta ted a bove , is to study 
the d eve lopme nt of natural roll w ave trains from a uniform flo w . This 
development only occurs if the uniform flow is unsta ble and therefore 
the growth rate s of small p er turba tions for Froud e numbe rs above 2. 0 
ar e of intere st. 
For a wide rectangular channel (r = h), a = 1, and the simplifying 
assumptions outline d in Chapte r II, equations 2 . 1 and 2 . 2 b e come, 
after using the relati on, 
f = 8S /F2 
0 
(3. 1) 
(3. 2) 
(3. 3) 
which results fr om ass uming tha t f d oe s not vary from its value at 
unifo rm flow . To r e nder th ese equations dimension l e ss th e f o llowing 
dimensi.onle s s quantities are i ntrodu ced : 
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x' = x/A., ).._ = wave l ength; 
t' = u t/A_, u = norrnal velocity (q/hn); 
n n 
H = h/h 
' 
h = normal depth; and 
n n 
u = u/u . 
n 
Equations 3. 1 and 3. 2 can now b e written as, 
ut, + uux, + H ./F2 = (S /F2 ) (A_/h )(1 - U 2 /H) 
x o n 
where Fis the Froude number for uniform flow (F = u !./ih ). 
n n 
(3. 4) 
(3. 5) 
(3. 6) 
(3. 7) 
(3. 8) 
(3 . 9) 
Equations 3. 8 and 3 . 9 are now linearized by assu1ning that the 
deviations from the undisturbed or uniforin flow condition are small . 
This assumption is expressed as, 
U = 1 + U' 
H=l+ri 
(3. 10) 
(3 . 11) 
where U' and T] are the perturbation quantities which are small com-
pared to unity. It is further assumed that the derivatives of U' and Tl 
are also small compared to unity. Substituting equations 3. 10 and 
3 . 11 into 3 . 8 and 3. 9, and neglecting products of any two small t erms 
( . U'U' ,, 1 . e. 
x 
r 1~ 1 I T]U'x'' etc .) , yields two linear equations, 
Tlt' + Tlx' + U'x' = 0 (3. 1 2 ) 
U 't' + U'x' + Tl /F2 = (S /F2 ) (A./h ) (T] - 2U') 
x' o n 
(3. 13) 
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T he quantity U' is the n e liminate d fro1n equations 3. 12 and 3 . 13 to give 
a second o rde r linear partial d iffe r e ntial e quation for ri, 
A sinusoidal per turbat ion can b e expr e ss ed as the real part of , 
ri = YJ 
0 
e x p [i 2TI (x ' -Ct ') J (3 . 15) 
which is e quivalent to, 
where: 
1( = th e a m.plitude a t t' = 0; 
0 
C = C +iC. dimens i onl e ss compl ex ve l ocity ; 
r i 
(3. 16) 
C =dime nsionle s s phase velo ci t y o f th e p e rturba tion 
r 
Tl; and 
c . =dimens i onle s s numb e r p e r taining t o the growth r ate . 
1 
To convert the amp litud e of the pe rturbatio n (Tl e2TICi t') from a fu ncti on 
.o 
of time t o a func tio n of distance , th e expression , 
.t = ct (3. 1 7 ) 
is u sed, w h e r e -l i s the dime n s i ona l d i s t a n ce over w hic h th e wave 
train t rave l s in the t ime t, a nd c is t he dimensional p hase ve locit y . 
Using t h e expr e ssion , 
C = c / u 
r n 
(3. 1 8 )· 
a nd equa tions 3 . 5 a n d 3 . 17 . an expr e ssion for t' c a n be w rit t e n as, 
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t' = (h /C \)(t/h) 
n r n 
(3. l 9) 
Then equation 3. 16 can be express e d as, 
(Zn C./C Y) (S /F2 ) (-t/h ) [ J 11=11
0
e 1 r o n exp i2n{x'-Crt') (3. 20) 
where Y is defined by, 
Y = (S /F 2 ) {\/h ). 
o n 
{3. 21) 
Y is a dim.ensionless wave length, and the term (21rC./C Y) will be 
i r 
referred to as the alnplification f actor. 
The problem is r educed to finding a solution for th e amplifica-
tion factor and C . When thes e t wo quantities a rc known, e quation 
r 
3. 20 shows tbat th e b e h avior of 11 will be know n. To obtain the 
expressions involving C. a nd C , equa tion 3. 15 is substituted into 
i r 
equation 3. 14 which r esults in, 
2TT [zc - C 2 - {1 _- l/F2 )] + iY(3-2C} = 0 (3. 22) 
S eparating real and imaginary parts of thi s equation leads to, 
n [ 2 c + c~ - c 2 - (1 - 1 /F2 )] + c. y = o 
r 1 r i 
{3 . 23) 
4n C. (1 - C ) + Y (3 - 2C ) -- O. 
1 r r 
{3. 24) 
These two e quations give, 
c = { 3 Y + 4Ti c. ) I ( 2 Y + 4Ti c. ) 
r i i 
{3.25) 
F = 1/./1 - (2C + c~ + C 2 + C.Y/n} 
r 1 r 1 
(3. 26) 
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These expressions show that the quantitie s C and C . are functions of 
r l 
Y and F, and thus the amplification factor can also b e expressed in 
tenns of Y and F . The functional relationships for the amplification 
factor and the phase velocity were deterni.ined nume rically for values 
of F of 2. 5, 3. 5, and 5. 0, and are shown in figures 2 and 3. 
The neutrally stable solution occurs when the. amplitude does not 
change with time which r e quires the value of C. to vanish. Then from 
l 
equations 3. 25 and 3. 26 there r e sults, 
c = 3/2 
'r 
F = 2 
which was the solution obtained by Jeffreys (5). 
(3. 27) 
(3.28) 
For small values of Y (Y << 1) equations 3. 23 a nd 3. 24 become, 
2C + C~ 
r l 
c 2 - ( 1 - 1 / F 2 ) = o 
r 
c . (1 - c ) = 0 
l r 
(3. 29) 
(3. 30) 
Equation 3. 30 requires that C e qual unit y , or that C. is of the same 
r l 
order of m agnitude as Y. If C is unity, equation 3. 29 show s that C. 
r i 
must b e imaginary which it is not. Therefore C. is als o small, and 
l 
equa tion 3. 29 is further simplifie d to, 
C 2 - 2 c + ( 1 - 1 I F 2 ) = o 
r r 
(3. 31) 
from which there r esults, 
C = 1 + 1 /F 
r 
(3. 3 2) 
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Then equation 3. 24 yields, 
2-rrC./C Y = F(l/2F - 1)/(1 + F) 
i r 
(3. 33) 
This asymptotic solution for the amplification factor is shown on 
figure 2. 
For large values of Y (Y>> 1) equations 3. 23 and 3. 24 become, 
-rr[2c -C2 -(l-l/F2 )J+c.Y=O 
r r i 
and 
Y (3 - 2C ) = 0 
r 
from which result s , 
and 
c = 3/2 
r 
2n C./C Y = (1/4 - l/F2 ) 4n 2 /3Y2 
l r 
This as yrnpt oti c solution is shown on figure 2. 
2. Discussion of Solution 
(3. 34) 
(3. 3 5) 
(3. 36) 
(3. 37) 
The solution f o r T) i s given by equation 3. 20 where the 
amplifica t ion f ac tor and phase ve locity are shown in figures 2 and 3 , 
r espective l y . At a fixed time t ~ 0, the solution describ e s a train of 
sinusoidally shaped waves, each wave having the same amplitude, 
phase ve l ocit y, and wave l ength. Furthermore this train of waves 
extends i ndefinitely along the channel because x was not restricted in 
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any way. Ast increases , the amplitude of each wave increases ex-
ponentially (if F > 2), but according to equation 3. 20 the wave shape 
and phase velocity r emain the same. 
Amplitudes of natural roll waves increase as the waves travel 
along the channel, and ultimate ly shock waves are formed . Therefore 
it is clear that at a fixed time the amplitudes of natural roll waves in-
crease in the downstream direction, whereas in the theory it was 
assumed that all waves had the same amplitude at a fixed tirne. It is 
likely that a theory in which the amplitudes of the waves increased in 
the x-direction (at any given time) would predict different growth rates 
than the periodic theory considered here. 
Boundary conditions other than the initial conditions (periodic in 
x)used here would be required to obtain a better m.odel for natural roll 
waves, although it is not obvious what these might be. In general this 
would lead to a more difficult problem than was considered above, 
because of the additional dependence on x. However the above theory 
is useful for obtaining at least qualitative results concerning the 
effect of wave length and Froude number on the growth rate. 
The growth rate wi ll b e define d as the rate of increas e of the 
maximum depth (or th e amplitude) with respe ct to distanc e along the 
channel. From equation 3. 20 the growth rate becomes, 
on /0 (-t/h ) =Tl (2rrC./C Y)(S /F 2 ) 
'tnax n max i r o (3. 3 8) 
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where Tl is th e amplitude, 
max 
'n = 'n exp [(2nC./C Y )(S /F2 )(t/h )] 
'
1 max ' 1 o 1 r o n 
(3 . 39) 
which varies with t . Equation 3. 3 sho\vs that the term S /F2 is 
0 
related to the friction factor which v a ries very littl e with slope or 
Froud e number in a given channel. Therefore it suffices to examine 
the amplificati on f acto r to d ete rmine the effect of wave l ength and 
Froude number on th e gro\vth rate . 
From figure 2 th e growth rate is seen to increase as the wave 
l e ngth decreases and essentia lly to attain its maxi1num value at values 
o f Y such that the shallow wat er t heory is still valid . For example 
with F = 5 the m.axirnun1. amplifica tion factor is reached at a bout 
Y = . 1, so that the value of A. /h i s about 5 0 if t he slope is . 0 5 which 
n 
is a practical situation . The occurrence of a wave leng th w ith a 
maxin1.u1n gro\vth r a t e is usua lly interpreted to n1.ean that this will b e 
t he observed w ave length in a situation where disturbances of all wave 
l engths are a1nplifying . In this case one would 'expect to observe any 
wave l ength corresponding to t11e s1nall va lues of Y where t11e c ur ves 
of figur e 2 are almost horizontal. 
Figure 2 shows that the gro\vth rate increases as the Froude 
nurnber increases . Transferring this result to natural roll waves , it 
is n ot unreasonable to expect that roll waves will appear at increasingly 
shorter distances from the beginning of the channe l as the Froude 
nmnb er is increased , providing the initial disturba nces are of the 
san1.e size. 
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By considering a problem where TJ was prescribed as a function 
of time at the entrance to a channel, Lighthill and Whitham ( 18) found 
the solution valid near the wave front of the disturbance initiated at 
the entrance . The amplitude of their solution is precisely the same 
as the amplitude of the above solution for small values of Y (equations 
3. 33 and 3. 39) . Although the full significance of this is not clear, it 
presumably serves as a check on the present work. 
III-B. LARGE AMPLITUDE PERIODIC PERMANENT ROLL WAVE 
THEORY 
The method of solution presented here is essentially that used 
by Dressler (15) except that the introduction of the normal depth into 
the theory is new. 
1. Statement and Solution of Problem 
A wide rectangular channel with a friction factor that does not 
var y from its value at uniform flow is considered (equation 3 . 2). A 
permanent wave is one whose shape and velocity does not change with 
time or position. Thus for a pern1anent wave the t variable can be 
eliminated by introducing a coordinate system that moves with the 
wave at the velocity of the wave . Such a coordinate for a wave travel-
ing in the + x direction is X = x - ct, where c is the constant wave 
velocity. Thus for a permanent wave, u(x, t) = u(-X), and h{x, t) = h{X). 
The derivatives are transformed by, 
a/at= -ca/ax, a/ax=a/ax. (3. 40) 
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Equations 3 . 1 and 3. 2 reduce to two ordinary differential 
e q uations in u and h . 
where 
and 
Combining to elimi nate u gives, 
dh / dX s 
h 3 
-
(ch - K )2 I gF2 
= 0 h 3 
- h3 
c 
K = (c - u ) h = constant 
h3 = Kz /g. 
c 
T his definition of h w ill prove t o be very convenient. 
c 
(3 . 4 1) . 
(3. 42) 
(3 . 43 ) 
T he shock con d i tion which re lates h to h . is now con-
max m1n 
sidered (figure 4 ). It is assumed that the thickness of th e shock is 
sufficiently small so that the x-component of its weight is small com-
p a r e dtothe pr e ssur e forces, the pr e ssur e distribution is 
hydrostatic, and the velocity distributio n is uniform (a. = 1 ) . T hese 
assumptions will be discussed in Chapter VII, with the aid of the 
exper i m e n t al r esults. Equating the pressure for ce s across the shock 
to the n e t mome ntum flux throu gh the shock r esult s in , 
+ 
/ hmax hmax + hmin 
c = umin ,._/g h . 2 (3. 44 ) 
m1n 
This i s a f ami liar form f o r wave ve l ocitie s o f shallow wate r waves . 
This can a lso b e writt en , 
h / h . 
max m1n 
- / ( c - u . )2 
= 1 I 2 h/1 + 8 m rn - 1 J . L g h . 
min 
(3 . 45) 
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Fig. 4. D efinition sketch for p e riodic permanent 
roll waves · 
77777777777/7777 
Fig. 5. P eriodic p e rman e:i.t roll w2.ve water sur -
face prof:le w ith point o f inflection 
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Setting c equal to zero in equation 3. 45 gives the expression comn:1only 
used for a hydraulic jurnp on a horizontal channel. Thus the shock 
considered here can b e regarded as a moving hydraulic juinp. 
Using the expression for K and the definition of h , equation 
c 
3. 45 can be '\Vritte n, 
h /h . = 1 I 2 [ ./i + 8 (h /h . ) 3 - 1 ] • 
max nnn _ c ni.1n (3. 46) 
Fro1n equation 3. 46 it is seen tbat w h en h /h . equals unity, the 
c ni.1n 
value of h /h . is also unity. Furtbcrrnore if h is less than 
max nnn c 
h . h is required to be l e ss than h . which is meaningless. 
ni.in' max m1n 
Therefore, 
h /h . ~ 1 
c min (3. 4 7) 
Solving e quation 3. 46 for b /h gives , 
max c 
h /h = 1I2 [..J(h . /h )2 + 8 h /h . 
max c m1n c c n11n - h . /h J m1n c (3. 48) 
from v.:hich it i s clear that, 
h /h ~ 1 
max c 
(3. 49) 
Therefore h is in the closed interval fro1n h . to h or, 
c m1n max 
h . :5: h sh 
m1n c max (3. 5 0) 
Now if the wave tr ain is assuni. ed periodic, there is only one 
value of h . and h for all waves. Equation 3. 50 insures th a t h 
min max c 
mus t exist a t so1ne section b e tween successive shocks on the gradually 
varying wate r surface. Ho\veve r equation 3 . 41 requires the value of 
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dh/dx to approach infinity at h = h unless the numerator vanishes at 
c 
h = h • A p e riodic solution with dh/ dx infinite at h would appear as 
c c 
in figure 5, where h is a point of inflection. However a point of 
c 
inflection requires d 2 h/dX2 to vanish at h = h , which Dressler showed 
c 
to be impossible. 
The correct solution is one in which the nume rator of equation 
3. 41 vanishes at h = h , which result s in a smooth water-surface, 
c 
concave upwards. Setting the numerator of equation 3. 41 to zero for 
h = h , and using e quation 3. 43 to e lirninate K, results in an expression 
c 
for c, 
c/-/ifl_ = 1 + F, 
c 
Both the nume rator and denominator of equation 3. 41 are cubic 
(3. 51) 
algebraic expressions w ith h as one of the three roots. This common 
c 
root can b e factor e d out and equation 3. 41 can b e w ritte n as, 
(h':' -h':' ) {h':' -h':' ) 
dh/dX = S a b 
0 h ':'2 + h':' + 1 
where an aste risk denote s division b y h . The dimensionle ss 
c 
(3. 5 2) 
quantities h>!' and h'b" are the othe r t w o roots, b e side s h {or h ':' = 1), 
a c c 
of the numerator. By equating the numerator of equation 3. 52 t o that 
of equation 3. 41, and us i ng equation 3 . 43 to eliminate Kand equation 
3. 51 to evaluate c, ther e results, 
h~D =(l/2F2 ) [1+2F±../1 + 4F J 
a,b (3. 53) 
wher e the positive square root is used for h D~I and the negative square 
root f or h 'b:: , so that h ':' > h'i' . 
a o 
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Equation 3. 52 can be integrated, and with X = 0 at h = h th e r e 
c 
results, 
where 
and 
s x::: 
0 
h ':' - h':' 
= (h ':' - 1) +A ln ---'"a-
l - hD~D 
a 
1 + h':' + h':'2 
A = ~~~a~~-a_ 
h~ - h~ B = 
1 + h{; + h€2 
h>:: - h':' 
a b 
X ,,, '•' = X/h 
c 
This relation between X':' and h':' has the general shape shown in 
figure 4. Evaluating equation 3. 54 at h ':' and h':' . gives an 
max m1n 
expression involving the wave l ength , 
where 
h':' -h':' 
n-1ax a 
= 111 h''' h''' ,,.. - .. , .. 
rn.in a 
and \':' = A./h . 
c 
(3.54) 
(3. 55) 
(3. 56 ) 
(3. 57) 
In a particular problem the channe l slope, S , and the F'roucle 
0 
nurnber at uniforrn flow, F', will b e known. Then the r e lationship 
between X':' and h':' can b e found fron1. e qua tion 3 . 54. However to 
deterrnine h':' , equati on 3. 56 shows that S :\':'and h>:: rnust a l so 
m.ax o m1n 
b e known, which requires two additional relations involving :\':' , 
h':' and h':' . . The shock condition , equation 3 . 46, provides a 
max ' m1n 
r elation b e t\veen th e quantity h':' /h ::: . and b >:: . . Ther e for e a unique 
max rrnn min 
solution exists betvveen h':' and X':' (including h':' and h':'. ), for a 
max nun 
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given S and F, if the value of S A.':' is also fixed. The above solution 
0 0 
is essentially the form of the solution that Dressler (15) presented. 
The above solution is in terms of the depth h which can not be 
c 
found from the values of S and F (assurn.ed to be given). Therefore 
0 
it is desirable to have the solution in terms of some known depth. The 
most significant depth is the undisturbed or norrnal depth (h ) . Ther e -
n 
fore an expression for h':' = h /h will be found. With the value of h':' 
n n c n 
known, the solution can be expressed in terms of h • 
n 
From the definition of the discharge per unit width and equation 
3. 42, 
q(X) - uh = ch(X) - K (3. 58) 
The average discharge over one wave length, and thus the average 
discharge over all waves, is then, 
q = 1/\ J q(X)dX 
av A . 
If the average d epth is defined as, 
=cf\ J h(X)dX - K 
A. 
h 
av 
= 1/\ J h(X)dX 
A. 
then equation 3. 59 is, 
q =ch - K 
av av 
(3. 5 9) 
(3.60) 
(3. 61) 
The normal depth depends only on the average discharge and Froude 
numbe r as can b e seen from, 
h - q /u = q /{c~F 
n av n av ~ n 
(3.62) 
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An expression for h':' is found by elirninating q between equations 
n av 
3. 61 and 3 . 62, using equation 3. 51 to evaluate c, and using equati on 
3.43 t o evaluate K. The result is, 
(3. 63) 
The final step is to find h >:' . First equation 3 . 60 is rew ritten, 
av 
h ·'· 
h':' 
av 
1/ , ··· J ~ax h ''· (X·'· )dx ··· = A"D~ .. ,.. ...... .., .. 
h *. 
min 
or when equation 3. 52 is use d to ·evaluate d X':', 
This can also b e written as, 
(3. 64) 
(3.65) 
which is in a c onveni ent form for i ntegration by parts. Performing 
this integ r ation, and using equation 3. 56 to e valuate S A.':', l eads t o, 
0 
From the above anal ysis it can be shown tha t for a given value of 
F and S A./h , the w ave shape and velocity are uniquely dete r mined . 
o n 
Equations 3. 63 and 3 . 67 show tha t , 
hn>:' = f 1 (F, h ··· h ::' . ) ~ax D m in (3. 68 ) 
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where f 1 is sorn.e function, From equation 3. 56, 
(3. 69} 
Dividing equation 3 . 69 by 3 . 68 gives, 
S A. /h = f
3 
(F , h ':' . , h >:' • } 
o n max min (3 .70} 
The shock condition, equation 3 . 46, gives a r e lation between h':' 
max 
and h>!' . , 
min 
h ':' = f (h ':' } 
max · 4 min (3. 71} 
For given values of F and S )../h , h ':' and h ':' . c an i n principle b e 
o n max min 
found from the last two equations . Equation 3. 68 is then used to 
convert these to h /h and h . /h . Then the val ue of h':' from 
max n m in n n 
equation 3. 68 is applied to equation 3 . 5 1 to get c f~ 
n 
Therefore 
it is correct to write, 
h /h = f 5 (F , S A./h } , h . /h = £6 (F, S A./h }, max n o n min n o n 
(3. 72} 
The wave shape can be expressed as, (equation 3. 54), 
(3.73) 
Dividing this b y equati on 3. 68 gives, 
h/h = f 9 (F, h':' , h':'. , S X/h ) n max min o n (3. 74) 
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But equations 3 . 70 and 3. 71 show that h>!: and h>!: . are functions 
max nnn 
of F and S A./h • Thus equation 3. 74 becomes , 
o n 
h/h = f 10 (F, S A./h , S X/h ) n o n o n (3 . 7 5) 
whi ch is equival ent to, 
(3.76) 
Therefore the wave shape (equation 3. 7 6 ) and velocity (equation 3 . 72 ) 
are unique functions of F and S \/h . The wave period, T, is defined 
o n 
by, 
A. = c T (3. 77) 
which leads to th e expression, 
S A./h = (c/./gh ) (S T.Jg/h ) 
o n n o n 
(3. 78) 
However because c/~ is a function of F and S A_/h , 
n o n 
S \/h = f 12 (F, T') o· n (3 . 79) 
where T
1 
= S T g/h 
o n 
(3. 80) 
Therefor e one can prescribe T 1 instead of S A./h • 
o n 
The form. of the equations is such that the gene r a l functions in 
equations 3 . 72 and 3. 76 can not b e written explicitly . The solutions 
for cl.Jfih'" , h /h , and h . /h are plo tted in figure 6 for values 
n in ax n min n 
of F of 2 . 0, 2 . 5, 3. 5, and 5. 0, and values of S A./h up to 60. These 
0 n 
relations were found nurn.erically using a c1igita1 co1nputer and 
the above relations. Ins t ead of starting with values of F a nd S \/h , 
o n 
c 
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it was more convenient to start with values of F and h':' . and find the 
min 
resulting value of S )..._ /h • In this way no trial and error procedures 
o n 
were required. 
The asymptotic solution for large values of S )..._/h can be 
o n 
obtained by first observing from equation 3. 52 that becaus e the value 
of dh/ dX is zero at h':' = h ':' , the minimu1n value of. h':' . is h ':'. Equa-
a min a 
tion 3. 54 shows tha t S x::: approach es minus infinit y at h':' . = h':', and 
o min a 
equation 3. 56 indicates that S \'!'approaches infinity (b ecause K 1 0 
approache s infinity) . Therefore for large values of S )..._/h , h'!' . 
o n min 
approache s h'!' from a bove, and the water surface become s p a rallel to 
a 
the channe l floor at h ':' . . 
min 
The v a lue of h /h . is a function only of F for large values 
max min 
of S t.../h . It can be calculated from equations 3 . 53 and 3 . 46, which 
o n 
for h':' = h >!< become , 
a min 
h ··-.,. 
min = ( 1I 2F2 )_ [ 1 + ZF + ../1 + 4F J (3. 81) 
h I h . = 1 I 2 [../ 1 + ( 2 I h ':' . ) 3 - 1 ] 
m ax min min (3.82) 
Becaus e K 1 approaches infinity, e qua tion 3 . 67 shows tha t h':' b ecomes av 
equal t o h >:' or h ':' The refor e equa tion 3. 63 can be w ritten a s, 
a min· 
h >::3 / 2 =Lr (1 + F) h ':' . - 1 ]IF 
n n<1n (3. 83) 
As S )..._ / h a pproaches i nfinit y the dis tance fr om h ::: = 1 (X':' = 0) to 
o n 
h>\< = h>:' . also approaches infinit y, w h e r eas the distance from 
min 
h>!' = 1 to h ':' = h ':' r emains finite . Thus it i s c l ear t hat th e average 
max . 
dis charge must equa l the discharge a t h . because the distanc e over 
m in 
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which h . occurs is infinite, and that h must equal h . . This can 
min n min 
be proven by working with equations 3. 83 and 3. 81. To get a relation 
b e twe en h>!< and h':' . , F would have to be eliminated between 3. 83 and 
n min 
3. 81, but this is not a simple inanipulation. However, by using an 
arbitrary positive value of F in equation 3. 81 and substituting the 
r esulting value of h>!< . into equation 3. 83, the value of h>!' is found to 
min n 
correspond to tha t of h>!: . . Therefore as S A. /h approaches infinity, 
min o n 
h >!: = h ':' . = h>!' = h':' 
a min av n (3.84) 
The wave velocity is then only a function of F, 
cf~ = (1 + F)/h':' . 
n min (3. 85) 
where h>:< . is found from equation 3. 81. Asymptotic values for large 
min 
S A. /h are indicated on figure 6. 
o n 
2. Discussion of Solution 
From figure 6 it is s een that h /h increases with both F and 
max n 
S A./h . At a Froude nurnber of 2, this solution degenerates to uniform 
o n 
flow. This indicates that there are no periodic solutions of the type 
considered for Froude nun1bers o f 2 or l ess . For the linear problern 
considered in Section III-A a non-trivial solution existed for a Froude 
number of 2, but the wave arnplitude did not change with distance . 
For a Froude nu1nber above 2, the wave amplitude increased exponen -
tially with distance. Thus , the behavior of the linear and non-linear 
th eories is quite con1patible. 
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The wave ve l ocit y has the exp ect e d value (c/ ~ = 1 + F) at a 
n 
vanishing wave length (uniforrn flow ). In both t he linear and non-
linear theory it is s een tha t the t erm S \/h appears. This a llows a 
o n 
comparison b e twe e n the wave velocities at a fixed value of F and Y. 
For vanishing values of Y th e value s of c/ ~ are th e same 
n 
(c / ~ = 1 + F), and for Y > 0 the non -linear wave velocity is 
n 
larger. This can b e seen by con1paring values given b y fi g ures 3 and 
6 f or fixe d values of F and Y . This is because th e wave ainplitud e of 
the non-linear theor y is not r e stricted to be small, a nd th e velocity 
of a shallow wat er wave increases w itl1 the a.rn.plitude. 
A s th e wave l ength approach es infinity th e wave s h ape a nd 
v elocity approach a finit e solution \.Vhich gives ratbe r substant ia l 
values of h /h 1nax n This corresponds to one wave of infinit e l ength 
in a channel o f infinite l ength . 
h . 
n 
For thi s lin1iting case h . appr oaches 
min 
S c h onfe ld (19) has cla i1ne d t o h ave found tb a t onl y the so l ution 
with h /h = 2. 07 i s a stabl e one . How ever, in his work relations 
m ax n 
were der i ved by assu1ning that there was a dis cont inuity in the water 
surface at h = h (in addition t o the one at the shock) . The above 
n 
solution h as no discontinuities of this t ype, and the r efore Schonfe l d' s 
result is doubtful. A stability analysis of the periodic pennanent solu-
tion rnay l ead t o sorne inte resting results. This rernains to b e clone . 
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CHAPTER IV 
LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS - APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
IV -A INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE 
The two objectives of the laboratory experiinents were : 
1) To obtain inforn1ation on roll wave trains that develop 
naturally from a uniforn1 flow; and . 
2) To obtain inforrnation on periodic p e rn.1.ane nt roll waves to 
compare with theory . A long steep channel was constructed for this 
study in the W. M. Keck Laboratory of Hydr aulics and Water Resource s. 
In this chapter the steep chann e l and the apparatus us ed for the 
measure m e nts ar e d e scribe d. Th e experirnent a l procedure , including 
a description of the quantities measured and the range of variable s 
u sed is also includ e d. In t11e next s e ction is a short description of 
som.e pre lin.1.inary work perforn.1.ed in a 130-ft channe l. 
IV - B PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS 
A 130-ft tilta ble laboratory channel 3 . 61 ft w id e w ith a inaximum 
slope of 2% (i .e. sin e = . 02 where e = ang le of i nclination fron1. hori-
zontal) was utilized for some initia l observations . It was found th at , 
beca us e of insufficie nt l e ngth, roll waves we r e not form e d in this 
channel, even a t th e maxi1nurn Froude nun1.ber of 2 . 65 . Therefor e 
periodic disturbances were i ntroduc e d a t the inlet using a motorized 
reciprocating sluic e gate. Th e pla n of these exper iments w a s first 
to ma k e sn1all disturbances and observe th e ir growth in the 130 -ft 
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length of the channe l. The next step of the plan was to increase the size 
of the disturbances produced to correspond to that observed at the out-
let of the channel in the first experiment and to observe their growth. 
By repeating this procedure it was thought that one could, in effect, 
study the growth of waves in a very long channel. This objective was 
only partially realized. The difficulty was that it was not possible to 
produce waves at the sluice gate that had th e exact size and shape of 
those observed at the channel outlet. This made it impossible to 
reliably piece together the different segments of the gro'.ving wave and 
thus to predict from the experiments the wave growth as a function of 
distance along the channel. 
In these experiments there was one run in which the artificially 
produced disturbances were large enough so that periodic permanent 
waves were established near the dow nstream end of the flume. Because 
the Froude number was less than any in the steep channel, the data on 
wave shape and velocity for this run will be included in the next chapter. 
The method of obtaining data in this 130-ft channel was quite similar to 
that used in the st eep channel which is described b e l ow . The periodic 
wave profile was obtained from a pressure record similar t o that in 
figure 14 . In the 130-ft channel the maximum and minimum. d epths 
were measured with a point gage. These point gage measurements were 
obtained at five lo cations across the 3. 61-ft wide channel, and at five 
meter inte rvals along the flume. Th e periodic waves were considered 
to be permanent when the maximum and minimum depth did not change 
o ve r significant l ength . The 130-ft channel is described br i efly in 
Appendix I and in more detail by Vanoni (20) and Fischer (21). 
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IV-C APPARATUS 
1. Steep Channel 
The bulk of th e exp e riinents was carrie d out in an extruded 
alurninurn r ectangula r channel 4 - 5/8 in. wide and 1-13/16 in . high. 
This shape is availa ble cornmercially in l engths up to 16 ft. For a 
channel length of 128 ft a nd slopes of. 08429 and . 05011, eight of 
thes e 16-ft l engths were joined (s ee figure 7). The length was later 
change d to 80 ft with a slope of . 11 92 by r e rnoving thre e of the 16 -ft 
l e ngths. The l engths of channe l were joined by plates bolted to both 
l engths as shown in figure 8 . The ends of the t ;,vo length s we r e 
separated by about 1/8-in. and body putty was used to fill the void . 
Finally th e j oint was sanded to give a very smootl1 fini sh. 
The channel was supported at 5- l / 2-ft interva ls by bracke ts 
bolted to 2 x 4-in. tim.b er s which were fixed to the concrete wall of 
tbe laboratory. J -bolts were used to clarnp the channel to tb e brackets . 
Two ad justing bolts at the brackets were us ed to leve l the channel 
transversely. For measure1nent of static pressure on the channel 
floor, 1 /32-in . dia1ne ter holes were drille d through th e floor at the 
approximate center line . Th ese holes started at station 6 (6 ft down-
strearn of station O. 0 sho\';n on figure 11 ) and were put at 6-ft intervals 
over the total l ength . A fitting was affixed to the underside of the 
channe l floor, to which a pressure transducer could b e attached . The 
details of the bracket and pressure hole can be seen in figure 9. 
Figure 10 sl1ows the principal dimensions at a station with a supporting 
bracket. 
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Negative No . 7835 
Fig . 7 . G ene ral view of channe l, S =. 0 8429, t = 128 ft, 
no flow 0 
-· 
N egative No. 7836 
Fig . 8. View o f t y pical j o int fo r c h a n ne l 
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Negative No . 7837 
Fig. 9. View of channel showing support 
bracke t and pressure measuring 
stat ion 
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The galvanized sheet steel inlet box had the same inside width as 
the channel to avoid disturbances that would result from a contraction 
or expansion. A drawing of the box is shown in figure 11 • Obs e rva-
tions on the flow in the inlet are discussed in Chapters V and VI. A 
plastic paddle hinge d on the upstream wall of the inlet box and driven 
by a variable speed ~ractional horsepower motor was used to create 
periodic p errnanent waves. Figure 12 shows the inlet in operation. 
Flow was supplied by a constant head tank located n ear the down-
stream end of the channel. One reach of the supply line to the inlet box 
was a 3-in. diameter pipe in which a 1-1I8-in. flange type orifice plate 
was installed for measurement of flow rates. Afte r installation this 
orifice plate was calibrated volumetrically using a mercnry or water 
manometer to record the pressure drop across th e orifice plate . 
The slope of the channel was changed t wic e after the original 
setting. To obtain a given slope all the brackets were first placed at 
approximately the desired elevation, and then the adjusting bolts at 
each bracke t wer e used to obtain the final e levation. A surveyor 1 s 
transit and a rod tha t could be attached to the channel was used in 
obtaining the final e levation. The rod was graduated in • 01-ft intervals 
and was r ead to . 001 ft w ith a vernier scale. The length of the channel 
was measured with a steel tape with graduations of 1/16 i.n. Thus th e 
accuracy of the slope was controlled by the accuracy of the measure-
ments of the vertical distances. With the ve rtical distances accurate 
to. 001 ft, the channe l slopes for the 120 ft channel(. 05011and.08429) 
were accurate to. 00001(.001/120), and for the 80 ft channel the slope 
{. 1192) was accurate t o • 00002. Once one side of the channel at a 
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N egati ve N o . 7 838 
Fig . 12. View of inlet b ox and channe l n ear i n l et 
with flow 
N egative No. 7839 
Fig. 13. Clos eup v i ew of r ough channel 
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particular bracket .was at the correct elevation, a hand level was placed 
on the channel and the lateral adjustinent was made. Longitudinal align-
ment was accomplished by placing the channel a fixed lateral distance 
from a O. 010 in. wire that was strung the length of the channel. 
Measurements (e.g. maxirr1urn depths, periods, etc.) were taken 
only at the pressure hole stations . Invert readings at five locations 
across the channel were taken with a point gage at e~ch of the pressure 
hole stations. It was found tl1at th e channel bottorn was an average of 
about . 010 in. lower at the cente r than it was near th e side-'vvalls for 
stations not near one of the supporting brackets. At pressure hole 
stations near one of the supporting brackets the channel botto1n was 
flat because of the cla1nping action of the J - bolts. At each station 
a weighted average of the five invert readings was used to convert 
water-surface readings to depths. 
Two surface finishes were used for the channel. For the srnooth 
boundary an epoxy ena1nel was sprayed on the alun1inum channel. A 
rough surface was obtaine d by applying a uniforn.1. sand to the bottom. 
and walls of the channel i1n1ne diately after they 11ad b een brush painted 
with an enan1.el. The application of the sand consisted of cove ring the 
bottorn with sand and throwing it against the side -wa lls until no more 
sand would stick. Thre e days lat e r the water \Vas turned on and the 
. execs s sand was wash e d off, leaving a uniforrn roughness about one 
grain dia1ne ter tl1ick. Figure 13 sho\vS t11is rough channel. The geo -
m e tric m e an size of the sand grains, D , and geon.1.etric standard g 
deviation, a , were . 595 mm and 1. 11 respectively. Table 1 conta ins g 
the r e sults of the sieve analysis of the sand. 
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T able 1 
Sieve Analysis of Sand in Rough Channel 
Mesh per in (Tyle r} Sie v e Opening mm 
16 . 991 
20 .833 
24 .701 
28 . 589 
32 .495 
35 . 417 
42 .351 
48 . 295 
60 . 246 
65 . 208 
100 . 147 
150 . 104 
200 . 074 
Geometric mean siz e = 0. 595 mm 
Geometric standard deviation = 1. 11 
% Finer by Weight 
100.00 
99. 90 
95. 10 
42 . 70 
3.88 
. 98 
. 33 
. 25 
. 22 
. 17 
. 09 
. 06 
. 03 
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2 . Measuring and Recording Equipment 
a. Pressur e Transducer 
Much of the data t aken consiste d of r ecords of the floo r 
pressure as a function of time at th e stations with pressure holes . 
These pre ssure r ecor ds were con verted to d epth r ecords, except for 
the p ortion o f the wave near the maxirnurn depth , by the use of a calibra-
tion. The n1ethod b y w h ich this calibra t ion was ob t a ined is e xplained 
b e l ow in thi s section. These pressure s were rneasured w ith a n 1ode l 
P7D pres sure transducer m .anufac tured by th e Pac e Engineering 
C ompany. In thi s tra nsduce r ·deflections of a 0, 004 in . stainles s steel 
diap l1ragrn were m easur ed b y changes in rnagn e ti c re luc tanc e of two 
m agnetic cores, and th e r esulting vo ltage cl1anges were r ecorded b y 
a Sanborn series 150 r ecording o scillograph sys t e 1n . The transducer 
is shown at the l eft end of t he a n g l e iron i n figur e 9. It was connect ed 
to the pres sure hole with a s h ort piece of 3 I 16-in. plastic tubing, via 
a three-way valve used for bleeding and c a l ibration purposes . The 
tr ansducer and val v e were n1.ounted on a piece of ang l e iron so t11at the 
w h o l e assembl y could be placed at any pr essur e h o le station. Figure 14 
shows a typica l pressure r ecord of shock-type r oll waves . 
b . Wir e G age a nd Point Gage 
A particularly sin1pl e d evice '.Vas used to obtain th e fr e quency 
distr ibutions of n1axi n1.u n1 d epths, to calibrate the p r essure t ransducer , 
and to n1.easur e norrnal d epths . The i nstru1nent will b e refe rr ed t o as 
a wire gage. The wire g age , shown in figur e 15, cons i sted of a s tain -
l ess steel n1icron1eter h ead (reading to O. 001 in.) inounted vertically 
i n a base of a lurninu1n stock whicl1 r ested on top of the c l1anne l walls. 
:!:r :r=1>r : I, :J l" I 'l'JD4-1 ::1 l i " i·:: i·d ' I · 
Fig. 14 . T ypical pressure and wire gage record for shock-type roll waves, S = .1192 , 
h = . 210 in . , station 36, smooth inlet 0 
n 
.!:>. 
'° 
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Negative No. 7840 
Fig . 15 . View of wi r e gage and pr e ssure 
transducer w ith waves approach-
i ng 
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On the lower end of the microrneter head \vas attached a short piece of 
0. 020 in. diameter stainless steel wire. The aluminum base was 
wired to the Sanborn . recording systen:i. 
The oscillograph record from a wir e gage is shown in figure 14. 
As can be seen, the wir e gage reading changed frorn its rea ding in air 
only when the wire was in contact with the water. In figure 14 the wire 
gage was dir e ctly over the pressure hole and high en::mgh so that it 
was in contact only with the wave peaks. The e levation of the wire was 
changed by rotating the micrometer. It was found that the wire was 
srn.all enough (. 020 in. diameter) so that no water was observed to 
hang below the lower e nd of it which would be undesirable. 
The change in the wire gag e r eading on the oscillograph chart when the 
wire \vas in contact w ith the flo w ing water indicates tha t the wire tip of the 
wire g ag e was at a different electric potentia l when immersed in the water 
than when in the air . The difference in the potenti a l was on the order of 0. 1 
volt. Although the mechanism responsibl e for the existence of an e l ectri c 
potential was not inves tigated, the r e spons e characteristics of the wire gage 
were excellent for the n1.e asuren1.ents for which it was used. 
A point gage was used to m easur e the elevation of the cha nnel 
bottom, a nd occas iona lly to obtain cstirnatcs of the average rnaxirnun1. 
depth of srnall an1plitude waves. This point gage was id entical to the 
w i re gage except tha t instead of a sn1all 'vvirc , a stainless ste el p o int 
was attached to the l ower end of the n1.iC1'.0111e ter hea d. Thes e values 
of average n1axii11um depth were obta ined by setting the point at a given 
l evel and estin1.atin g 'vvhat p roportion of the wave crests tha t passed by 
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were hitting the point . The average maximun1. depth was taken as that 
d e pth corresponding to th e elevation of the point at which about one-
half of the wave crests hit the point. By this procedur e , repeatable 
values of average maximum depth could be obtained for the small 
amplitude roll waves. 
c. Re cording Equipment 
The Sanborn r ecording oscillograph system, series 150, was 
used for recording signals from the pressure and wire gages. A 
c arrier preamplifier model 150-1100 AS was us e d with the pressure 
transducer, and a DC preamplifier model 150-1000 with the w ire gage. 
Figure 16 shows the four channe l Sanborn unit which was used to 
r ecor d t w o pressure traces and t wo wire gage r eco rds sim ultaneous ly. 
d. Calibration of Pres sure Transducer System 
For conversion of a pressure record, such as i n figure 14, 
to a d epth r ecord, a calibration was required. From the r e sulting 
d e pth record, only the minimum· depths were t a k en. The maximum 
d epths were obtained from th e wire gage record by a procedure 
explained later . The maximum d epths we re not t aken from the 
pres sure record for two reasons. First, the fr equency response o f 
the system as d escribe d above was probably not adequ a t e to r eco rd 
the very fast rise in pressures encounte r ed near the s t eep wave fro nts. 
Second, th e pressures directly under the crests of the shock-waves 
were probab l y not h ydrostatically distributed, so that even if the floor 
pr essure were corr ectly r ecord ed , the corr ect depth of flow could not 
b e found from th em. 
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N egative No. 7841 
Fig . 16. Vie w of 4-channel oscillograph 
recorder with w ir e gage and 
pressure transduc er 
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A calibration consisted of a relation b et\veen th e depth of flow at 
the center line of the pressure s tatio n in ques tion, and the reading on 
the r eco rd e r chart. An in situ calibration was obtained b efore each 
run. When a pressure transduce r was moved to another station, it 
was c a librated again. 
Both static and dynamic calibrations were obtained. A static 
calibration was obtained by varying th e leve l of wat er in the plastic 
cylinder connected t o the pressure· transducer sho\vn a t the right side 
of figur e 9. This changed the pressure on the transducer and thus 
the r eading on th e recorder chart. By measuring t11is water leve l in 
the cylinder with the point gage and noting tl1 e c or r esponding cbart 
reading, a static calibration was developed. This calibration was 
always linear. 
A dyna1nic calibration was obtained by u s ing a wire gage located 
dir ectly ove r the pressur e hole. As illustrated in figure 14, '\vhen th e 
water l eve l dropped below the l eve l of the \Vire, a c b ange in the wire 
gage r eading occurred. Tl1us at tha t exact tin•e, th e pressure record 
must have corresponded to the e levation of the wire. By c h anging the 
setting of the wire gage a co1nple t e dynamic calibration curve was 
constructed . Thi s calibration vvas linear also. Figure 17 shows a 
typical calibra tion of the pressure 1neasuring system. 
In n•ost cases th e slopes of the static and dynan1ic calibrations 
were the san•e. Thi s indicated that the pressure b eing r ecorded was 
in fact only the static pressure, beca use tl1e velocity, and thu s the 
velocity h ead , varied along th e wave l ength . If part of this velocity 
b ead were being recorded because of son1.e in•perfections around tl1e 
h0 =.314 INCH 
.5 S MOOTH INLET 
:r: .4 
u 
z 
I 
:r: 
~ .3 
w 
0 
.2 
STAT ION 84 
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0 STATIC BEFORE RUN 
o STATIC AFTER RUN 
() DYNArvHC 
.I "-~~ ......... K__~~~~~~_K_~~~_K_~~~KiK-~~--1 
5 10 15 20 25 30 
CHART READING- rnm 
Fig . 17. T ypi cal c alib ration of t he pr essure measuring 
system 
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pressure hole , th e slopes of these t wo cal ibrations would be different. 
However the two calibrations we r e not necessarily coincident becaus e 
of different reference leve ls fron> which the e l evations were ineasured . 
In all cases the dynamic calibration wa s used to get the value s of 
n>inimum depth. The static calibration was used mainl y as an aid in 
d e t erinining t he slope of the dynamic calibration, and as a check on 
the drift in the calibration, if any, during t he run . 
IV-D EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
l. Design of Experiments 
D ata were obtaine d on bot h naturally d evelop e d a nd per i odic roll 
waves for thr ee different channel slopes. Two or thre e d ifferent dis-
charges were us e d on each s lope. For t he largest slope a rough 
channe l was a lso us ed. Norn>al d e ptl1s were n>easured for a ll s lopes 
and discharges. Table 2 s u1n1narizes these c h anne l condit ions and 
states what type of n1easuremcnts were made. 
The measur e1ncnts desired on natur a l waves for a fixed s l ope and 
dis charge could not a ll be taken in one continuous run . Th e refore it 
was n eces sary to b e able to duplicate a particular discharge quite 
accurately . It was found th a t a inanon>eter reading could b e set ·within 
1/2 percent of a given value , and thus the discbarge was accurate t o 
1/4 p ercent. During a run t he dis charge was adjusted if n ecessary 
to stay within this limit. Tbe discharge s in table 2 correspond to the 
desired mano1net er readings . 
s 
0 
. 05011 
. 05011 
. 05011 
. 08429 
. 0842 9 
.08429 
. 1192 
. 1192 
. 1192 
1192 
1192 
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Table 2 
Types of Measurements Obtained 
for Each Slope and Discharge 
Type of Measurements 
Q-cfs Channel Normal Periodic 
Surface Depth Waves 
. 01700 Smooth x 
. 03433 Smooth x x 
. 05142 Smooth x 
. 02304 Smooth x x 
. 04601 Smooth x x 
. 06843 Smooth x 
. 02831 Smooth x x 
. 08222 Smooth x 
. 007523 Rough x 
. 01717 Rough x x 
. 04798 Rough x x 
Obtained 
Natural 
Waves 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
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2. Norina l D epth 
Normal depths were m easured in the r each of uniform flow up-
strea1n of the region in w hic h develo ping roll w aves we r e fir st detected . 
The depth of flow was measur e d at five locations across the c h a nne l a t 
each station, and at a mini1n u1n of f our stati o n s that we re 2 to 4 ft a par t . 
The water-surface leve l was very unsteady, wbich is cl1aracteristic 
of higl1 velocity flows. This inade it very difficult to. measure the 
normal d epth w ith a point gage . Howeve r the r esponse characteristics 
of the wire gage we r e particularly we ll suite d for ineasuring th e norinal 
d epth . Figure 18 shows a t ypical oscillograph wir e gage r ecord w h en 
it was set close to th e norn1al d e pt}1. 
In figur e 14 it was see n th a t tb e w ire gage oscillograph record 
showe d one reading w hen tb e lower end of th e wire was in contact wit h 
the flowing wat er , and another reading wben tbe wire was out of tb e 
water. When the wire was set near the nor1nal depth in a uniforrn flow , 
the r eading on the oscillograph chart fluc tuat e d r apidl y between tb e 
11in water" reading and the 11out of wate r 11 r eading , as seen in figur e 1 8 . 
It was found that by varying th e e l evation of t11e wire , the recorder 
stylus rnade a darke r iTnpression either on t he 11 i n water 1 1 or the 11out 
of \vate1· 11 side of tbe record . I n figur e 1 8 th e . 280-in . r ecor d shows 
a darker in1pression on t he 11in water 11 sid e , whereas w h en the wire 
v.>as raised • 010 in. t o . 290 in., the 11out o f water 11 side of the record 
shows a d arker i mpression . It was assurned th a t t he normal depth 
corresponde d to the case in whi ch the r ecorder s t ylus made equivalent 
iinpressions on the 11 in water" and 11out of wate r 11 sides of the record. 
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.280 
.282'' 
.284" 
.286'' 10 1 
.288" SEC. l 
.290'' 
- -.292" 
-=-
.----OUT OF 
WATER 
Fig. 18 . T ypi cal wire gage r ecord used t o measur e 
no r mal depths 
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Thus for the case shown in figure 18, the norrnal d epth was t aken to 
corr e spond to th e . 286 in. wire g age reading w ith an accu r acy of about 
. 002 in. In son1e cases w ith highe r ve lo cities this accuracy wa s 
about . 004 in. 
3. Wave Properties Measured 
a . Naturally D eve loped Roll W ave s 
Four prope rties were measured: 
( 1 .) Minirnurn depths {11 . ) were obtained a t stations 
nun 
alo n g th e channel b y using the pr essure r ecords (e.g . figur e 14) and 
dyna mic calibratio n s. At eac11 sta tion values of rninirn un1 d eptl1 we r e 
obta ined for a bout 200 w aves from w hich tb e average value and th e 
sta ndard deviation were calculated. In sorne cas es a frequency distri-
bution was constructed frorn th e se 200 values. T h i s sarnpl e of about 
200 rneasurernents was f o und to be l a r g e enough to obtain consistent 
r esults. A minimum. deptli measurement tha t was greater than th e 
ave r age depth (i.e . average deptli over many waves as estimated b y 
eye frorn th e pres sure r eco r d ) was not considered i n t11ese calculati ons . 
This e li1ninated those ininin,tnn depths b etween t wo waves that we r e 
about t o con,bine . As an exarnple tl1e mini1nun1 d eptb between t11 e 
wave cre sts 5 and 6 a t station 72 on figure 47c would not b e used in tl1e 
calculations. 
(2 .) P eriods (T ) at stations along t11e channe l we r e o bta ined 
fro1n the pressure records. The period i s simpl y the ti1ne period 
b e t ween successive \.Vave crests. Thus th e p er iod of a wave is its 
l ength on the recorder chart . divid e el b y th e chart speed. Wl1en two 
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waves were a bout to combine , t11 ey were considered to b e b.vo waves 
as l ong a s the p eak of e ach wave was clearly d e lineat e d on th e 
pressur e r ecord. F o r obta ining standard d evi a ti ons and fr equency 
di s tributions about 200 values of p e riod were used . The average 
period of th e shock waves a t a station was u s u a lly calcul a t e d from 
about 1500-2000 wave s to obtain cons istent r esults . 
{3.) Wave velocities (c ) we r e obtained a t s t a tions along 
the channe l. This required using pressur e r ecord s froni. two stations 
taken concurrently. The se s tations we re usually 6 ft apart but sorne -
tini.es u p t o 1 8 ft apart. A particular wave was identified in each 
r ecord and the n it s trave l ti1ne b e t ween th e t wo sta tions d e t e rmined . 
For each pair of stations the average value , standard deviation , and 
fr e quency distribution of wave velocity was b ased o n about 200 obser-
vations. If t wo waves combine d b e t wee n th e pair of s t a tions being 
us ed , the ir veloc i ties we r e not coni.puted b ecause th e "\vave v e l ocit y 
changes appreciabl y dur i ng t 11is overtaking process. The average 
wave ve l ocity was ass urned t o a p p ly to a sta tion midway b e t ween the 
pair of stat ions. 
( 4 .) Maxi1nu1n depths (hmax) were obtained on the center 
line of tb e c h anne l a t s t a tions a long th e c h anne l. For t11e s 1nall ampli -
tude waves, a pressure record sini.ilar to figure 4 1 was used to obtain 
the inaxini.uni. d epths. For reasons expl ained in Section l V-C , the 
maxin1un1 depths of the large .ani.plitude shock-type waves were n ot 
obtained froni. th e pressure record, but fr oni. sini.ultaneous \Vire gage 
and pressure r ecords. The rnetl1od was firs t to construct a fr e qu e ncy 
di stribution of th e rnaxirnurn deptl1s a t a g i ven station, and th en t o 
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derive the average value and standard deviation from it. The frequency 
distribution was deter1nined by placing the wire at a known level and 
obtaining a record of at least 200 waves. The wire gage level was 
then changed and again 200 waves were recorded. For each level of 
the wire, the percent of the waves that hit the wire could be found 
using the pressure record to count 200 waves and the wire gage record 
to count the number of hits. The wire was varied from a level where 
all the waves hit up to a level where none of the waves hit. The wire 
was moved through at least ten intervals of. 025 in. at most, and less 
when the standard deviation of the maximum depths was small. 
The standard deviation of the wave heights was found by plotting 
the cuinulati ve fr e quency distribution (value of h vs. perc e nt 
max 
greater than or equal to) on arithmetic probability graph paper. This 
paper is designed so that a Gaussian distribution plots as a straight 
line. Figure 37 shows some typical results . In all cases the plotted 
values could be well represente d by a straight line . Thus the standard 
deviation was found graphically as the differenc e between the 50 
percent value and the 84. 1 percent value. These values come fro m 
the well known pro perties of a Gaussian distribution. 
The average value of th e maximum d epths was calculated b y 
multiplying the percent of waves betwe en t wo successive wire l eve ls 
by the average w ir e l eve l (wire l eve l at lower end p oint plus 1I2 of 
interval}, and summing a ll th ese pro ducts. This method gives a good 
estimate of the true average for any fr e quency distribution as long as 
the intervals are sufficiently small. B ecaus e the frequency distr ibutio n 
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is Gaussian in this case, the average value, cornputed as above, 
agreed with the m ean value on the probability grap11 within about 
• 002 in . 
A digital cornputer was used to compute the statistical quan-
titi e s for the four wave properties. 
b. Periodic Pennanent Roll Waves 
Periods, wave velocities, and maxhnum deptl1s were 
measured in the same way as explained above for natural waves. 
However f o r periodic waves there was only one value for each of these 
quantities at a given station because all \.\El.ves were the rarne . In acklition, 
afte r the waves have reached a permanent form the wave properties 
do not change w ith station. 
Wave shape, inc luding lninin1urn depth, was determined fo r most 
of the perio dic wave runs. The wire gage and bottoni. pressure 
records were used to d eterrnine the profile of the waves including the 
steep fronts . The sensitivity of measurement of the tin1e interval 
was increased by increasing the recorder paper speed. The distance 
from the to e of the '.vave front to tl1 e point where the wire of the wire 
gage inter sected the water surface was obtained as the product of the 
time interval and tl1e wave velocity. 
4. General Procedure for Natural and P eriodic Roll Wave Runs 
For runs \vith natural roll waves pressure r ecords and wire gage 
r ecords '.Vere taken at two stations concurrently . These stations "\vere 
generally 6 ft apar t but soni.etiines they were u p to 18 ft apar t. After 
obtaining s t atic and dynani.ic calibrations, a record of a b out 200 waves 
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was taken at chart speeds of 25 or 50 min/ sec. Then maxhnu1n depths 
were measured at both stations with the wire gages at a chart speed 
of about 5 mm/ sec for several wire elevations . S6meti1nes the instru-
ments were left at a particular pair of stations and data were taken at 
two or thre e discharges b e fore they were moved to anothe r pair of 
stations. More consistent r esult s were obtained when measurements 
at all stations were taken before changing the discharge. In this way 
the data for one discharge could be obtained in about one week. 
For runs with periodic waves the paddle in the inlet box (figure 1 1 ) 
was oscillated at the de sired period . The amplitude of the paddle 
motion could b e varied by adjusting the stroke of the connecting arm 
from the motor. By suitable adjustment of the paddle amplitude a 
periodic permanent wave could be produced . However it took a certain 
length of channel before the periodic waves assumed a p e rmanent form. 
This length of channel decreased for the larger paddle amplitudes. By 
m easuring the maximum depth over a considerable reach of the 
channel , the r egion of permane nt waves was found. The maximum 
d epths r e ported for the periodic permanent waves are averages of 
measureme nts at four stations which ge nerally covered about 30 to 40 ft 
of channel. The velocity and profile of th e periodic permanent wave s 
were also measured. In some cases, particularly for short wave 
periods and thus short wave l engths, a periodic permanent wave train 
would show signs of becoming nonperiodic n ear the downstream end of 
the channel. 
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CHAPTER V 
PRESENTATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
V-A INLET CONDITION 
1. Smooth and Rough Inlet 
a. Observations of Flow Near Inlet 
The inlet condition was found to have a significant influence on 
the distance from the inlet where roll waves could first be seen or 
measured. If the channel botto!l). near the inlet was left smooth, just 
as the rest of the channel, the natural roll waves developed further 
upstream than they did when a small length of the channel bottom near 
the inle t was artificially roughened. 
By using continuous dye injection in the inlet box where the 
velocities were low, the behavior of the flow in the channel near the 
inlet could be observed. Observations of this kind were made for all 
runs at slopes of . 05011 and . 1192. The general flow characteristics 
were similar for all runs. For a smooth channel bottom, immediately 
downstream of the reservoir the water surface wa s glassy smooth a nd 
a dye stream just below the "vater surface remained intact. Bowever 
after a sufficient distance the dye str eam began to mix with the wat e r 
until it was completely mixed. This point where mixing began was not 
fixed for a given run, but oscillated up and down the channe l in an 
intermittent manner . The smooth water surface became roughened at 
about the same statio n as the mix ing began, and this station of surface 
roughening oscilla t ed a l so . A dye stream near the channel b o ttom had 
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a similar appearauce and <lid not n J.ix with the water until it was near 
the station where the surface dye mixed . 
The channel bottom near the inle t was made rough by placing a 
6-in. length of fin e m e sh screen on the botto1n of tb e inle t b ox , so that 
the d ownstr eanJ. end of the screen was a b out O. 3 0 f t upstrea1n of 
statio n O. O. The w id ths o f the screen and the c h annel were the same. 
For this condition the b ehavior of the dye near the water surface was 
s imil a r t o that in the smooth channe l case, except th at the mixing 
occurred further upstrea1n and the initia l rnixing point for a g ive n 
di s charge was stationary. Howeve r the d ye stream n ear the c h annel 
botto1n was corriplete ly rnixed a t the downs t r earn e nd of the screen. 
D ye str eams a t interinediate elevatio.ns b egan to mix at s t ations 
b et\.veen the e ncl of the screen a nd the s t a t ion whe r e t h e surface dye 
b egan to inix. 
These observations can b e ade quately expl ained in terms of 
b oundary l ayers. For a smooth inle t a l anJ.inar b oundary layer was 
d evelop e d i n i tially which eventually became turbulent in an inter -
mittent fashion. For a rough inle t a turbule nt boundary layer was 
initiated by the screen, and this boundary layer eventually r each ed 
the wat e r surface . B ecau se no tr ans ition fr onJ. l a rnin a r to t u rbul ent 
flow was required , no unste adiness was i ntroduced. More will be 
said a bout this boundary layer notion in Section VI-C. 
The general flow patt ern described above for a smooth channe l 
b ottonJ. \vas rno st c l early displayed a t the lowest dischar ges cor r es -
p onding t o a nonnal d epth (h ) of about . 2 in . For this value of h 
n n 
the dye stream stayed intact further dovvnstr eam and the disturbances 
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associa ted with the transition frorn larninar to turbulent flow were 
sufficiently strong to create shock - type roll waves a lmost imn1ediate ly. 
However at normal depths of • 3 and . 4 i n. the surface disturbances 
near the zone of dye n1.ixing w e re not as pronounced , although at tinies 
these disturbances could b e seen to eventually d eve lop into ro ll w aves. 
Figure 19 shows wate r~surface profiles for a typical conditi on near 
a sn1.ooth inlet at a norn1.al depth of . 2 in. Three surface profile s are 
plotte d; the depth during periods when the surface was smooth, the 
a verage depth during periods when the surface was rough, and the 
maxirnum depth during periods when the surface was rough. T11 e se 
depths were n1.easured using a wir e gage and point gage a t the channel 
cente r line . Fro1n the tr e nd of the rnaxin1.un1 depth values , it is seen 
that apprec i a ble disturbances we r e d eve loped , eve n a t station 5. 0 ft. 
It is i nteresting to observe t11at the depth of th e s 1n ooth water surface 
fell b e low the norn1.al d e ptl1. For a r ough inlet at the s a 1ne slope and 
h as s how n on figur e 19 , c o 1nparabl e disturbances did not b eco1ne 
n 
appreciab l e until about sta tion 30 . 
F or norn1al d e pths of . 3 and . 4 in., and a sm.ooth i n l e t, the depth 
did not jump discontinuously from. a l ow depth (sn1.ooth wate r s urface ) 
t o a high e r d e pth (r ough wat e r surface ) as shown in figure 19. Instead 
ther e was a n1.ore gradua l tr a nsition fron1. a sn1ootl1 to a rough water 
surfac e , a l though th e point of rough ening vvas oscillat ing s ornewh at . 
For norma l depths of . 3 a nd . 4 in. with a rough inlet , there was also 
a gra dua l dept11 transition fron1. a s1nooth water surface t o a r ough 
w a t e r surface . Howeve r this surface roughness, and the associated 
intersection o f the turbulent boundary l a yer with th e ·water surface, 
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Fig . 19. Graph of typical \vater- surfac e profiles near a smooth inlet for a normal depth of . 2 in. 
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occurred f arther upstream and in a more nearly steady manner than 
the flow with a s1nooth inlet. This observation is consistent with the 
fact that a turbulent boundary layer develops faster than a la1ninar one. 
For the rough channel the conditions at the inlet were si1nilar to thos e 
in a smooth channe l with a rough inle t because the s and grains caused 
the initiation of a turbulent b oundary l aye r as the scr e en did in the 
smooth channel. 
b. Adjustrn.ent to Rough-Inlet Conditio n 
Froni. the expe ri1nents it was found tha t with a smooth inlet, 
a given value of ave rage maxi1num de1)th (h ) occurred at a smaller 
max 
value oft (t = distance fro1n station 0, 0) t11an with a rough inlet. This 
fact is consistent with th e observations on the flow conditions n e ar th e 
inle t presented above. It was found that with a sni.ooth inlet tli e re 
were surface disturbances which r e sulted froni. the inte rmittent inanner 
in which the water surfac e b e ca1ne rough . Pre surnably this inte r -
mittency resulted froni. th e laminar boundary layer b e coming turbu lent. 
With a rough inlet the loca tion of water-surface rough e ning was 
sta tionary in ti1ne , at least inuch more so tha n wit11 a s1nooth inle t, 
and surface disturbances resulting froni. thi s surface roughening were 
not observed. Th e r e fore for a sni.ooth inlet excess disturba nces 
(othe r than those pres ent for a rough inlet) were provided to initiate 
the development of roll \vaves. 
One purpose of this study is to describe s orne geometric p r opertie s 
of n a tural roll waves as a function of distance from the beginning of th e 
ch a nne l (i. e . t). From the a b ove discussion it is c l ea r that even for 
a f ixed di sc11 a r ge , slo p e , etc ., th e value of a give n pr op e rty, say 
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h , at a given value of .e, depends on the inle t condition. For the 
max 
data to be presente d, this dependence on the inle t condition was 
eliminated by adjusting the smooth-inlet results to a rough inlet. 
For each smooth-inlet run· this was done by adding a correction length 
to the values of .e, so that the adjusted deve lopment relations (e.g. 
h vs • .e,) were the same as those that would have b een obtained 
max 
with a rough inlet . For runs in which a rough inlet was used, and for 
the runs in the rough channel, no correction was necessary. 
To obtain a cor rection length for a smooth-inlet run, some data 
are also required for the same hydraulic conditions with a rough 
inlet . For each run two correction lengths were determine d; one 
from the h vs . .{, relations for a smooth and rough inlet, and one 
max 
from the T vs • .t relations for a smooth and rough inle t. T is 
av av 
the average wave p eriod. For each of the se r e lations the procedure 
was to slide the tw o graphical relations (smoo th inlet and rough inlet) 
along the .{, axis until the data points for both the smooth a nd rough 
inlet rela tions showed a unique relation. The amount of displacement 
along the .{, axis was the correction length. For each run the two 
correction lengths using the h and T relations were practically 
max av 
the sam e . 
In the runs with normal depths of • 3 and . 4 in . , th e data points 
for the sn1ooth and rough inlet could be made to define a unique relati o n 
between h and .{, or T and .{, , over the range of h or T that 
max av max av 
was represented b y the data. In oth e r words the effect of the smooth 
inlet was to transla t e the d e v e lopment r e l at i ons upstream w ithout any 
change of the ir shape w ith r espec t to the relations for a rough inlet. 
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Bow ever for the runs with a n o rmal depth of • 2 in. , the initial part 
of the smooth-inlet development relatio n h ad a different shape than 
the corresponding rough-inlet relation. This srnooth-inlet effect on 
the shape of the developn1ent curve is shown in figur e 20 for the h 
max 
developrnent relation. As was mentioned in the l ast section, in the 
smootb-inlet runs with a norrnal depth of • 2 in., sl1ock waves were 
establisbecl quite close to tbe inlet as a result of th e interinittent 
behavior associated with the water surface b econ1ing rough . With a 
rough inlet, shock waves ·were forn1ed frorn. small an1plitud e waves 
which deve loped fron1 a unifonn flow. These two diffe rent rn.e thods 
by whicb shock waves wexe fanned help explain th e differences in the 
d evelop1nent relations as shown for h in figure 20. T11e develop-
max 
n1ent r e lations to be presented in this chapte r apply to roll waves tha t 
d evelop fr o1n a uniform flow . T11 erefor e , for the smooth-inlet runs 
at a norinal deptb of . 2 in., the data points that showed th e s 1nooth -
inlet effect on th e shape of the developrn.ent relations (e .g. the seven 
smooth inle t points for h /h les s than about 1. 6 in figure 20) were 
n1ax n 
not included on fo e develop1ne 11t relations applicable to rough inlets. 
The correction l engtb for eac11 run in which a sn1ooth inlet was 
used is shown in t able 3. It is seen t11 a t tbe correction length 
d ecreased as the normal depth increa s e d, and decrea sed as the 
channe l slope was increased. 
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Table 3 
Co r rection Lcngt11s Adde d to Sn1ooth- I nlet D e velop1nent R e l a tions 
~ • 2 inch • 3 inch . 4 inc h n . 
.050 11 5 1 ft 25 16 
• 08429 30 12. 5 0 
• 11 92 24 - -
--
2. Dra\v d ow n Curves N ear Inlet 
Fro1n the water l eve l in the inlet box the d epth of flow d ecreased 
to th e norn1al d e pth in a short distance. These drawdov,r n curves 
w e r e m easur ed fo r in .ost r uns and several ai· e shown in figur e 21. 
Some depth s we r e ni.easurcd w ith a w i re gage using the sarne tecbnique 
to obtain th e average depth as was us e d to obta in the norinal depths . 
Othe r d epths w ere ni.easur e d w ith a point gage a nd wer e subject to the 
l arger err ors of thi s m .e lhod . In b oth cases only center-line d epths 
were ineasured. Th e ni.a in purpos e of th ese measuren1ents was to 
d e t e r1nine th e conditions n ear the inlet. 
For n o rrnal d e pths o f . 3 and . 4 i n . it was found tha t the drawdown 
curves we r e th e same for a sni.ooth or r o u gh inlet. Howe ver for a 
nonnal depth of • 2 i n . , the smooth-inlet conditi on was ver y u nsteady 
as s hown in fi gure 19. Thus th e dr awdown curves f o r a n o n nal depth 
of. 2 in . in figur e 21 are f o r a rough inlet. Station O. 1 f t was th e 
starting p oint of the drawclown mea s u _rernents , w h ereas the reservoir 
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is about 9 in. upstream of this station. Measurements upstream of 
station O. 1 ft could not b e obtained conveniently because the higher 
walls interfered with the supporting mechanism for the depth gages . 
V-B HYDRAULIC CHARACTERISTICS OF LABORATORY CHANNEL 
From the measured normal depths the friction factors, Froude 
numbers, and Reynolds numbers were calculated. These are pre-
sented in table 4. The relation of Dare y-Wei.sbach friction factor, f, 
against Reynolds number, R, for the smooth channel is shown in 
figure 23, on which is plotted the relation obtained experimentally 
by Tracy and Lester (22) for a smooth, wide, rectangular channel. 
The experimental points obtained in the present study follow thi s 
r e lation quite well, with an average deviation of only 2. 2 perce nt. 
The Froude numbers for the data in figure 23 vary from 3. 45 to 5. 98, 
which provide s more evidence that the friction factor in unstable flow 
is not a function of the Froude number as proposed by Rouse (17). 
For a rough boundary the friction factor can b e expressed in the 
form, 
Ji/i = 2. 03 log 10 (r /k) + constant (5. 1) 
which can b e derived from the the oretical works of Prandtl and 
von Karman as Keulegan has shown (23). Pere k is the si ze of the 
roughness elements which in this case was the geometric mean size 
(. 595 mm) of the very we ll sorted sand. Figure 22 shows that t w o of 
the data points follow the above relation whe r e the const ant is 2. 17. 
Table 4 
Hydraulic Characteristics of Laboratory Channel 
Slope Channel Width Wate r Discharge Normal Normal Froude 
s Surface b Temp Q D epth Velocity No. 0 in oc cfs h F u 
n n 
in fps 
. 05011 Smooth 4 . 625 23. 7 . 01700 . 206 2. 57 3 . 45 
. 05011 S mooth 4 . 625 23. 1 . 03433 . 3 14 3.40 3. 71 
. 05011 Smooth 4.625 22.7 . 05142 . 404 3. 96 3.81 
. 0842 9 Smooth 4.625 24 . 4 . 02304 . 208 3.45 4. 63 
. 08429 Smooth 4.625 24 . 8 . 04601 . 3 14 4. 56 4 . 96 
. 08429 Smooth 4 . 625 25.0 . 06843 . 404 5.27 5.06 
. 1192 Smooth 4 . 625 21. 9 . 02831 . 210 4 . 20 5 . 60 
. 1192 Smooth 4 . 625 22 . 3 . 08222 . 409 6 . 26 5.98 
. 1192 Rough 4.55 23.2 . 007 523 . 116 2 . 05 3.68 
. 1192 Rough 4.55 22 .6 .01717 . 199 2. 73 3.74 
. 1192 Rough 4.55 23. 7 . 04798 . 375 4.05 4.04 
Friction 
Factor 
f 
. 0308 
. 0257 
. 0235 
. 0289 
. 0241 
. 0224 
. 0279 
. 0227 
. 0669 
. 0626 
. 050 1 
Reynolds 
No. R 
4ru /v 
n 
1. 63x10 4 
3. 11 
4.47 
2 . 24 
4. 33 
6.26 
2.60 
7.07 
. 750 
1. 63 
4. 37 
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In figure 22 6 is the thickness of the laminar sublayer and t aken to b e 
11. 6 \! fF/P. Fron1 Nikuradse's experiments on roug11 pipes with a 
0 
uniform sand roughness , th e e quation for the velocity distribution is 
(23)' 
u /u .. ,= 8.5 + 5.75 log (y/k) p '•' (5. 2) 
where u is the velocity at a distance y froni. the rough wall, and u _,_ p ¥ 
is th e shear ve locity. By appl ying this expression to a wide rectangular 
channel, tb e constant in equation 5 . 1 is found to be 2. 12 , which agrees 
quite well with the experimental value of 2. 1 7. 
One data point in figure 22 is not consistent with t11 e other two. 
This is apparantly b e cause th e flovl was in the transition r egion 
between a rough b oundary and a s1nooth boundary. This tr ansition was 
found in Nikuradse ' s data , (s ee for example Rouse (24 ) pg. 206) where 
the deviation from t11 e rough-wall r e l ation b egan at a k/ 6 value of 
about four. Thus tl1e point of d eparture fr om the rough wall relation 
.for a cha nne l is consistent with the rough-pipe results. Nikuradse 's 
d a ta showed that as the value of k/ 6 was further decr eased the data 
points approached the smooth - boundary r e l ation. Th e dashed line in 
figure 22 indicat es th e general tr end expecte d if inore data we r e 
available. 
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V-C NATURAL ROLL WAVES 
1. General Description 
Roll waves developed from uniform flow in the laboratory channel. 
The waves were first clearly visible in a reach of channel downstream 
of the uniform flow where the waves acquired a steep front (shock wave) 
which extended across th e channel. This point where the waves formed 
shocks was not fixed for a given run, but varied with each successive 
wave which indicated that these natural waves were not periodic . In 
fact, the most striking feature of these natural roll waves was the non-
periodicity a t all stages of their development. 
It was found that ther e was a station downstream of w hich no mo re 
roll waves were forme d, and the waves that had formed propagated in 
a nonperiodic manner. In fact th e v elocities of the shock waves were 
such that some waves would overtake and combine with the wave immedi-
ate ly dow nstr eam. In some cases this process was repeated two or three 
times by the same wave b efore r eaching the encl of the channel. 
The gene ral appearance o f a typical roll wave train in the labora -
tory channel is shown in figure 24 . The nonperiodic nature of the shock 
waves is evident in this photograph. Figure 25 shows a closeup vi ew of 
one comple te wave. The depth variation along the wave can be seen by 
noting the distance from the wat er surface to the top of the side wall. 
By comparison with figure 1, the s imilarity of the l aboratory and field 
r o ll waves is seen. One noticeable difference is the absence of "white 
water" n ear the shock front of the laboratory waves . This is caused by 
entrained a ir w hich occurs a t high wave velocities unattainable in the 
l a borato r y. 
Fig . 25 . 
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Negative No . 7842 
Fig . 24. G eneral v i ew of channel w ith 
n atural roll waves, S = .1192, 
h = . 210 i n . 0 
n 
N egative No . 7843 
Side v i ew of roll wave , S = . 0842 9, h = . 208 in . 
station 94-98 ° n 
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2. T abulated Basic Data 
Because of the nonperiodic nature of natural roll waves, it is 
necessary to measure the fr equency distribution of the wave property 
desired. This was clone for the four properties maxi1nu1n depth hmax' 
minhnum depth h . , period 
min T, and wave velocity c. The method 
of obtaining these measurements was explained in Section IV-D. The 
results in ter1ns of average values and standard deviations for all runs 
are contained in table 5. In sonic cases h values were estimated 
max 
by eye with a point gage. Point gage ineasur e 1nents were usually only 
used to aid in finding the correction l engths for the smooth-inlet data. 
For s1nall an1plitud e waves (prior to fanning shock waves) tbe h 
n1.ax 
values obtained fron1. pressure records are n1ore accurate tha n esti-
mates with the point gage. In table 5 the values whicb -vvere used on 
the graphs are indicated. Note that for the rough c11annel (table Si) mly a 
mininrn1n amount of data were obtained. T11us the data on tb e:: grapbs 
are fo r s1noo th c11anne::ls unless they are note d to b e rougb. 
3. Dimensionless _nev_el~p_"°-Oent Relations 
One n:1ain purpos e of this study is to describe certain geometric 
properties of natural roll waves . To 1nake this description applicable 
to any channe l, th ese properties must be expressed in meaningful 
dilnensionles s tern.1.s. To d escribe the deve l opn1ent of the four 
properties considered in this study, the relations h /h . vs . -t/h , 
max n n 
h . /h vs. -f.,/h , S T ~ vs. -t/h , and c /../gh vs. -t/h 
min n n o av n n av n n 
were used. These dimensionless expressions for the p e riod and wave 
velocity came fron.1. the periodic pern1anent wave theory in Chapter III. 
Station 
ft 
6 
12 
18 
24 
30 
36 
42 
48 
54 
60 
66 
72 
78 
84 
90 
96 
102 
108 
114 
120 
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Table Sa Basic Data for Natural Roll Waves 
so = • 05011 h = . 206 inch 
n 
Rough Inlet Smooth Inl<!t (Correction to match rough inlet = 51 ft) 
n 
max 
inch 
. 217a 
. 217a 
. 221a 
• 225a 
• 234a 
. 239a 
• 248a 
. 259a 
oh 
max 
inch 
• 023 
. 030 
. 040 
. 039 
Tb 
av 
sec 
. 731 
. 964 
I. 178 
I. 391 
.254-8 
. 314-1 
• 349-1 
• 390-1 
• 406-2 
.405-4 
.455-2 
. 469-2 
. 471-1 
.469-3 
. 508-2 
. 524-1 
.482-6 
. 508-2 
. 537- I 
. 537-1 
.529-3 
. 529- I 
Notes: a. Point gage m e asurement 
b . Based on 500 to 700 peaks 
n 
max 
inch 
. 231 
. 256 
. 275 
. 297 
. 311 
. 319 
. 333 
. 351 
.355 
. 364 
.387 
.391 
. 392 
. 396 
. 404 
. 417 
.419 
.424 
oh 
max 
inch 
. 015 
. 021 
. 035 
Tc 
av 
sec 
. 457 
. 558 
. 676 
n . 
mm 
inch 
. 033 . 776 . 362 . 157 
. 040 . 816 
.043 .891 .441.148 
. 046 I. 030 
. 04 9 I. 1 19 
.042 1.21 4 
.045 1.290 .611 .144 
. 042 I. 487 
. 044 I. 549 . 704 . 135 
. 044 I. 653 
. 044 I. 695 . 719 • 133 
. 048 I. 777 
• 046 I. 848 . 851 . 140 
. 045 I. 900 
. 045 I. 973 . 928 . 134 
oh . 
mm 
inch 
. 021 
• 019 
. 017 
. 015 
.018 
. 015 
. 013 
d. Based on 50 values 
e . Based on 30 values 
c 
av 
fps 
3.63 
3.70 
3.90 
3.99 
4 . 02 
4. 10 
4. 12 
0 
c 
fps 
• 15 
. 16 
. 17 
. 16 
. 16 
. 17 
. 18 
c. Based on 1200 t o 2000 peaks f. Based on 100 peaks per e levation 
Unless n oted otherwise , average values and 5tandard deviations were computed from 
about 200 values . 
Smooth inlet d a t a for stations 6 to 42 show the effect of a smooth inlet and were not 
u sed on graphs on which wave properties were plotte d as a. !unction of t /h
0
. 
The integers following the {hmax)max values indicate the number of peaks out of 200 
peaks that were higher than the value of {hmax)max indicated. 
Stat ion 
f t 
6 
12 
18 
Z4 
30 
36 
42 
48 
54 
60 
66 
72 
78 
84 
90 
96 
102 
108 
1 14 
120 
83 
T abl e Sb Basic Data for Natural Ro ll Waves 
s = • 0501 1 h = .3 14inch 0 n 
R ough Inle t Smooth Inlet (Correction to match rough inlet = 25 f t) 
h oh T (hmax>max h oh T OT h n1in oh n1in c max max ac max max av av 
inch inch s ec inch inc h inch SCC sec i nch inch fps 
• 328a . 324d 
• 3 34d 
. 3ZOa • 337d 
• 349d 
. 744 4 . 63g 
. 33 l a . 358d 
. 744 
. 372d 
. 729 4 . 73g 
. 338a 
. 737 
. 48 1-2 .4 01 . 0 34 .733e . 248f . 020£ 4 . 74g 
• 359a 
. 499- 3 '. 4 14 . 0 40 . 7 58e 
• 539- 1 . 434 . 042 . 8 l5e 
4. 81 
. 557 - 1 . 4 46 . 044 . 860e . 370 . 232 . 027 
. 528-4 . 446 . 04 1 . 897e 
4 . 82 
. 418b 
. 036 . 767c . 564 - 2 . 454 . 042 . 93 le . 37 7 . 22 1 . 027 
. 632 -1 . 478 . 055 I. 044e 
4 . 89 
. 608 - 3 . 492 • 056 1. 084e . 49! . 218 . 0 32 
.443b . 036 . 874c . 587-2 . 481 . 046 I. 098e 
4. 90 
. 612 - 4 . 498 . 053 I. 156e . 502 . 2 14 .028 
. 659- 2 . 5 14 . 060 I. 248e 
4.95 
. 47-lb 
. 05 1 1. 008c . 659- 2 . 5 18 . 0595 I. 30·1e . 538 . 204 .027 
Notes: a. Point gage rneasurcrn.ent e . Based on 1600 t o 300 0 p eaks 
b . Base d on 100 peaks per e levation f. Based on 50 value s 
c. B a s ed on 600 p e aks g . Based on 25 values 
d . M eas ured f r om press ur e record (5 0 values) 
Unless noted o therwise , average values and standard deviations we r e computed from 
abo ut 2 00 values . 
Rough inlet data on nmax for station s 12 to 60 were n o t used on the graphs becaus e the 
•mooth inlet data for this initial growth are mor e accurate . 
The intege rs fo llowi ng the (hmax)max val ues indicat e the number of p eaks out o f 200 
peaks that we re highe r th >.n the v alue of (hmax )max indic a t e d. 
0 
c 
fps 
. 15 
. 15 
. 18 
. 17 
. 18 
Station 
ft 
6 
12 
16 
24 
30 
36 
42 
46 
54 
60 
66 
72 
76 
84 
90 
96 
102 
106 
114 
120 
84 
Table Sc Basic Data for Natural Roll Wave1 
so = • 05011 h = n . 404 inch 
Rough Inlet Smooth Inlet (C orr ec tion to match rough inlet = 16 ft) 
n oh T (hmax1max n oh Tav OT n min oh min c 0 max max av max max av c 
inch inch sec inch inch inch sec sec inch inch fps fps 
• 416d 
.421d 
• 416d 
• 413a .42td 
. 422d 
. 410a .434d • 606 
.606 
• 416a : 440d 
. 605 
• 453d 
. 605 
. 429a • 459d 
. 622 
• 460d 
. 622 
.44 ta . 566-2 • 467 • 034 • 646 
. 564-8 . 495 • 038 . 854 . 266 
.463a • 627-1 . 511 . 044 . 877 5.56 . 17 
• 608-11 . 528 . 052 . 890 • 325 
. 509b 
. 036 . 846c . 637-3 . 526 • 050 . 903 5.55 • 16 
• 667-1 . 542 . 054 . 922 .402 . 296 .030 
• 664-2 . 560 . 055 • 966 5.55 . 19 
. 546b . 046 . 916c . 684-4 . 570 • 056 I. 021 . 454 • 293 . 033 
Notes: a. Point gage measurement c. Based on 500 peaks 
b. Based on 100 pe aks per elevation d. Measured from pressure record (50 values) 
Unless noted otherwiee, average values and a tandard deviations we r e computed !ram 
about 200 values. 
Rough inlet data on hmax for stations 30 to 90 were not used on the graphs because 
the amooth inlet data. for this initial growth are more accurate. 
The intege r1 following the (hmax)max values i ndicate the number of peaks out of 200 
p eaks that were higher than the value of (hma)max indicated. 
Statio n 
ft 
6 
12 
18 
24 
30 
36 
42 
48 
54 
60 
66 
72 
78 
84 
90 
96 
102 
108 
114 
120 
85 
Table 5d Basic Data for Natural Roll Waves 
so =.08429 h = n . 208 Inch 
Rough I n let Smooth Inlet (Correction to match rough inlet = 30 ft) 
'Ila 
max 
inch. 
.251 
.282 
. 314 
. 320 
.351 
. 378 
.386 
. 383 
.405 
• 433 
.441 
. 43l 
. 472 
. 474 
.458 
.485 
Notes: 
Tb 
av 
sec 
. 49 
. 51 
. 61 
. 72 
. 84 
. 95 
I. 15 
I. 13 
I. 2 I 
(hmax)max 
inch 
. 333-9 
• 384-2 
. 435-4 
. 484 -4 
.534-2 
. 559-4 
. 560-2 
. 608-1 
. 606 - 2 
. 607 -1 
. 63 1-3 
. 632-2 
.685- 1 
. 711- I 
. 684-3 
a . P oint gage measurement 
b . Measured with stop watch 
n 
max 
Inc h 
. 229c 
. 253c 
. 286 
• 314 
. 344 
. 369 
.401 
. 415 
. 426 
.439 
. 452 
. 467 
.478 
. 501 
. 5 11 
. 517 
. 531 
oh 
max 
Td 
av OT n min 
oh 
min 
inch sec sec inch inch 
. 030 . 457 
. 035 .501 
. 042 . 577 
. 048 . 631 . 280 
. 056 .743 
. 057 . 808 . 362 
. 056 .851 
. 061 . 905 . 402 . 11 9 . 020 
. 060 . 996 . 400 . 124 . 018 
. 058 I. 063 
. 056 I. 128 . 479 . 111 . 014 
. 062 I. 269 . 562 . 097 . 021 
. 069 I. 304 
. 067 I. 344 . 600 . 120 . 0 19 
.068 I. 396 .630 . 118 .0 19 
d. Based on 600 to 2200 peaks 
e. Based on 50 values 
c. M easur ed Crom pressure record (50 values) 
Unles s noted otherwise, average values and standard d~viations were computed fro m 
about ZOO values . 
Rough inle t data were used o nly to find the correction length (30 ft); they were no t used 
on the graphs. 
Smoo th inlet d a ta !or 1tationa 6 to 30 show the effect o! a smooth in let and were not 
used on graphs on w hich wave properties we re plotted as a !unction of t/h
0
• 
The integ e r s following the (hmax1max values indicate the number of peaks out of ZOO 
peaks that wt"re higher than the value o! (hmax)max lndlcated. 
c 
av 
fps 
4 . 95e 
5. 09e 
5. 18 
5 . 23 
5.29 
5. 4 1 
5.45 
5. 53 
o 
c 
fps 
. 24 
. 22 
. 24 
.25 
. 25 
. 24 
Station 
ft 
6 
12 
18 
24 
30 
36 
42 
48 
54 
60 
66 
7Z 
78 
84 
90 
96 
102 
108 
114 
120 
86 
Table Se Bas ic Data fo r Nat u r al Roll Waves 
so = . 08429 h = . 314 inch n 
Rough Inlet Smooth I n l et (Correction t o match rough inlet = 12. 5 ft) 
na Tb (hmax)max n: oh T OT n: min oh min c 0 max av max max av av c 
inch sec inch inch inch sec s ec inch inch fps fps 
• 329c 
• 3Z7c 
• 3Z5c 
. 335c 
. 343C 
. 37 lc 
.459-5 .406 . 026 . 520 . 197 .255 . 0 18 6.08 . 16 
. 364 • 509-5 . 426 . 038 . 520 
. 390 • 535-Z .432 . 045 . 5 05 . z 11 .236 . 024 6. 17 . zo 
.405 . 583-1 . 452 . 052 . 537 
. 450 . 56 . 613 6.26 . Z I 
.465 . 55 .656-2 . 501 . 066 .649 . 266 . 203 . 028 
. 472 . 60 .732-1 . 539 . 071 . 695 
. 504 . 65 . 756-1 .558 . 073 .755 
.488 • 66 6. 39 . ZS 
. 521 . 7 1 .757 -2 . 5 84 . 080 . 8Z9d . 323 . 175 . 033 
. 544 • 810-Z . 600 . 077 . 909d 
• 569 .78 . 811- 1 . 612 . 080 . ?43d 
. 600 . 83 6 . 58 . 26 
. 600 . 93 .859-1 . 6 4 6 . 083 I. OZ7d . 411 . 154 . 040 
Notes: a. Point gage mea surement c. Measured froni. pr essure recor d (50 values) 
b. Measured with stop watch d. Based on 2000 peaks 
Unless noted othe rwise , average values and standard deviations we re computed from 
about 200 values. 
Rough inl et data. were used only to find the co r rection length (12. 5 ft); they were not used 
on the graphs. 
The intege r s following the (hmax)max values indicate the number of peaks o ut of 200 
peaks that were higher than the value of (hmax)max i ndicated. 
Stati on 
ft 
18 
24 
30 
36 
42 
48 
54 
60 
66 
72 
78 
84 
90 
96 
102 
108 
114 
120 
87 
Table Sf Basic Data for Nc.tural Roll Waves 
so = . 08429 h = • 404 inch 
n 
Smooth Inl e t {No correction to match rough inlet) 
.631-1 
. 707-1 
.706 -2 
.732-1 
.785-5 
. 861-2 
. 859- 3 
Note s: 
n 
max 
inch 
. 514 
. 554 
. 578 
. 590 
. 621 
. 646 
. 670 
crh 
max 
inch 
. 044 
. 050 
. 053 
• 065 
. 0 8 0 
. 086 
• 088 
T 
av 
sec 
. 554 
. 565 
. 566 
. 582 
. 626 
. 643 
. 686 
.735 
. 808 
. 865 
. 215 
. 236 
.285 
.320 
n . 
min 
inch 
. 251 
a. M easur e d from pressure r ecord (50 v alues) 
crh . 
min 
inch 
.05 0 
c 
av 
fps 
7 . 27 
Unless noted otherwise, a v e r age v alues and standard d e viations were 
computed fr om about 200 values. 
C o rr e ction length (ze ro) w as found from rough inle t data (us ing po int gage 
and stop watch) and smooth inlet data (using point gage and stop 
watch) which are not shown in t ab le. 
The inte gers following the (hmax)max values indicate t he numbe r of peaks 
out of 200 peaks that were hig h e r than the value of 
(hmax1 max indic ated. 
cr 
c 
fps 
. 24 
Station (hmax>max 
ft inch 
6 
12 
18 
24 
30 
36 • 385- I 
-12 . ·H5-t 
48 
54 • 521-1 
60 
66 . 622-1 
72 
78 . 627- 3 
Table Sg Basic Data for Natural Roll Waves 
s = o. 1192 
0 
h = .210 inch 
n 
Rough Inlet Smooth Inlet (Correction to match rough inlet = 24 ft) 
n O'h T crT h m in 
O'h 
rnin c O' (hmax)max n O'h Tf O'T n min O'h min c max max av av c max max av av 
inch inch sec sec inch inch fps fps inch inch inch sec sec inch inch fps 
. 218a 
.ZZ 3a 
. 227a 5 . Sid 
• 244a 
. 315 
. 264a 
. 305 . 097 • 154c • 027c 5.67d 
• 311 • 032 . 330 • 107 . 585-1 . 4 10 . 061 . 526 .229 .111 . 026 
. 339 • 038 • 364b • 126 . 122 .023 5. 98e 
5. 79e • 19e 
. 634 -1 .451 . 069 . 635 . 272 . 105 . 023 
. 385 . 051 .459b . 19 1 . 117 . 019 
. 660-2 . 493 . 071 . 742 • 31 4 
. 437 • 0 57 . 572b . 23 3 . 115 . 023 6 .33c 
6.07e • 23e 
. 472 . 066 • 685b . 270 . 118 .018 • 732-2 • 538 . 076 . 889 .422 . 099c • 024c 
Notes: a . Measured from pressure record (50 values) d . Based on 20 values 
b . Base d on 2000 to 2200 peaks e. Based on 100 values . 
c. Based on 50 values f. Based on 1800 to 2400 peaks 
Unless noted otherwise, average values and standard deviations were computed from about ZOO values . 
The integers following the (hmaxlmax values Indicate the number of peaks out of 200 peaks that were 
higher than the value of (hmax)max indicated. 
O' 
c 
fos 
. 23e 
. 27c 
co 
co 
Station 
ft 
18 
24 
30 
36 
42 
48 
54 
60 
66 
72 
78 
89 
Table 5h Basic Pata for Natural Roll Waves 
s 
0 = 
o. 1192 h 
n = 
. 409 inch 
Rough Inlet 
(hmax>max h oh T OT c max max av av 
inch inch inch sec sec fps 
. 420a 
. 527a 
. 437a 
. 445a 
. 450a 
. 454a 
. 468a . 387 
. 477a 
. 387 . 140 
. 504a . 370 . 147 
8.49b 
. 727-1 . 551 . 068 . 413 . 176 
Notes: a. Measured from pressure record (50 values) 
b. Based on 20 values 
Unless n oted o the r wise, average value:; and standard deviations 
were computed fr o m about 200 values. 
The integers following the (hmax>max values indicate the number 
of peaks out of 200 peaks that were higher than the 
value of (hmax>max indicated. 
Station 
ft 
2 
5 
6 
8 
10 
12 
18 
24 
30 
3 6 
4 2 
48 
54 
60 
66 
72 
7 8 
90 
Table 5i Basic Data for Natural Roll Waves 
s 
0 
= 0 .11 92 R ough Channel 
h = . 199 inch n 
(hmax)max n o h T b max max av 
inch i nch inch sec 
• 213a 
. 220a 
. 222a 
. 23 1 a 
. 235a 
. 243a 
. 252a 
.263a 
. 307 - 2 • 264 . 0 18 
. 310-3 . 27 t . 0 18 
. 334-2 . 278 . 024 .488 
. 342 - 4 . 290 . 024 . 546 
. 370-2 . 302 . 020 . 607 
.330- 10 . 296 . 0 19 . 642 
.370-1 . 304 . 017 . 724 
. 373-1 . 310 . 0 19 . 760 
Notes: a. Point gage measurement 
b. Based on 600 to 800 peaks 
h 
n 
= . 375 inch 
n a 
max 
inch 
. 417 
.426 
. 417 
. 437 
. 443 
• 451 
.461 
. 483 
U n less noted otherwise , a ve rage values were computed from 
about 200 values. 
The integers following the (hmax1 max values indicate the n umber 
of peaks out of 200 peaks that were higher than the 
val ue of (hmax>max indicated. 
91 
To express .distance along the channel and vm t e r d epths in t e rrns of 
the norrnal depth is suggested by the small amplitude t11e o r y (equatio n 
3. 20) . Both of these theories indicate tha t th e F roude number is an 
i mporta nt p a rarnete r . Therefor e th e generality of thes e dime nsionless 
terms for d escribing th e developrnent of natur a l roll waves can b e 
tested by changing h with F h e ld fixe d. For each channe l s lope in 
n 
the expe rin1 e nts, the value of h was changed by a facto r of t wo while 
n 
the value of F changed slightly. Th e r e fore if the experiine nta l results 
give unique r e latio n s for each s l ope , it is r easonable to assume tha t 
thes e unique r e la tio n s would apply at any h for t11e same F and S • 
n o 
The effe c t of changing S \:vith F h e ld fixe d will b e considered in 
0 
Chapters VI and VII. 
The results for h /h vs. -t /h are shown in figures 26-29 . On 
n1ax n n 
each figur e the slope is fixed, and Fis approximat e ly constant. B e -
caus e each g r aph tends to show a unique r elati on (except possibly 
figur e 28) for a t wo-fo ld c11an ge in norm.al d e pth, the us e of h to 
n 
describ e th e d eveloprn.ent of 11 is justified. It is se en tliat the 
max 
g e n e ral s h ape of the r e l a t ions i s t11e same in that the initi a l part of 
the curve is concave up\vard s f ollowe d by a concave downward part . 
In no c ase did h r each a lin:1iting val ue. 1nax 
The dirnens i onl ess develop1nent re l a tion s fo r t 11 e ave r age p e r iod 
i n th e s1nooth channel a re sho"\vn in fi gur e s 30-32. In th e rougl1 
channel onl y a few periods were measured and are- not s h own. T he 
p e riod is se e n to change very little for s mall .f., and th e n it incr eases 
aln1o s t linear l y to the e nd of th e channel . This quasi-linear increase 
i n period i s a result of wave o ver t a king. 
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In figures 33 and 34 the d eve l oprnent relations for h . and c , 
min av 
respectively, are shown . The value of h . r eached a mini1num value 
min 
in the longer channel (S =. 05011and.08429, figure 33a and b}. The 
0 
wave velocity is seen to have increased linear ly although there is a 
definite Froude nun1.b e r dependenc e even for the s1nall variations of 
F on each slope. The dependence of c I ~ on F is predictable 
av n 
from the p e riodic permane nt tl) eor y. For example, figure 6 shows that 
c/./i.i,h: = 1 + F for the limiting case of vanishing wave l e ngth. 
n 
In figure 35 the deve lopn1.e nt curves for the sta ndard devia tion of 
h are shown. In contrast to h , ah attained practically 
max max 
n1ax 
a consta nt value near the end of 01 e channel . On the o ther h and the 
standard deviation of the p eriod, shown in figur e 36, inc reased ahnost 
linearly a s the average period also did. 
4. Frequency Dis tributions and W ave Shape 
Typical frequen c y distributions of the four n1easured propertie s 
hmax' T, hmin and c are s 11 own in figures 37 - 4 0 for v a rious stations 
in one run. Thes e are plotted on arithmetic-probability paper whi ch 
is d esigne d such tha t a fr e que n cy distribution w ith a norma l (G a ussian} 
distrib u t ion plots as a straight line. The prope rties h and c are 
m ax 
well r e present ed b y a n orn1al di s trib ution, w l1ile the p eriod a pproxi-
ina t e ly follo\V S a norn1.a l distribution. The n1inim.urn d epth sbows a 
definit e departui·e fro1n the G a us sian law at the low values . 
Figure 41 is a typical pressur e record in a region wher e the waves 
were s1nall. The v a ri e ty of wav e shapes and lengths is seen. In fig-
ur e 14 th e s11 <i.pe of shock waves is s een . 
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V-D PERIODIC PERMANENT ROLL WAVES 
1. 130 ft Channel 
As mentioned in Section IV-B there was one periodic permanent 
wave run in the 13 0-ft channel. Th e conditions for this run were : 
T = 3. 00 se c , S =. 01942, h =. 780 in., and c = 5 . 70 fps. The 
o n 
m easur ed wave profile and velocity a re shown in figur e 4 3 along with 
the theor e tical solution for the ·profile for F = 2. 6 5 and a dimensionless 
p eriod (T') of 1. 3 0 . The wave pro file agrees very close l y w ith the 
theoretica l soluti on, and the measur e d velocity i s slight:Jy higher th a n 
given by the theory. Figure 42 shows a definition s k etch for wave 
profiles. Th e l ength of tb e shock front C>t - (x 1 )max ) was n o t rn.easured 
in the run in the 130-ft channel, a nd was assumed to be n egligible as 
shown in fi gur e 43 . 
2 . Steep Channel 
Wave shapes and ve locities f o r periodic p e rrnanent waves in the 
steep c b a nnc l were m easur ed by rnetl1ods expl a in ed in Chapter IV. 
Table 6 contains the F and T 1 values for each i·un, and the r esults 
for h , h . , and c in dirnGnsionl e ss forrn. Because th ese thr ee 
max nnn 
properties a r e of prime interest, they a r e plott ed in figur e 44 a long 
with the theoretical re l a tions. I n plo tting the expe riinenta l points on 
figure 44, the same symbol was used for all data obtained for a given . 
slope . However f or a ll slopes, except . 05011, there wa s o n e run at a 
high e r norm.al d epth, and thus a high e r F, than the other runs a t the 
same slope. In most casesdataforthisonerunarerotconsiste.1twiththatof 
oth er runs, '\vh ich can b e attributed to the slightly h igher va lue of F . 
L3 
1.2 
c: I.I 
..c: 
' 
.c 1.0 
.9 
.8 
-
-
10 8 
·---A 
i-c:- -------- x2 
Fig. 42. D efinition s l'Z etch for coordinates of water-
surface profiles for periodic p c rm.2.ncnt 
roll waves 
··r--
Experiment c/-fihn = 3 .9.:t 
- - Theory = 3.70 
= 2.G5 T 1 = 1.30 
------
0 ~
____ 1 _ _ __ 1 __ L ______ __ ,L 
0 
.2 .4 .6 .8 
Fig . 43 . Graph of rr1easur ed and t heore tical w '1.te r-
surfac e profil e for per i odic pt!rn:1anent roll 
waves in 130-ft channel, F= 2. 6-5 , T ' = 1. 30, 
s = .0194 
0 
1.0 
Table 6 
Basic Data for Periodic Permanent Roll Waves 
s Channel h F T' c/{ifC h /h . h /h 
0 n n max min max n 
inch 
. 05011 Smooth . 314 3. 7 1 1. 08 5. 18 1. 72 1. 30 
. 0 50 11 Smooth . 314 3 . 71 1. 64 5.27 2 . 15 1. 46 
. 0 50 11 Smooth . 314 3 . 71 2. 14 5.36 2. 60 1. 63 
. 08429 Smooth . 208 4.63 1. 63 6 . 46 2.35 1. 54 
. 08429 Smooth . 314 4. 96 2 . 50 7 . 01 - 1. 91 
. 08429 Smooth . 208 4 . 63 2.89 6.79 3 . 58 2. 00 
. 08429 Smooth . 208 4.63 4 . 07 7. 15 4.37 2.35 
. 0842 9 Smooth . 208 '4. 63 4. 53 7.24 4.66 2.49 
. 11 92 Smooth . 210 5 . 60 2 . 25 7. 74 3 . 42 1. 78 
. 1192 Smooth . 210 5.60 3 .55 8 .24 4. 96 2.31 
. 1192 Smooth . 308>!< 5 . 9M~< 4.25 8 . 82 5.49 2.65 
. 1192 Smooth . 210 5 .60 5. 19 8.76 6. 38 2 . 82 
. 1192 Rough . 199 3. 74 1. 98 5.43 1. 91 1. 34 
. 1192 Rough . 199 3. 74 3.73 5 . 73 2.30 1. 54 
. 1192 Rough .375 4. 04 4. 19 6. 14 2.05 1. 55 
. 1192 Rough . 199 3. 74 5 .64 5.95 2. 72 1. 68 
'!'Normal depth and Froude Number interpolated from m easure d values at this slope. 
h . /h 
min n 
.76 
. 68 
. 63 
. 66 
-
. 56 
. 54 
. 53 
. 52 
. 47 
.44 
.45 
.70 
. 67 
. 75 
. 62 
...... 
0 
'° 
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Fig. 44. Gr a p h o f e xpe rimenta l value s and t h eo r etic a l s olutions f or 
h , h . , a n d c a s func tions o f d i mens i onl ess -...v ave o e rio d 
max min • 
T' a n d F roude n umb e r F, f o r pe riodi c pe rmanent roll waves 
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This slight discrepancy should be considered when exarnining figure 44. 
The values of F used for the theoretical relations correspond to the F 
for the majority of the data points at a given slope as can be seen from 
table 6 . Note t11at the rough channel (S = . 11 92 , h = • 199 in.) and 
o . n 
the s1nooth channel (S = .05011, h = .314 in.) had an F of about 3.7 . 
o n 
It is seen that for all three properties there is a consistent experi-
mental relation for each F whic11 is sin1ilar to the th eoretica l relation. 
For h . and c the experiinental points are slightly above the theo-
m1n 
;retical curve. For h the mcasurernents are considerably lower 
max 
than t11e theoretical values a nd for a smooth channel thi s discrepancy 
incr eases as the Froudc nu1nbcr increases. The rough channel 
relation is even lower than the sn1ootb channel relation for tbe san.1.e F. 
In table 7 all of the data obtained on wave shape are presented. 
On figure 45 a few of foese data are plotted wbich serve to shovv the 
significant trends. Of particular interest is the length of tli e shock 
front which was assu1ned to be negligible in tbe periodic permanent 
wave theo ry. 
V -E OBSERVATIONS ON INDIVIDUAL WAVES 
All of the d ata on natural roll waves presented above have be en 
obtained b y rneasuring properties at one station, then repeating the 
m easure1nents at other stations at a later ti1ne. These measure1nents 
were con1bined to give foe behavior of a particular property as a func -
tion of dista nc e along tbe channel. To get son1e inforinat ion on how the 
properties of an individual wave cbanged with distance a long tl1e flun1.e, 
pressure records take n at four stations si.1nultaneously \Vere exan1incd . 
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Table 7 
O bser ved Wave Shape for Periodic Pe r manent Roll Waves 
so = • 050 11 T ' = I. 64 so = • 050 11 T ' = Z. 14 S 0 = • 084Z9 T ' = I. 63 
h/h xi/). xz/A h/h x l /). Xz/). h/h xi/). Xz/'I.. 
n n n 
. 75Z . Z03 I. 00 . 640 . 048 I. 00 . 664 . 065 I. 00 
• 83Z .349 I. 00 • 687 . 154 I. 0 0 . 711 . 149 I. 00 
• 91 1 . 483 I. 00 . 75Z . Z98 I. 00 .760 .Z56 I. 00 
. 990 . 571 I. 00 . 83Z .436 I. 00 . 880 . 425 . 98Z 
I. 070 . 648 I. 00 . 990 • 599 I. 00 I. 000 . 554 . 982. 
I. 150 . 72.0 I. 00 I. 150 . 7 15 I. 00 I. 12.0 . 652. . 982 
I. ZZ9 .786 • 992 I. 308 . 798 . 987 !. Z40 . 732 . 973 
I. 308 . 821 . 983 I. 387 .825 . 980 I. 361 . 806 . 964 
I. 387 . 8 79 . 949 I. 467 . 873 . 975 I. 481 . 871 . 9 11 
I. 467 . 9Z5 . 932. I. 549 . 9 14 . 957 
I. 6Z9 . 93 0 . 934 
so = • 08429 T' = 2.89 s 
0 
= .08429 T ' = 4 . 07 s 
0 
= . 084Z9 T ' = 4. 53 
h/h 
n x i / ). x z / A h / h n x i /). x2 /). h / h n x i / ). x2 / 'I.. 
. 644 . Z64 I. 00 . 64 4 . 348 I. 00 . 58Z . 21 1 I. 00 
. 764 . 464 I. 00 . 764 . 5Z6 I. 00 . 630 . 336 I. 00 
I. 005 . 633 I. 00 I. 005 . 689 I. 00 .750 . 554 I. 00 
!. Z45 . 743 . 995 I. Z45 . 77 1 . 996 . 8 70 . 650 I. 00 
I. 486 . 823 . 990 I. 486 . 816 . 989 . 990 . 708 I. 00 
I. 72.6 . 864 . 970 I. 726 . 865 . 984 I. 2 3 1 . 779 I. 00 
I. 846 . 900 . 955 I. 966 . 899 . 978 I. 471 . 8Z8 . 994 
Z. Z07 . 928 . 957 I. 7 12 . 864 . 987 
Z.327 . 947 . 954 I. 952 . 895 . 982 
z. 192 . 927 . 972 
z . 3 13 . 946 . 966 
Z. 433 . 95Z . 953 
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T able 7 (c o n t inued) 
O bserved Wave Shape fo r Pe riodic Permanent R o ll Waves 
s 
0 
= . 1192 T' = 2. 2 5 s 
0 
= . 11 92 T ' = 3 . 5 5 s o = . 1192 T' = 4. 25 
h /h x , /:I. x 2/:I. h/ h x i /:I. x2 /:I. h / h x 1/ :I. x2/A n n n 
. 520 . 017 I. 00 . 48 1 . 059 I. 00 . 523 . 12 5 I. 00 
• 566 .095 I. 00 . 52 9 • 152 I. 00 .603 . 2 60 I. 00 
.615 .210 I. 00 . 576 . 302 I. 00 • 6 85 • 334 I. 00 
• 7 58 . 4 16 I. 00 . 648 . 41 2 I. 00 • 8 47 . 5 80 I. 0 0 
• 877 . 522 I. 00 . 7 67 . 533 I. 0 0 I. 0 IO . 688 I. 00 
• 9 95 . 60 6 I. 00 .886 . 600 I. 0 0 I. 332 . 772 . 98 8 
I. 113 . 68 4 I. 00 I. 00 5 . 683 I. 0 0 I. 6 58 . 8 24 . 98 0 
I. 352 . 7 74 . 986 I. 124 . 72 3 I. 00 I . 982 . 880 . 976 
I. 470 . 830 . 982 
' 
I. 243 . 764 I. 00 2.30 5 . 924 . 9 56 
I. 588 . 867 . 968 I. 48 1 . 81 5 I. 00 2 . 6 35 . 9 34 . 936 
I. 7 10 . 901 . 931 I. 7 19 . 847 . 98 5 
I . 8 27 . 9 15 . 92 0 I. 838 . 869 . 97 9 
I. 957 . 887 . 968 
2.076 . 9 1 1 . 9 57 
2 . 19 5 . 922 . 945 
2.31 4 . 933 . 939 
s = . 1192 T' = 5. 19 S
0
=. 1192 R ough T '=l. 98 S 0 =. 1192 
R o ugh T '=3. 73 
0 C hann e l Ch a nnel 
h/h x i /:I. x 2 /:I. h / h x i /:I. x2 /:I. h/ h x i /). x 2 /). n n n 
. 4 33 . 009 I. 00 . 713 . 024 I. 0 0 . 677 . 02 7 I. 00 
.481 . 062 I. 00 . 814 .225 I. 00 . 728 . 117 I. 00 
. 529 . 198 1. 00 . 8 6 4 . 40 5 1. 00 .77 8 . 2 10 l. 00 
. 648 . 3 57 1. 00 . 990 . 5 99 . 996 . 82 8 . 32 1 . 994 
.767 . 598 1. 00 1. 04 0 . 7 18 . 9 91 . 878 . 444 . 9 89 
• 8 8 5 . 662 I. 00 1. 12 0 . 794 . 989 . 978 . 6 17 . 983 
I. 124 . 7 5 1 . 988 1. 170 . 8 68 . 98 1 I. 080 . 717 . 9 83 
1. 36 1 . 8 00 . 988 I. 222 . 8 93 . 963 I. 18 1 . 8 18 . 9 89 
I. 719 .856 . 988 I. 272 . 933 . 9 58 1. 283 . 8 54 . 9 80 
1. 905 -- . 9 8 4 I. 3 22 . 952 . 9 53 1. 383 . 912 . 97 3 
2. 195 . 90 3 . 976 I. 433 . 944 . 978 
2 . 4 3 5 . 9 19 . 96 9 1. 4 83 . 9 53 . 976 
2 . 5 50 . 935 . 965 I. 533 . 959 . 965 
2 .665 . 948 . 96 1 1. 58 ·1 . 955 . 956 
2 . 7 35 . 950 . 953 
2. 9 10 . 956 . 957 
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Table 7 (continued) 
Observed Wave Shape for Periodic Permanent Roll Waves 
s =. 1192 Rough T'=4 . 19 s =. 1192 
Rough T'=5.64 
0 Channel 0 Channel 
h/h x 1 /). .. x 2 /A. h/h x1 /)... x2/A n n 
. 787 . 149 1. 00 . 657 . 077 1. 00 
. 853 .289 1. 00 ' . 707 . 122 1. 00 
. 920 .466 1. 00 . 7 58 . 261 1. 00 
. 987 . 605 1. 00 . 808 .326 . 994 
1. 120 .755 1. 00 • 858 .459 . 992 
1. 253 . 843 . 993 • 908 . 590 . 992 
1. 320 . 894 . 990 1. 008 .733 . 988 
1. 388 . 933 . 984 1. 109 .806 . 989 
1. 4 55 . 942 . 968 1. 209 . 843 . 985 
1. 520 . 958 • 964 1. 310 . 888 . 982 
1. 4 10 . 907 . 983 
1. 510 . 942 . 980 
1. 610 . 959 . 960 
c: 
.c 
' .c 
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Fie. 45 . Graph s o f m easured \\'u.t er- surfacc: profiles f o r per i od i c 
pcr1n2.ncnt roll \Va vcs 
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In figure 46 pressure records for stations 42, 54, 66, and 78 are 
shown. At station 42 twelve waves are numbered and these same waves 
are identified at each station. From a dynamic calibration and this 
P ressure record, the values of h /h for these twelve waves were max n 
found and are listed in table 8. The important role of the overtaking 
process is clear from this table and figure 46. 
In order to examine the behavior of the wave velocities when waves 
overtake each other, the simultaneous pressure records for stations 
60, 66, 72, and 78 presented in figure 47 were exa1nined. From these 
records one can see three cases in which one wave overtook another. 
The calibration for this pressure record was not obtained and is indeed 
not required to measure wave velocities. In table 9 the measured 
velocities for the peaks delineated in figure 4 7 are tabulated. 
V-F ADDITIONAL DATA - LABORATORY AND FIELD 
1. Ghambarian Laboratory Data 
Ghambarian's (13) experiments were discussed briefly in Section 
II-C. Be presented his results for h on a graph of h /h vs. 
max max er 
S .t/h whe re h is the critical depth which for a recta ngular 
o er er 
channe l is 
h = (q2/ g)l/3 
er 
( 5. 3) 
where q is the dis charge per unit width. Ghambarian found that the 
value of h /h attained a constant value after a sufficient distance . 
max er 
Because the value of S is not indicated o n his graph (h /h vs . 
o max er 
S .t/h ), this distanc e cannot be d e termine d. From his graph it was 
o er 
Fig. 46. Pr es sure r ecords for a train of 12 shock-type roll waves at 
stations 42, 54, 66, 78, for h = .210 in., S = .1192, rough 
inlet n ° 
...... 
...... 
-.] 
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Table 8 
V a lues of h /h For T welve Consecutive Natural Wave s 
max n 
Peak No. Station 42 Station 54 Station 66 Sta tion 78 
1 1. 98 } 2.26 2 . 52 2. 18 
2 1. 63 
, . 
3 1. 85 L77} 2 . 16 2 . 77 
4 1. 79 1. 64 
5 2 . 18 1. 91 1. .99 1. 97 
6 1. 36 } 7 1. 25 O~4M 2.28 2 . 23 8 1. 47 
9 1. 85 2.01 2.25 2.34 
10 1. 82 } 
I. 96 } 11 1. 30 2. 37 2. 50 
12 1. 96 1. 87 
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Fig . 47. Pressur e records for shock- type roll waves at stations 60, 66, 72, 78, for hn=· 210 i.n., 
S 0 =. 1129, smooth inlet, showing 3 ov ertakes: waves 1 a n d 2 i.n fi.g. 47a; waves 3 and 4 -
i.n fi.g . 47b; a nd waves 5 and 6 in fi.g . 47c 
Table 9 
Wave Velocities During Overtaking 
Fig. 47a Fig. 47b 
leading following leading following 
Stations wave - 1 wave -2 wave-3 wave-4 
60-66 5. 90 fps 7.30 5.90 6.89 
66-72 6. 77 (combined) 6.26 7. 15 
72-78 6. 81(combined) 7. 04(combined) 
Fig. · 47c 
leading following 
wave_5 wave-6 · · 
6. 01 6.59 
6. 15 6 . 86 
6. 17 7.50 
-N 
0 
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P ossible to read off three of these maxirnurn values of h /h To max er 
convert these to values of h /h the r e l ati on, 
m ax n 
h /h = F 213 
er n 
(5 . 4) 
was u sed . This follows fro1n the d e finition of h and continuity 
er 
(q = u h ) . These thr ee v a lues a r e shown in t abl e 10. Th e maxini.um 
n n 
F of 11. 58 can probably b e assu1ned to correspond t o the rnaximuni. 
channe l s l ope of . 86 {channel l e n gth of 10 m e ter s }, but the slopes for 
the othe r t wo values a re not known. 
Table 10 
M axiin un.1. Ave rage W ave D epths Aft er Ghani.barian 
Maxin1.uni. Maxirnu1n 
value of v a lue of 
F 2 11 /h F h /h h /h 
max er er n max n 
14.6 . 75 3.82 2.44 1. 83 
50. 1 . 74 7. 0 8 3.69 2.73 
134.0 . 65 11. 58 5. 12 3 . 33 
All the d a ta points \.Ve re r ead fr o1n a graph of h /h vs. -t/h 
ni.ax er er 
in the p a p e r by Ghani.barian and Mayilian {14) w h e r e the r esults for 
S = O. 10 were presented. Thes e values of h /h and {, /h were 
o max er er 
converte d to values of h /h and -t/h by using e quation 5 . 4. For 
max n n 
this slope the c h a nne l was 60 ineters long and the cbannel roug11ness 
was r e p o rte d in t e rms Manning "n 11 values . For a n of • 011 the F was 
3 . 96, and f o r an of . 015 the F was 3. 30, These v a lues of Far e a b o ut 
the s ame as f or the smooth ch a nnel u se d in this investigation f o r a 
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slope of. 05011. Thus it can be d educed that the channel Ghambarian 
use d for the runs at a slope of O. 10 was rough._ 
The values of h /h are shown in figure 48 a long with the experi-
max n 
mental relations obtaine d in this study for values of F comparable to 
those use d by Ghan1barian. Although son1e of the points tend t o show 
th e same trend as the present study, t11ere is considerable scatter . 
Saine of the data points fall b e low the normal depth which is physically 
iinpos s ible for a reservoir type of inle t as us e d by Gha1nbarian {and in 
the present study) . 
Gh a rnba rian r e ported tl1 a t lie measured t11e fr e que ncy distributions 
of n1aximun1 deptl1, p e riod, w ave v e locity, and wave l e ngth, and that 
th e y obeyed the normal distribution law. 
2 . Fie ld Data 
On April 16 , 1965 m easur e 1nents on roll \•,1ave s were obtained by 
th e Los Angeles County Flood Control District (LACFCD) in the 
S a nta Anita \\Tash flood-control channe l. The water entered the channel 
over a 160-ft wide spillway shown in figure 49. The discharge "\Vas 
d etennined from m easured velocities on the spillway cres t during tlie 
t es t. At about 5000 ft downstrean1 of t11e spilhvay, observations on 
m axiinun1 d e pths we r e obtaine d by using gages p a inted on the side of 
th e channe l (s ee fi gure l} to v i sually esti1nate values of h . Wave 
max 
perio ds we r e also d e t ern1ine d by m easuring th e ti1ne for waves to travel 
a known dista nce with stop watches. Th e data for h and T were 
max 
obtained for groups of about five consecutive roll waves. The refor e 
the values of h and T in table 11 are averages fo r five waves. 
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Negative No. 7805 
Fig . 49. View of inlet to Santa A.ni ta 
Wash, Arcadia, California, 
dis charge about 210 cfs 
Table 11 
Summary of Santa Anita Data 
At measuring station 
n T h /h T I(= s T ViJh:.) Discharge max av max n 
cfs ft 
o av 0 n 
sec 
90 . 72 14. 5 2.36 3.74 
94 . 80 . 16. 3 2. 56 4. 16 
96 . 76 12. 1 2.40 3.07 
17 0 . 94 15. 6 2 . 11 3.34 
186 . 83 8 .2 1. 76 1. 71 
193 . 94 13. 8 1. 96 2.84 
234 . 99 9.8 1. 84 1. 90 
262 1. 04 10. 5 1. 80 1. 98 
268 1. 09 9.3 1. 87 1. 7 5 
272 1. 00 8 . 5 1. 70 1. 57 
h values are measured to within about . 05 ft . 
max 
F 
3.40 
3. 42 
3. 42 
3. 63 
3.67 
3.69 
3.76 
3.80 
3 . 81 
3. 81 
Weighted values 
F t/h 
n 
3. 93 18,700 
3. 95 18,300 
3.95 18,000 
4. 18 12,800 
4.22 12,200 
4.24 11,900 
4 . 33 10,600 
4 . 37 9,900 
4. 38 9,800 
4.39 9,700 
,_. 
N 
V1 
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In table 12 the channel slopes and widths from the downstream end of 
the spillway to the measuring station are listed . The channel has one 
bend, station 15 88 ft to 2007 ft, which is visible in figure 1. The data 
fron1 this study are contained in a LA CF CD file report which was 
kindly made available. 
The norrnal depths for each discharge were calculated using a 
Manning rough~s coefficient (n) of • 010. This value was derived from 
float velocities and water deptl1s obtained from inotion pictures taken 
during the test. These surface ve locities were corrected to mean 
velocities by assuming a logaritl1n1ic velocity distribution. Roughness 
coefficients were deterininecl in tbis n1anner only when the water dept11 
was practically constant, so tbat the flow was essentially uniforrn. 
The average n value of • 010 was b ased on 41 sets of observations. 
Th e slope of the channel, and thus th e normal d epth and Froude 
numbe r for a given discharge , varied fro1n the spillway to the measur-
ing station . Eacb value of -l /h listed in t a ble 11 was obta ined by 
n 
sum.ming the values of -t/h computed for each reach of constant slope 
n 
b e tween the inlet and the ineasuring station. However b ecause the 
h values were observed only at the n1easuring station, the value 
max 
of h in h /h was calculated using S = • 0251 . The dimensionless 
n max n o 
period was calculated using th e values of S and h at the measuring 
o n 
station also. Table 11 includes a Froude nu1nbe r for each discharge 
that was con1puted as a weighted average of th e values of F for each 
reach of constant slope. T11e weighting factors were taken as pro-
portional to the length of the reaches of constant slope. 
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Table 12 
Slopes and Widths for Santa Anita Channel 
Station Length Width Slope 
ft ft ft s 
0 
0-508 508 139. 7 t o 72 . 0242 
508-838 330 72 to 28 . 0415 
838-1588 750 28 . 0415 
1588-2074 486 28 . 0354 
2074-4169 2095 28 . 0332 
4169-5044 875 28 . 0251 
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In figure 50 the data for the Santa Anita Channel are shown as a 
graph of h /h against ~/h along with the laboratory results for 
max n n 
a comparable F. Although the points do not fall on the laboratory 
curve, the growth rate is roughly the same. For periodic permanent 
waves, it was shown that h /h is a function of T' for a given F. 
max n 
It will be shown in the next chapter that this same concept can be 
carried over to natural waves if h is replaced by h and T by 
max max 
T • Thus in figure 51 the field data are plotted on a graph of 
av 
h /h vs. T' along with the theoretical and laboratory relations 
m~ n . 
for comparable values of F. Although this plot indicates the same 
trend as the laboratory results and theory, the field data give slightly 
higher values of h /h • 
max n 
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CHAPTER VI 
. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
VI-A DEVELOPMENT OF NATURAL ROLL WAVES IN TERMS OF 
DISTAN CE ALONG CHANNEL 
1. Ave rage Maximum Depth and Average Period 
The d eve lopment curves for h shown in figures 26-29, indicate 
max 
that a unique relation exists b e tween h /h and -t/h for each Froude 
max n n 
number . The effe ct of the Froude number on these development curves 
is seen in figure 52 where all the h d evelopment curves for the 
max 
smooth channel are shown. For values of h /h above about 1. 2, 
max n 
the growth rate (slope of the curve) a·t a fixed average maximum depth 
increased as the Froude number incr e ased. Also a given value of 
h /h occurred at a smaller value of -l/h as F increased . In other 
max n n 
words, as the Froude number increased roll waves developed closer 
to the inle t and grew at a faster rate in ter ms of distance along the 
channel. 
The curvature of the h development curve is initially concave 
max 
upwards and finally concave downwards. On the concave upward por -
tion, the roll waves have small amplitudes and have not yet acquired 
the steep wave front. Recorder tr aces of waves of this t ype can be 
se en in figure 41. Eventua lly a ll the waves will "break" and it was 
determined from pressure r ecords th at in the smooth channel this 
occurred at values of h /h of about 1. 18 at the . 05011 slope, 1. 30 
max n 
at th e .08429 slope , and 1.34 at th e .1192 slope . These v a lues ar e 
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in the vicinity of the points of inflection of the d eve lopme nt curves in 
figure 52. Thus the part of the curve that is concave upward pertains 
to small amplitude waves with a continuous wate r surface, and the 
part that is concave downward pertains to waves with a discontinuous 
water surface (shock wave s}. 
The development curves for the average periods (figures 30-32) 
show a constant period portion followed by a transition to a practically 
linear period increase with length. The point on these curves where 
the p eriod starts to increase from the initial value is where the wave 
overtaking begins. By examining th e h developrnent curves, it is 
max 
seen that this overtaking begins after shock waves have formed and an 
appreciable amount of g r owth has t aken place. For example at a slope 
of • 05011 overtaking begins a t about t/h = 3000 which corresponds 
n 
to h /h = 1. 25, whereas shock waves formed at h /h = 1 . 18 
max n max n 
approx imately. This growth w ithout overtaking will be called natural 
growth, and the phase of the development in which the average period 
does not change w ill be referred to as the i nitial development phase. 
Downstr eam of the initial development phase the observed average 
period was practically a linear function of distance. To understand 
why this should be, one would have to investigate the details of the 
movement of trains of shock waves that have a normal distribution of 
periods and velocities. To complicate the problem further, the 
velocities change appreciably during and immediately afte r a n overtake. 
An investigation of this type has not been made. One consequence of 
the observed linear function f or the average period, is that the average 
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frequency of overtakes (number per unit time), w in a reach of 
0 
channel 6 t can be expressed as , 
w = a 6t/ [(T ) x (T )d J 
o av u av 
where a is the slope of the T vs. t relation (T = at + b), and 
av av 
( 6. 1) 
subscripts u and d refer respectively, to the upstream and downstream 
end of the reach 6-!. in question. This relation follows directly from 
the continuity of wave peaks where the overtaking process acts as a 
sink for wave peaks. If t is now measured from the point of the linear 
increase (i.e. b = 0), and 6-!. is small compared to t, equation 6. 1 
can be written, 
w = 6t/at2 
0 
(6. 2) 
or the frequency of overtaking varies inversely as the square of the 
distance from the point where overtaking begins . 
It has been sl->own that most .of the experime ntally determined 
development curves for h and Tr described a unique relation for 
max 
each value of F and S • It is reasonable to expe ct that these relations 
0 
will be valid for any wide rectangular channel with equivalent inlet 
conditions and the same value of F and S as was used in this study. 
. 0 
However for channels with the same value of F but on a different slope, 
the relations found in the laboratory may not apply. The effect of 
channel slope on the h /h vs. t/h relation is seen by comparing 
max n n 
the results for the smooth channel at a . 05011 slope (figure 26), and 
the rough channel at a . 1192 slope (figure 29) sinc e thes e two sets of 
data are for the sam e range of Froude numbers . One ob vious 
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difference between these two relations is that in the rough channel 
roll waves developed to a given value of h /h at a smaller value 
max n 
of .f.,/h than in the smooth channel. Another difference is that for a 
n 
given h /h , the growth rate of the shock waves (h /h > 1. 4 
max n max n 
approximately) was larger in the smooth channel than in the rough 
channel. The effect of channel slope on the development of small 
amplitude waves (from which shock waves are formed) will be con-
sidered in Part 3 of this section. The effect of channel slope on the 
growth rate of shock waves will be considered further in Chapte r VII. 
2. Small Amplitude Roll Waves and the Linear Theory 
The linear theory in Chapter III considered the motion of a small 
amplitude sinusoidal perturbation on an otherwise undisturbed uniform 
flow of depth h • The growth rate of the perturbation w as shown to be, 
n 
Oil lo (.f.,/h } =Tl (2n C ./ C Y) (S /F2 } 
max n max 1 r o 
(3, 38} 
where the amplification factor (2nC. IC Y) is a function of F and Y 
1 r 
(figure 2}, and 71 is the amplitude which increases exponentially 
max 
with distance (equation 3. 39}. If this theory is valid as a simplified 
model for the motion of small amplitude natural roll waves, it is 
expected that the observed average wave l engths would correspond to 
values of Y indicating a maximum amplification factor (F fixed) on 
figur e 2. Furthermore it is expected that the observed growth rates 
would increase with th e Froude number, and thus, if the initia l dis -
turbances are of the same si ze , roll waves are expected to occur at 
increas ing l y smaller distances from the beginning of the · channel as 
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the Froude number is increased. This interpretation of the theory 
was given in Section III-A, and follows .directly from equation 3 . 3 8 
and figure 2. 
Figure 53 shows portions of all the development curves for h 
max 
for which a pressure record was used to obtain the values of h of 
max 
the small amplitude waves. The t e rm small amplitude will be used 
for waves that have not developed into shock waves . Therefore small 
amplitude waves correspond to the parts of the development curves for 
h that are concave upward {see Part 1 of this section). Since over -
max 
taking did not start until after shock waves were formed, small ampli-
tude waves are only part of the initial development phase. Values of Y 
were calculated for each of the six runs shown on figur e 53 using the 
average wave length for the values of \. This average wave length was 
computed as the product of the average period, whi ch did not vary 
during the initial development phase and the wave velocit y. These 
computed values of Y are shown ·in table 13. The observe d average 
wave lengths were in the range of maximum growth rate as can be 
seen from figure 2. Furthermore, as F was increased the obs erved 
Y decreased which follows the tr end indicate d on figure 2. However 
this qualitative agreement is not a good criterion for judg ing the appli-
cability of the small amplitude theory to natural roll waves because of 
the relatively wide range of values of Y near the maximum growth rate 
as seen on figure 2. 
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Table 13 
Obse rved Dimensi onl ess Wave L engths of 
Small Amplitude Natural Roll Waves 
S A. 
0 s F y = ---0 F 2 h 
n 
• 05011 3. 71 • 475 
.05011 3.81 .460 
.08429 4.96 .405 
• 08429 5.06 . 377 
• 11 92 5.60 . 370 
• 11 92 5.98 • 316 
The small amplitude theory predicts that the amplification factor 
should increase as the Froude number is increased. In fact, for the 
range of values of F and Y in tab.le 13, the amplification factor should 
have varied by a factor o f about 2 . 5 . This factor can b e estimated 
from figure 2. The observed amplification factors for each run were 
f ound by plotting log 10 (h /h ) vs. -t/h , fitting a straight line t o max n n 
the plotted data points, and calculating the amplification factors from 
the slope of the straight line and the known values o f S and F. The 
0 
data points indicated exponential growth for values of h /h between 
max n 
about 1 . 05 and 1. 20. Except for the run w ith F = 4. 96, the amplifica-
tion factors were a ll about the same (ratio of maximum to minimum 
value was about 1. 2), and did not show any dependence on the Froude 
number . In addition, the measured amplification factors were all less 
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than the predicted values from. the theory. This of course means that 
the growth rates, for a given value of h /h , were about the same 
max n 
for all the runs except one. However it was found that roll waves did 
occur at increasingly smaller distances from. the inlet as the Froude 
number was increased (e.g. with h /h = 1. 1 in figure 53). Coupl-
max n 
ing this fact with the observed trend of the growth rates (for Tl /h ~ 
max n 
1. 05) l eads to the conclusion that roll waves did not ~egin to dev e lop at 
the beginning of the channel, but began to dev e lop at increasingly smal-
ler distances frorn the beginning of the channel as the F roude nurn.ber 
was increased. It must be noted that values of h /h below about 
max n 
1. 05 may not b e very indicative of th e actual magnitudes of the roll 
waves, if there were any, because of the distrubances on the flow which 
exist even for a. uniforrn flow. Thus to delineate a point at which roll 
waves began to develop is difficult, but f or purposes of discussion the 
location corresponding to h /h = 1. 1 can be taken as the one where 
max n 
roll waves of "significant size" appeared . 
As noted above the sn1all an1plitude theory do es not predict the 
observed trends i n the growth rates. However the theory did predict 
that waves of a given size would occur at increas ing ly shorter dis-
tance s from the beginning of the channel as the F roud e nurnber was 
increased providing the initia l distrubances were of the sa.m.e size. 
Thus by considering only the location of roll \Vave s of significant size, 
the theory predicts the observed trend as F was varied. 
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3. Effect of Channel Slope on Small Arnplitude Natural Roll Waves 
In Section VI - A . 1. it was concluded that t11e functional 
relationships between h /h and .f.,/h deterrnined fro1n the experi-
max n n 
men ts in the laboratory channel should be valid for any wide rectangu-
l ar cbannel with the same val ues of F and S that were obtained in the 
0 
laboratory. The effect of changing S witb F held fixed will be 
0 
conside r ed now. 
The s1nall arnplitude linear t11eor y predicts that tbe growth rate 
increases as S increases with F fixed. This is seen fro1n equation 
0 
3. 38. The linear theory also predicts t11at tb e growtb rate increases 
as th e Froude nu1nber increas es (see Section VI - A. 2 . ) , but t his 
was not obseTved for the n a tural roll· waves . Therefore on t11e basis 
of t11e linear tbeory alone , it is not justified to assume that there will 
be an effect of channe l slope on t11e growth rates of s1nall amplitude 
n atura l roll waves. 
Unfortun ate l y t11e experini.ental evidence concerning the slope 
effect is inconclusive. For the smooth channel at S = . 05011, and 
0 
the r o ugh channel at S = • 1192, th e values of F {for 11 of a bout . 3 in. 
o n 
and • 4 in.) r anged from. about 3. 7 to 4. 0, so that differences in fo e 
h /h vs • .f.,/h r e l ations cannot be clue to a Froucle nurn.ber effect. 
max n n 
In figures 26 and 29 the develop1nent curves for h /h are shown, 
max n 
and on figure 48 bot11 of the curves are shown . In the rough channel 
the values of h /11 were never less than about 1.1, even very close 
n1ax n . 
to the inlet, which can be seen in figure 29. However for the smooth 
channel tl1e mini.1num. values of h /h -..ve re less than 1. 0 5 (figure 26). 
max n ~ 
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Therefore it can be said that the initial disturbances were larger in 
the rough channel than in the smooth channel, with the result that roll 
waves appeared at smaller values of .{,/h in the rough channel than in 
. n 
the smooth channe l (figure 48) . For a rough comparison of the growth 
rates of the small amplitude waves figure 48 can be used. It appears 
that the growth rates were not greatly affected by the channel slope , 
however the range in h /h for small amplitude waves (i.e. 1. 1 to 
max n 
1. 2 approximate ly) in the rough channe l was not large enough to reach 
any definite conclusions. It is important to note that for h /h > 1. 2 
. m~ n 
the growth rates are clearly l e ss on the larger slope . This slope 
effect on shock waves will be conside red in Chapte r VII. In summary, 
roll waves dev eloped at smaller values of .{,/h in the rough channel 
n 
than in the smooth one, but this was primarily because the initial 
disturbances w ere larger than in the smooth channel. The effect of 
channel slope on the growth rates of small amplitude w aves could not 
be ascertained from the experimental results because of the differences 
in the initial disturbances . 
Near the inlet of the rough cha nne l the value of h /h was about 
max n 
1. 1, whereas in the smooth channel, for all slopes, the initial values 
of h /h were less than 1, 05 at the locatio ns where growth began . 
max n 
This can be s e en in figur e s 26 to 29. Table 4 show s that the discharge 
in the rough channel at F = 4 . 04 w a s about the s a me as in th e smooth 
channel at F = 3 . 81 . It is rea sonable to assume that the flow patte rn 
in the inlet box w as about the same for about the s a m e dischar ge . The 
prima r y diffe r e n c e b e t wee n the rough and s mooth cha nne l at F = 3. 7 
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to 4. 0, b es i des the s l ope , was the t exture of th e channel bottom and 
sides. In th e smooth channel a 6-in. length of screen was placed on 
the bottorn (s e e Section V-A) so th a t the downstream e nd wa s . 30 ft 
upstr ean1 of station O. O. Th e purpose of this screen was to e lin1inate 
the l a rn ina r . boundary layer . In the rough channe l the sand grains 
w e r e fixed to the bottom and sides of the channel over th e tota l length 
of the channel, and also t o th e sides a nd b o ttom. of th,e inlet for the 
portio n ext e nding 8 inc11es upstrean1 of station O. 0 (see fi gur e 11). 
It is r easonable to suspect that the large r initial disturbances in 
the rough channel we r e due to the influ e nce of th e sand grains on the 
struc tur e of the turbulent flow near t11 e inle t. These sand grains wer e 
m ore tha n four thnes la r ger than th e _ thickness o f the l an.1.ina r sublayer 
(figure 22), so that e ddies generat ed by th e s and grains h ad a n influenc e 
on the flow as evide n ced by the inc r eased friction fact ors in th e rough 
channe l. It see1ns r easonab l e that t he influe n ce of these e ddie s could 
h ave ext end e d to th e wat e r surface , resulting in disturbance s to the 
water sur face . These di s turbances would h ave r esulte d in large r 
values of h /h t11 a n generat ed in tl1e smooth channel. 
m ax n 
F o r the experi1ne nts in th e rough cha nne l w ith h = • 37 5 in ., the 
n 
value of h / k was only about 16, wh ere k is t11e geornetric mean size 
n 
of th e sand (. 595 mm). As t11 e va lue of h /k is incr eased , it is 
n 
r easonable t o b e lieve th a t t11e influence of the eddies (generat e d by th e 
sand grains) on the wat e r surface w ill be l ess. Therefor e in a roug h 
channe l w ith hn/k rnuch l a r ge r tha n 16, but otherwise equival e nt to the 
l a b oratory rough channel (i . e . F of about 4. 0 , S of about . 12 ), roll 
0 
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waves would probably not develop as close to the inle t (in t er rns of 
t/h ) as they. did in the rough channel in the l a boratory. 
n 
4. Frequency Distributions 
The d eve l opment curves for t11 e standard d e viation of h and T, 
max 
shown in figures 35 and 36, indicate that a unique r e l a tion exists 
between ah and .t/hn and b e t ween aT and t/hn for each Froude 
max 
number . Although h incr eased over the entire l ength of the c11anne l, 
max 
its standard deviation tende d to reach a constant v a lue a t about 
.{, = 8 , 000 h • The standa rd d e viation of the p e riod increased linearly 
n 
t o the end of t he channel. 
The fr e quency distributions for hmax were f o und t o b e approxi -
mate d by a norrnal distribution (figure 37). Powever, these distribu-
tions we r e m easur ed onl y after shock wave s h ad formed a1~ cl only 
average values, h , were obtaine d for the sni.all a1nplitude waves 
max 
b e for e shock waves appeared. To ineasur e h for shock waves, 
max 
200 \vave ere sts were observe d a t each setting of th e "\Vir e gage a nd 
the num.ber of c res ts tbat s t r uck the wire w as r ecorded. Thi s was 
continue d until the wir e was high enough so that no c r est s (out of 200) 
struck the w ire . Thu s th e m axirnurn r ecor ded value of h would 
max 
appear at O. 5 p ercen t on th e cumulative fr equency scal e if only one 
crest o ut of 200 struck th e wire. Thi s m axini.uni. value can also b e 
expressed as , 
· (h ) = h + 2 . 5 8 a h 
ni.ax max 1nax ( 6. 3 ) 
m ax 
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by using the properties of a normal distribution. It is clear that if a 
larger number of crests had been used at each wire gage setting, the 
maximum recorded h may have been higher, but it is not correct 
max 
to assume that these higher values (with frequencies less than O. 5 per-
cent} would also follow the normal distribution. For this reason one 
is not justified in merely extending the relations in figure 37, for ex-
ample, to obtain values of h with lower frequencies than O. 5 per-
max 
cent. For all practical purposes, the value from equation 6 . 3 repre-
sents the maximum value of h at a given station. 
max 
The frequency distributions 'for T (figure 38) show some deviation 
from the normal law at the small values of T. In figure 38 the mini-
mum T was the same at all three stations. This merely n1eans that 
the minimum value of T corresponded to the smallest distance between 
two peaks that could be recognized on the pressure record. If the 
crests had been closer together, they could not have been distinguished 
as two separate crests. The largest value of h . in figure 39 is about 
min 
the same for all three stations. This is because h . was defined to be 
min 
less than the average depth (as estimated by eye from the pressure 
record, see Section IV-D) w hich is about equal to the normal depth. 
Thus the maximum values of h . for all three stations shown in fig-
min 
ure 39 were slightly less than the normal depth. The curves in figure 
39 show that at each station the small values of h . deviate from the 
min 
normal distribution indicate d by the large values. At the low values of 
h . a relatively large percentage of the values were in a given interval 
min . 
as compared to the high values. As a result the frequency distribution 
for h . was skewed towards the sma ll values and the mean was less 
min 
than the median. 
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VI-B DEVELOPMENT OF NATURAL ROLL WAVES IN TERMS OF 
WAVE PERIOD 
In figure 44 th e results of expe riments on the periodic perm.anent 
roll waves were presente d. It was shown that tbere was a consistent 
rela tion between the dime nsionle ss measur e d propertie s (h , h . , 
max min 
and c) and the dime nsionle ss p e riod for a given Froude nun<ber and 
channe l slope. Comparison of the experirnental and the or e tical results 
show s the measured wave velocity and rninimurn d epth to b e slightly 
highe r, and th e max imum m easured d e pth to b e cons ide r a bly lower 
th a n g i ven by the theor y. The d eviation of the maxiinu1n depth fro1n 
the theory increases with th e Froude number. In the 130-ft cha nnel 
th e theory and experiments we re in v e ry clos e agree1nent (figure 43). 
In the n e xt chapte r a modification to th e periodic permanent theory will 
be made whic11 w ill greatly r educe the discrepa n cy for the maximun< 
d e pth . 
Thus far, natura l roll wave s and p e riodic p e r manent roll waves 
h ave b een treate d independ e ntly. Powever, it was found th a t the 
aver a,g e maxiinu1n depth of a deve loping natural roll wave train can be 
d e scribe d in the same n<anne r a s a p e riodic p erman e nt roll wave train. 
This i s shown in fi gur e s 54-57 where h for b o th natural and 
max 
periodic waves is plotte d as a function of T' . In t11is n<anne r of pre-
s ent a tion no correctio n for inlet condition is r e quir ed , as it was for 
the d evelopn<ent curves expressed as functions of t/h . The n a tural-
, n 
w ave d ata for h = • 2 in. that indicated a sn<ooth-inlet effect (see 
n 
Section V-A) a r e inc lude d. Tb e line drawn t1uough the d a ta points is 
b ased prin1a rily on the periodic p e rn1 a nent \vave data, esp ecially at th e 
low values of T ' . 
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The data for th e natural waves indicate t11at for small T' and 
h the d epth h inc reases without a c11ange in T 1 • This indicates 
max max 
that growth occurs without overtaking . As already noted above this 
kind of growth has been t e rmed natural growth, and the develop1nent 
without overtaking has b een t errned the initial development phase. 
During this initial development p11ase the sn1all amplitude waves for1n 
shock waves. F ollowing this initial development phase, the natural-
wave data show a gradual transition to the curve d e fined by the periodic -
wave data. In t11i s transition phase the shock waves were overtaking 
and t11e period was incr easing. In the final development phase the 
periodic and natural waves follow the san1e relation. Th e value s of 
h /h at the end of th e transition phase were about 1. 4 for 
rnax n 
S = • 05011, 1. 7 for S = • 08429, and 1. 8 for S = . 1192. Figure 57 
0 0 0 
shows that data for natural waves in the rough channel were not obtained 
in the transition phase, but tb e ininimum value of h /h that was in 
max n 
the final develop1ne nt phase was about 1. 4. 
In the final develop1nent p11 ase the average maxiinmn depth is a 
well-defined function of the period. For periodic waves the p e riod and 
n1aximum depth were fixed fo r a g ive n run, a.nd th e n1aximmn d e pth 
could only b e increased by increasing t11e period . For n a tural waves 
the average n1aximurn d epth increas e d a l ong the channel for a given 
run, and this incr ease was found to b e r e l ated to .the average p eriod by 
the sa1ne rela tion .found for periodic waves . · This implies that the dorr1 in-
ant mechanisn.1. by whi ch ·natural waves grow ih this final phase is over-
taking , which is the process by which the averag e p er i od incr eases along 
the channel. In the tr a n s ition phase , the average maximurn d epth i s a 
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relatively "weak" function of the average period, in that a large chang.e in 
average maximum depth can occur with only a srnall change in average 
period. Thus it can be expected that both natural growth and growth by 
overtaking are in1portant in this transition phas e . 
VI-C EFFECT OF INLET ON DEVELOPMENT OF NATURAL ROLL 
WAVES 
In Section V -A the effect of the inlet condition on the developrn.cnt 
of natural roll waves was considered. With a smootl1 inlet the water 
surface a short distance fron1 the inlet was observed to alternate 
betwe en glassy smooth and roughene d in an intermittent fashion. This 
unstea diness was obse rved to contribute directly to the deve lop1nent of 
roll wave s, especially at th e lowest normal d e pth of . 2 in. Powe v e r, 
if the floor ne a r the inlet was n1ade rougl1, the transition fron1 the 
smooth water surface to the roughened wate r surface was steady, and 
occurred farth e r upstr e a1n. The observations of t11 e water - surface 
texture were correl ated with observations of dy e streams introduce d in 
the flow. These showe d that water-surface roughening corresponded to 
n1ixing of the dye str e arn near the wate r surface. Furthern10re, for a 
rough inlet this p o int of dye n1ix ing moved upstrea1n as the dye strean1 
was inoved to-.vards the cha nne l floor. For a s1nooth inle t th e station 
at which the dye mixe d witb the flow did not cha nge a pprecia bly as the 
loca tion of the dye str e am above th e floor was varied. Thes e obs e rva-
tions wer e also correla ted with lne asure111 e nts of the h vs. ,{, 
max 
r e lation. Thi s showe d th a t with a smooth inle t roll w a ves d e v e lope d 
furtl1e r upstr e a m t11an wit11 a rougl1 inle t. Thus th e unst e adiness in 
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the region of surface roughening with a smooth inle t provided a 
sufficient amount of disturbance to hasten roll wave developme nt. 
The observations and measurements can all be explained in terms 
of boundary layer developme nt. In a smooth inlet a la1ninar boundary 
layer started to develop on the channel floor. The thickness of this 
layer increased with distance until the Reynolds number was high 
enough for transition to turbule nt flow to occur. The resulting 
turbulent boundary layer then quickly expanded to inte rsect the water 
surface and caused the observed surface roughening . Powever, this 
transition from laminar to turbulent flow was not a steady one, but 
rather of an intermittent nature similar to that observed in pipes (25). 
It is unlikely that the laminar boundary layer grew to the full water 
depth b e fore becoming turbulent, because then the Reynolds number 
would remain conf'tant and the flow would remain laminar. 
For the sake of a b etter defined and repea table boundary condition 
at the channel entrance, all the results for natural waves we re 
corrected to a rough inlet in the manner described in Section V-A. 
The important consideration here is that this correction was made for 
each run entirely independently of the other runs, and yet all the runs 
for a fixed Froude number collapsed to essentially the same dimension-
l ess d eve lopment curves for h , T , h . , oh and o T. 
max av min , 
max 
By observing the motion of dye injected into the inlet box, it 
appeared that some disturbances initiated in the inlet did lead to roll 
waves. This was more often observed at the higher discharges when 
the unsteady component of motion in the inlet box was much easier to 
d etect than at the l o\'i.' discharge. 
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At the l ow discharges it was pas sible to inject dye near the top of 
the last baffle (figure 11) and observe a continuous dye stream to at 
least the beginning of the channel, which indicates that the flow was not 
turbulent in the inlet box. However this dye stream slowly moved from 
side t o side indicating that the flow was unsteady. At the higher dis-
charges it was very difficult to get a continuous dye stream established 
in the inlet box because the direction of flow was changing much more 
rapidly than at the lower discharges. Eowever the dye stream did not 
spontaneously mix with the flow, but rather it was broken up into 
segments, as a result of the changing flow direction, and carried into 
the channel w ith the dye still visible . Occasionally at the higher dis-
charges a vortex tube could b e observed curling out of the inlet box 
into the channel. 
From the above observations it can be concluded that disturbances 
were being generated both in the inlet box, and in the channel near the 
inlet. In particular the flow in the inlet box was more unsteady at the 
higher discharges than the lower discharges, and with a smooth inlet 
the transition from laminar to turbulent flow in the channel was un-
steady. For low discharges with a rough inlet, disturbances may have 
originated in the developing turbulent boundary layer. In spite of the 
apparently different sources of disturbances at diffe r ent discharges, 
the fact rema ins that most of the data for a given Froude numbe r (and 
thus different discharges) collapsed to a unique dimensionless develop-
ment curve after correction to a rough inlet was made. 
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VI-D MOTION OF INDIVIDUAL NATURAL RO LL WAVES 
Fro1n figur es 46 and 47 and tables 8 and 9 some interesting 
observations on the motion of individua l wave s can b e derived . At 
station 42 (figure 46 ) the flow is in the t ransition phas e of wave develop-
ment and at stations 54, 66, and_ 7.8 it is i n the final phase (growth by 
overtaking dominant) . 
From t able 8 it can b e s een that when one wave overtakes another, 
the resulting h is greate·r tban that of either wave before overtaking . 
max 
How ever, this resulting h value can d ecrease as the wave moves 
max . 
downstr eam as occurred in wave 6, 7, 8, between stations 54 and 7 8 . 
The h of wave 1, 2 decreased between stations 66 and 7 8, but this 
max 
may be because it was starting to ove rtake the next wave. Growth by 
overtaking was the dominant growth mechanisrn for the waves in fi g-
ure 46, yet wave 9 grew appreciably without overtaking. This shows 
that natural growth takes place i n the final development phas e . Wave 5 
did not overtake and its h was about constant between stations 54 
max 
and 78. 
Because roll waves are shallow wat e r wave s, it is reasonable to 
expect that the waves with larger h have higher wave velocity and 
max 
thus will overtake sn-1alle r, slowe r waves. This is the case for wave 8 , 
and the ove rtake shown in figure 47a . Powever , waves are s een to 
overtake waves with larger h also . This is seen for wave 4 and 
max 
the overtake in figure 4 7 c. Tliis seemingl y contradictory situation 
can be explained by use of the shock condition, 
c = u . 
m1n 
,jhmax 
0 h . 
min 
[
h + h . J max 
2 
min (3.44) 
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which was presente d in Chapter III. Becaus e u . is the average 
min 
velocity in a region where the water surface is practically parallel 
to the channel bottom , it can be approximated by the expression for 
normal velocity, 
u. =F ~h 
min min (6 . 4) 
which shows that u . is about proportional to h 11.2 Now consider 
min min 
two waves with the same value of h . , and equation 3. 44 shows that 
m in 
the wave with the greate st value of h travels faster . On the other 
max 
hand if two waves have the same h , the wave w ith the large st value 
max 
of h . may have a larger value of c if the difference in the values of 
min 
h . is sufficiently large. Furthe rmore, a wave 1nay overtake a wave 
min 
with a large value of h , if the h . value of the overtaking wave is 
max nun 
sufficiently l a rger than that of the overtaken wave . Wave 4 , the over -
take in figure 47c, and all other cases observed, showed that when a 
sma ll wave overtook a large wave , the value of h . of the small wave 
min 
was greater than that o f the large wave . 
From records sim ilar to figure 46, th e change s in th e values of 
h during th e overtaking process , but b efore the t wo wave s actually 
max 
combined, we r e exan1ined . Almost every conceivable combination of 
increase or d ecrease o f the h value of th e following or l e ading -..vave max ~ ~ 
was found. For example: h for both waves were the s ame ; h 
m ax max 
for the l eading wave increased and tha t of the following wave did not 
change ; h of th e l eading wave increased rn.ore than that of the 
max 
following wave; and the maxim.um depth for the l e ading wave decreas ed 
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while that of the following wave was constant. In figure 46 between 
station 66 and 78, wave 1, 2 {following wave) decreased in height while 
the leading wave increased from h /h of 2. 19 to 2. 42. A correla-
max n 
tion between the relation of the maximum depths during overtaking and 
the maximum depths before overtaking began could not be detected. 
However, as discussed above, the maximurn depth. of the combined wave 
was greater than either of the maximum depths during or before over -
taking. 
The wave velocities during the overtaking showed a consistent 
pattern which can be derived from figure 47 and table 9. From the 
three overtakes at different stations shown in this figure, i.t is seen 
that the following wave accelerates as it overtakes, and the velocity of 
the combined wave is greater than that of the leading wave during over-
taking. This acceleration results primarily because the following wave 
is propagating in water that is continually getting deeper and thus the 
value of u . in equation 3. 44 increases. Immediately after the com-
min 
bination, the value of u . decreases appreciably (since h . of the 
min min 
combined wave is considerably less than that of the overtaking wave 
just before the combination) and the combined wave velocity is less than 
that of the following wave just before the con1bination. Experienced 
observers were able to visually detect this acceleration process i.n the 
laboratory channel. 
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VI-E GHAMBARIAN AND LA CFCD DAT A 
1. Ghambarian Laboratory Data 
Ghambarian found that the value of h reached a constant maxi-
max 
mum value (table 10) although he does not give the corresponding values 
of ,f,/h • In the present study a constant maximum value of h was 
n max 
not attained, but the trend indicated that thi$ might have occurred had 
the channel been somewhat longer. For an F of 3. 82, the computed 
constant maxim£m value of h /h from table 10 is 1. 83. For the 
max n 
smooth channel at an F of 3.45 (figure 26), the maximm;n value of 
h /h obtained in the present study was 2. 06 and increasing. Thus 
max n 
at about the same value of F the h /h value from the present study 
max n 
is larger than Ghambarian's result. If Ghambarian's channel was 
rough the slope would have been much greater than. 05011, in- which 
case this discrepancy may be due to the slope effect to be discussed in 
Chapter VII. 
In figure 48 the data for h /h with a channel slope of . 10 show 
max n 
a rather large amount of scatter. The fact that some of the values of 
h /h (which were calculated from reported values of h /h and 
max n max er 
computed values of h /h using equation 5 . 4) are less than 1. 0, 
er n 
indicates that the reporte d value s of F were not accurate enough. In 
the pre sent study it has b e en shown that considerable care must be 
taken to measure normal depths , from which the value of F is calcu-
lated. It is unfortunate that more information could not be extracted 
from Ghambarian 1 s publications. 
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2. LACFCD Field Data 
The field data from Santa Anita Wash (figures 50 and 51) show that 
reasonably consistent relations for the development of h /h in 
max n 
terms of J..,/h and T' can be found by taking data for several discharges 
n 
at only one station. 
In figure 50 the laboratory curve does not extend far enough to 
compare with the highest values of h /h obtained from the Santa 
max n 
Anita Wash, but the lowest values are about 18 percent less than the 
laboratory values. Two important differences between the laboratory 
channel and Santa Anita Wash were the inlet condition and the variable 
slope. In the field (figure 49) there was a spillway followed by a 
transition section of variable width which was considerably different 
than the reservoir inlet used in the laboratory. For each discharge, 
the values of J.,/h were computed by summing the values of J.,/h for 
n n 
each reach of constant slope . However, the correct method of treating 
this variable slope (which is not known) may be considerably at variance 
with this procedure . 
In figure 51 the fie ld data for h /h are about 10 percent higher 
max n 
than the theory. After a change in channel slope , it takes a certain 
distance before the flow can adjust to the new slope. Thus there is a 
possibility that the slope change 87 5 ft upstream of the measuring 
station had some effect on the results . At a discharge of 272 cfs, the 
F on the steeper slope (S = • 0332) was about 4. 32 compared to 3. 81 
0 
at the rn.easuring station. This means that if the 87 5 ft was in fact not 
long enough for the flow to adjust to the smalle r slope, the values of 
h /hn at the measuring station woul d tend to be high. 
max 
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There are two other considerations that affect the observed values 
of h in the field. One is that only five consecutive values of h 
max max 
were used to find the average values. This could account for some of 
the scatter in the plotted data. Finally, the method of obtaining the 
h values was subject to some error. This was done by two 
max 
observers reading a scale painted on the channel wall with the smallest 
division of O. 2 ft, and values were usually read to O. 1 ft. Thus 'it is 
most optimistic to estimate that the accuracy was O. 05 ft which could 
lead to errors in h as high as about 7 percent . In light of this and 
max , 
all the other uncertainties mentioned above, the accuracy of the field 
results are within acceptabl e limits . 
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CHAPTER VII 
MODIFIED PERIODIC PERMANENT ROLL WAVE THEORY 
db served mean maximum depths, h , for the periodic 
max · 
permanent roll waves were seen to be in substantial disagree1nent with 
the theory. In this chapter the principal source of difficulty will be 
shown to be in the shock condition, which will be modified and the dis -
crepancy between the modified theory and the data will be greatly 
reduced. The consequences of this modification with respect to natural 
roll waves will be discussed. Before considering the shock condition, 
some of the other assumptions used in the theory and the effects of a 
variable friction factor and the side-walls will be discussed. 
VII-A ASSUMPTIONS IN PERIODIC PERMANENT ROLL WAVE 
THEORY 
The momentum equation from which the theory for periodic 
permanent waves was derived in Section III-B is, 
u 
ut+auu +(1-a)AAt+crh =gS 
x 0 x 0 
(2. 2) 
which was given in Section II - A . In addition the continuity condition, 
equation 2. 1, was used, but because it is an exact equation for flow of 
an incompressible fluid no comments regarding its assumptions are 
necessary. 
In deriving equation 2. 2 from the Navier-Stokes equations (4) 
numerous assumptions concerning the order of magnitude of terms 
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were made. These assumptions ''-'ere prirnarily b ased on the fact tha t 
the dominant motion was in the x-direction, and thus it is not surprising 
that equation 2. 2 irn.plies a hydrostatic pressure law. A wave theory 
based on a hydrostatic pressure law is generally refe rr ed to as a first-
order shallow- water theory. If the vertical accelerations are not negligi-
ble , Keulegan (4) has found the additional terms that are needed in equa-
tion 2. 2. The addition of these terms results in a second-order theory. 
For the analysis of periodic permanent roll waves the first-order 
theory was us ed on the part of the wave profile that i s concave up,vard. 
From the wave profiles in figure 45 , the maxirnun1 water surface 
slope occurred near the shock. Yet the maximum value of dh/dX for 
the run at an F of 5 . 60 and T 1 of 5 . 19 was found to be about 0. 03 . With 
a maxin1mi:1 water surface slope of this ni.agnitude it can usually be 
assumed that the rnotion was prirnarily in the x-direction, the pressure 
was hydrostatic, and thus the first-order theory is sufficient. In this 
case there is the additional difficulty of the influence of the shock . As 
the w_ater particles pass through this shock, frorn the wave trough 
(where h = h . ) to the wave crest (where h = h ), they arc 
min max 
accelerated upward norrnal to the channel floor . This motion normal 
to the channel floor is usually confined to the region within the length 
of the s h ock , at l east for stationary shocks in steady flows (hydr a ulic 
jumps). If this was the case for the roll wave shocks, the pressure 
would have been hydrostati c ath and the use of the first-order 1nax 
theory would be justified. Measureni.ents relating to the detailed 
1notion in the shock were not take n. However, since the measured 
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shock lengths were comparable to the lengths of hydraulic jumps (to 
be ·discussed in VII-C) where the use of a hydrostatic pressure 
assumption has been successful in predicting the relation between 
h and h . , it can be conjectured that the vertical accelerations 
max_ min 
in the section of maximum depth were negligible. 
In applying equation 2. 2 to periodic permanent roll waves the 
average shear stress on the solid boundary was evaluated by, 
=pfu2 /8, 
'To (7. 1) 
as discussed in Section II-A. This expression is valid for uniform, 
steady flow with a fully deve loped turbulent boundary layer. The use 
of this expression for unsteady, nonuniform flow (periodic roll waves) 
can certainly be questioned. An attempt to justify this assumption will 
not be made here except to mention that this same assumption is made 
in practically all investigations of nonuniform (gradually varied) open 
channel turbulent flow, both steady (e.g. backwater curves) and 
unsteady (e.g. flood waves). Perhaps the strongest argument for the 
use of equation 7. 1 is that no other alternativ e is available. 
The friction factor is evaluated from relations for uniform flow. 
This implies that the boundary layer is fully develop e d, which was 
probably true over most of the roll wave profile except possibly n ea r 
the wave crest. In this region the effect of the rapidly expanding flow 
in the shock m a y not have died out, or in other words the velocity 
profile had not r eached its fully developed state. Thus the shear 
str e ss, T , near the w ave crest may have been substantially different 
0 
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than assumed . The need for d e tailed measurement s of the velocity 
profi l e n ear the shock is apparent. 
The vc.lue of a in equa tion 2. 2 was assum e d to b e 1 . 0. Iwasa (8 ) 
has shown that for a fully d eve l op e d logar i t hmic velocity distribution , 
a = 1 + . 7 8 1 f. (7. 2) 
Fr om the measur e d value s of f a t norrnal depth in the la borator y 
channe l, this e qua tion gives n1axirnum values of a o f. a bout 1. 02 for the 
sm.ooth c h a nne l and 1 . 05 for the r ough channel. H owever, the value 
of a nea r the wave crest may h ave b een l a r ger if a fully d eve l oped 
v e l ocity di stribution was n ot es t a blis h e d. 
Vll-B EFFECT OF SIDE-WALLS AND VARIABLE FRICTION FACTOR 
1. Proble rn and Method of So lution 
In the p e riodic p e nna nent theory it was assumed tha t the friction 
factor did not var y a l ong the wave l eng th and the r ectangular channel 
w as w ide enou g h suc h tha t the side-walls had negli g ible influence . 
These simplificat ions r esult e d in a form of t he differential e qua tio n 
tha t could b e integrat ed (e q uation 3. 5 2). However , when the frict i on 
f actor i s permitte d to vary (in th e same rnanner as i t varies in uniforn1 
steady flow ) , and/or the hydr aulic r adius concept is used t o account 
for s id e-wall fri c tion, nu1nerica l i ntegration m us t b e used t o find 
solutions. This was done f or one set of values of F and S t,./h (5 . 60 
o n 
and 27. 3 r e spectivel y ) for the purpose of finding the qualitative effects . 
The friction factor was assun1cd to vary accord i n g t o the r e l ation found 
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for uniform flow in the smooth channel (figur e 22), which was 
approximated by, 
f = . 3 5 5 7 IR. 2513 • (7. 3) 
This experiinental relation is convenient because the approximate 
values of quantities such as h and h a r e known fro1n the experiments 
c n 
on the . 11 92 s l ope (F ....... 5. 6 ). Ther efore, the slope was fixed at . 11 92, 
and the width of the channel was t aken as 4-5/8 i n., the same as the 
laboratory flume. 
Two different conditions were considered; a variable friction 
factor with no side-wa ll effect, and a var iable fri ction factor with a 
side-wall e ffect. Th e inethods of finding the so l utions (wave shape 
and v e locity) for the given values of F and S t../h were basically the 
0 11 
san1e for both conditions. Ther efore , the rnethod used when the side-
wall effect was included will b e outlined, and th e method for the other 
condition follows by l etting the hydraulic r adius equal the depth. 
The differential equation for a perrn.anent wave profile i s , 
u2h3 
gs h 3 - f --
o 8r dh/dX = -------
gh3 - K2 
(7. 4) 
which corresponds to e quation 3. 41. The requirernent tha t the slope 
of the \•,1ater surface (dh/dX) remain finite at h = h leads to, 
c 
c = Jgh (1 
c 
(7. 5) 
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This results from setting the numerator of equation 7. 4 equal to zero 
at h = h , and using the expressions, 
c 
K = (c-u)h, 
and h 3 = K 2 /g, 
c 
which were given in Chapter III. 
In equation 7. 5 the quantity f denotes fat the section h = h • 
c c 
( 7. 6) 
( 7. 7) 
Equation 7. 5 reduces to the expression for c in Chapter III (equation 
3. 51) for a wide channel (r = h ) with an unvarying f over the wave 
c c 
length (f = f ) . 
c n 
Before explaining the details the general procedure is given. 
First a value of h was assumed, and then the relation between hand 
c 
X was obtained. Then a pair of values of h . and h were obtained 
min max 
that gave the desired value of S A./h . However, the resulting F was , 
o n 
in general, not the one desired. Thus the procedure was repeated 
with a different value of h until the desired F resulted. By increasing 
c 
the value of h , the resulting F was increased. 
c 
With the assumed value of h , the value of K was calculated from 
c 
equation 7. 7. 
for r, 
The value of r was obtained from the general formula 
c 
r = bh/ (b+2h) ( 7. 8) 
where b was . 3854 ft. 
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To evaluate u and f in equation 7 . 4 the expressions 
u = (ch - K ) /h, (7 . 9) 
R = 4ru/\), (7. 10) 
and equation 7 . 3 were used. This required the val.ue of c which was 
calculated from the expressions , 
u = (ch - K ) / h , (7. 11 ) 
c c c 
R = 4r u Iv, ( 7. 1 2 ) 
c c c 
£ . 3557/R . 2513 ( 7 .1 3) = c c 
i n addition to equation 7. 5. These four equations in four unknowns 
(£ , c , u , R ) were so lved by a trial and error method . 
c c c 
T he relation between h and X was obtained using equation 7. 4 . 
. For values of h greater than h , the s l ope (i . e. dh/ dX) at a particular 
c 
val ue of h (i.e. h . ) was extended to the next larger value of h (i.e . 
1 
h i +l) where the interval in h(i. e . hi+l - h i= 6h > 0) was sufficiently 
small such tha t the change in the slope from h. to h . 1 was a small 1 i + 
fraction of the slope at h.. Using the slope e valuated at h . (i.e. 
1 1 
{dh/ dX) .) , the distance between h. and h . 1 was calculated by 1 1 i + 
and the area between hi and hi+l was calculated by 
= (h. + 6h/2)6h. 
1 
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For values of h less than h , the slope at h. was extended to the nex t 
c i 
smaller value of h (i.e. h. 1 where h. 1 < h.) so that the distance i- i- i 
between h. 1 and h . was given by i- i 
6X. = X. - X. l = t::,h/[(dh/dX).J, i i i- i 
and the area b e tween h. 1 and h. was given by i- i 
t::,A. =A. A. l = (h. - t::,h/Z)t::,h. i i i- i 
In this way the distances and the.areas between all the successive 
values of h were calculated. Note that the slope can not be evaluated 
at h = h from equation 7. 4 because both the numerator and denominator 
c 
are then zero. However, the slopes at h + 6h and h - 6h were 
c c 
practically the same, and this value was us e d at h . 
c 
The next step was to assume a value of h . and to calculate the 
min 
corresponding value of h from equation 3. 46. The value of h . 
max . i 
closest to this value of h was found and the wave length was found 
max 
by summing all 6X . between h and h . . Similarly the average i max min 
depth was calculated by summing all t,.A. and dividing by the wave 
i 
length. The average discharge was obtained from, 
=ch 
av 
K, 
The nex t step was to calculate u and h from, 
n n 
r = bh /(b+Zh ) 
n n n 
u = q /h 
n av n 
(7. 14) 
(7.15) 
(7.16) 
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f .3557/R . 2513 = n n ( 7. 1 7) 
R = 4r u /v n n n (7. 18) 
f = Sgr S /u2 n n o n (7 .19) 
where the unknowns were r , h , u , f , and R . With this value of 
n n n n n 
h , the value of S A./h was calculated. If this was not equal to 27. 3, 
n o n 
another value of h . was assumed, the calculation was repeated and 
min 
the corresponding value of S A. /h found. After the value of S A. /h 
o n o n 
was reasonably close to 27. 3, the F was computed frmn, 
F =u /Jgh 
n n 
and if it did not agree closely •vith 5. 60, another value of h was 
c 
assumed and the entire procedure repeated. As a check on the 
accuracy of the numerical integration procedure, a case with a 
(7. 20) 
constant f and wide channel was done by the above method. The dif -
ference behveen these results and the exact results (by the n1ethod in 
Chapter III) "\Vas negligible . 
2. Discussion of Results 
The results of the wave-profile calculations arc shown in figure 58. 
Qualita tively it is seen that a variable f increased h , and t:he effect 
max 
of the side-vvalls decreased h • Both of these tr ends can be deduced 
rnax 
by exarnining e quation 7. 4. As the d epth along the wave profile 
incr eases the R eynolds nuni.ber incr ease s, and thus for a s1nooth 
channel the value off decreases . Sini.ilarly as the depth decreases, 
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f increases . Thus for a given h sufficiently large (i.e. so that f < f ), 
n 
the slope of the water surface is gr eater tha n the slop e computed with 
f = f • Also for a given h suffic iently small (i . e. so that f > f ) , 
n n 
dh/ dX is l e ss than that cornputecl with f = fn. Therefore, for a given normal 
d e pth (or approximate ly a given average depth) the tr encl shown in 
figur e 58 (e.g . larger h /h with variable f theory as compared to 
m a x n 
constant f theory) is consistent with the r e lations b e t ween the slope s 
as stated above . The sarn.e tr end shown in figure 58 for a smooth 
channel can also b e expected for a rough channel. This is because f 
depends on the depth in the same way as for a smooth channel ; as the 
depth increases, and thus the relative roughnes s decreases, the f 
decreases . 
The effe ct of the side-walls can also b e predicte d from equation 
7. 4 by observing that the value of r is always l e ss than the value of h. 
Furthennore , this difference is greater as the value of h inc reases. 
Thus for a given h the water -surface slope is less in a narrow channel 
than in a wide channel, particula rly at the highe r d epths. Therefore, 
the r e lation between the wave profile s in a wide cha nnel and a finite-
width channel rn.ust be as shown in figure 58 for the variable f theories, 
and si1nilar results can be expected for a consta nt f the ory. In 
figur e 6 it was shown that as F decreased the value of h d e creased 
max 
and the value of h . increased . This is the same effect tha t the sicl e -
m1n 
walls have. F is sirnply the quantity.-/8S /f for a wide channel, so 
o n 
that a decrease in F c a n b e consid ere d as an increas e in the frictional 
resistance. Sirnilarly the effect of the side -walls can b e considered 
as adding more frictiona l resista nce . 
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In figure 58 it is seen that the value of h was increased 
max 
appreciably when the friction factor was assumed to vary, and that the 
value of h was decreas e d by a rela tively smaller amount whe n the 
max 
side-wall e ffect was considered. However, the magnitude of these two 
changes will depe nd not only on the values of F and S A../h , but also on 
o n 
the relative width of the channel (relative width= h/h ), and the relation 
n 
b e tw een the friction factor and the Reynolds number (smooth channel) 
or rela tive roughness (rough cha nnel). For a relatively narrow 
channel the side-wall effect is obviously greater. In a smooth channel 
at large values of R the value off is a weak function of R. This is seen 
from the equation sho,:v·n on fi g ur e 23. Therefore at lar ge Reynolds 
numbers the e ffect of a varia ble friction factor on the predicted v alues 
of h may b e negligible. 
max 
From th e above it is cle ar that a complete 
description of the magnitude of the t wo effects conside red in this 
section depends on many parameters. In this section only the qualitative 
effects were discussed. 
VII- C MODIFIED SHOCK CONDITION 
1. G eneral Shoe k Condition 
In the derivation of the shock condition (equation 3. 46) it was 
assumed (as did Dressler (1 5 )) that the shock thickn ess in the l ongi-
tudinal direction was small. The results o f some measured wave 
profiles (figure 45) show that this was not the case. The effect of thi s 
finit e shock length, as well as some other factors which were not 
inclu ded in equation 3. 46 , on the shock condition w ill now be cons i dered . 
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Figure 5 9 shows a sketch of a shock front drawn approximately to 
scale. It should be noted that the part of the shock front drawn vertical 
on figure 59 corresponds to the sharply risin g portion of the shock 
easily observed in figures 1 and 24. The velocity distributions at 
the wave crest and trough have been drawn to be typical of a fully 
developed turbulent boundary layer. The shock wave can be analyzed 
as a case of steady flow by in1posing a constant velocity of - c on the 
systen1. The inomentu1n theorem can then be appli e d to a. control 
volun1e consisting of the fluid between the \Vavc crest and trough. For 
this steady flow the n-1omentum theore1n states that the net difference in 
flux of n1omentun1 through the surfaces of the control volume is equal 
to the surn of all the externa l forces acting on the control volume . At 
the wave crest or trough the rnon:1entum flux in the x-·direction for the 
steady flow is, 
j,h p (u -c) 2 dy = p (c 2 h- 2cuh +a u2 h) 
0 p 
(7. 21) 
where u is the average ve locity, 
. . 1 r11 
u = h j u dy, 
. 0 p 
(7. 22) 
and a. is defined as, 
1 Jh a. = u2h u2 cly. 
0 p 
( 7. 23) 
The continuity equation for this steady flow is, 
(u -c )h = constant = -K (7.24) 

17 3 
so that the mon1entum flux can be written, 
p(cK - cuh + a.u 2 h), ( 7. 25) 
and the n e t differen c e in mo11:1e nturn flux through the surfaces of the 
control volume b e cornes , 
[ruh(a.u-c)J - [ruh( a u - c)J ( 7. 26) 
h=h . h=h 
min max 
The external forces in the x-direction act:i ng on the control volume 
are the pressure forc e s a t the crest and tr o u g h, the x -co111.po n e nt of 
the wei ght o f th e v.;at er in the control volume, a nd the shear force at 
the s olid bounda ry. Using a hydr os t a tic pressure distribution the 
momentum the orern appli e d along the x-axis t a k e s the forrn, 
ws - T L. 
1/2 g cos e {h2 - h 2 . ) +--~-~_l = u . h . (a . u . - c) 
max n1.1n p 111.ln m in 111.ln n11n 
(7. 27} 
where W is the weight of wate r i n the cont rol v olurn.e p e r u n it w i dth , 
'f is the shear s t ress a t the solid b oundar i es averaged over the l ength 
0 
of the shock, L.. The valu e of cos 8 will b e t aken as 1. 0 w hi c h is 
J 
w ithin one percent of its tru e val ue up to a s l ope (sin 8 ) o f 0. 14. 
The effect of a n onunifornl. velocity distribution can b e seen by 
substituting e quation 7. 24 on the right side of e quati on 7. 27 t o o btain, 
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WS -'f L. 
I 2 (h2 -h2 ) + 0 0 J g max nl.in p = K(u -u . ) + (a . -1 )u
2 
. h . 
max inin Dl. ln in1n min 
-(a -1 )u2 h 
max max max 
(7. 28) 
For a uniforrn velocity distribution (i.e. u = 0) the value of a is unity, y 
and its value is greater than unity for any other distribution. Thus the 
effect of a nonunifornl. velocity profile at the trough is to increase the 
right side of equation 7. 28 which can be shown to result in an incr ease 
in h (i.e. h = h /h . ) . Sim.ilarly a nonunifornl. velocity distri-
r . r max min 
bution at the crest \vould reduce the v a lue of h . If a >-a . , the 
r max min 
right side of equation 7. 28 would be deer eased frorn its value with 
a.max = a . = 1, which c a n be sho'\vn to result in a d e crease in h . Dl.ln r 
In this discussion of the shock condition, the results of nl.easure-
ments pertaining to the hydraulic jmnp will be referred to. The 
hydraulic jurnp is a stationary shock wave where the fluid passes 
through the shock fro1n the low depth (high velocity) to the high depth 
(low velocity). The wave velocity of the nl.oving shock wave is greater 
than the fluid velocity so that the fluid in front of the shock passes 
through the shock from the low depth (low velocity) to the high depth 
(hig h velocity) . Thus the hydraulic junl.p and th e moving shock are 
basically the same phenomenon. By setting the wave velocity equal to 
zero, and changing the sign of th e shear stress because the flow 
dir ection with respect to the solid boundary changes, equation 7. 28 for 
a horizonta l cha nnel becomes, 
·, 
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g/2(h2 - h 2 . ) +T°L./p=q(u . -u ) +(a .-l)qu . -(a - l )qu 
max min o J nnn max min min 1nax max 
(7 . 29) 
For this case the average velocity at the n1.iniinmn depth (un1.in) 
is greater than u as required by continuity. Therefor e the right 
max 
side of equati on 7. 29 is more sensitive to changes i n a . than to 
min 
changes in a . Furthermore it can be shown th.at for a . :<:: a 
max min max 
the value of h is l arge r tha n for the condition a :::: a . = 1. 
r n1ax min 
It is r easonable to expect that in n1.ost cases the value of a is 
max 
greater than a . , particularly when the hydr a ulic jump is located a 
min 
short dista nce from a sluice gate so that a . would be practically 
n1.in 
unity. Therefore it is difficult to n1ake any general remark concerning 
the effect of nonuniforn1. ve locity distribution on the value of h for a 
r 
hydraulic j ump . From the last two equations it. can b e shown that the 
effect of the shear stress would be to increase the value of h for a 
r 
moving shock wave, and to decr ease the value of h for a hydraulic 
r 
j ump . 
Measur ements of pr essur e a·nd velocity di s tributions at the wave 
crest and tr ough, and shear stresses on the solid boundary for 
hydraulic jun1.ps will not be discuss ed h e re, and ind eed are r e latively 
scarce . P e rhaps it is sufficient to note that equation 7 . 29, with 
a = 1 . 0, and T neglected, h as b een substantially verified by n1any 
0 
i nvestigators (27) . Thus it is t en1.pting to assmne that the combined 
effects of nonhydrosta tic pres s ure distribution, nonuniforin ve locity 
distribution, and shea r stress for a n1.oving shock (equation 7. 28) are 
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minor . However, it was stated a b ove that the shock condition for a 
hydr a ulic jump is rnore sensitive t o changes in a. . than changes in 
min 
a. , whereas for the moving shock wave, the shock condition is 
max 
mor e sensitive to a. • Ther e fore if a. for a n1oving shock wave 
n1ax max 
is much diffe rent than a. . for a hydraulic jun1p, the r e lative effect 
min 
of a n onuniform velocity distribution for a moving shock wave will be 
differ ent than it is for a hydraulic jump . 
For hydraulic ju1nps on s l oping channels the \Veight term h as been 
tound to be irn.portant. Bakh1neteff a nd Matzke (28 ) found from their 
exper in1ents that n egl ecting the weight term l ed t o substantial dis -
cr epanci es for values of hr. Howeve r after evaluating the weight term 
by using the ir n:ieasured jurnp profiles, but still negle cting th e solid 
boundary shear f orce and as su1ning a. = lJ the y found good ag r een1ent 
b e tween theoretical and measured values of h . Fro1n this experience 
r 
with hydraulic jurnps , it is reasonable to expect that the we ight t e rm for 
a moving shock will be important. Equation 7 . 28 shows tha t inclusion 
of the \veight will decrease the value of h , and this effect will increas e 
r 
with the slope. Fig ur e 44 sho'\VS tha t this is the trend required to 
decr ease the discrepancy between the predicted and measured values of 
h /h . 
max n 
2. Theory Based on ~1odified Shock Condition 
The shock condition with the weight t e rm. will now be put in a con-
venient form for use in the theory . The theory with thi s rnodified 
shock condition will be referred to as the rnodified theory. Neglecting 
the effects of nonuniform velocity distribution and shear stress, 
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equation 7. 28 can be written as, 
l/2(h2 -l) +ws /(yh2 . ) = (1 - 1/h )(c-u . )2 / (gh . ) 
r o min r nun min (7.30) 
after using equation 7. 24. The last t e rn.1. has the forin of a Froude 
numb e r. This will be designated as, 
~:~ 
F . 
n1.in =(c-u F/~ min n.1.in (7. 31) 
The value of W must be evaluated fr o1n measur ements of the shape of 
the shock front. Onc e again it is convenient to refer to the hydraulic 
jmnp where it h as been found that the l ength of the jurnp can be 
expressed as a function of the Froucle nu1nber at the minirnun:1 depth 
(F . = u . /~h . ) . The length of the J·ump i s usually expr essed 
min min in in 
in terms of the value of h 
max 
Therefore th e weight term in equati on 
7. 30 is expressed as, 
S W /iy h 2 . ) = S h 2 (h /h ) ( L. /h ) 
o \ n11n . o r e max J inax 
where h is the average depth over the len g th L., so that, 
e J 
W = h L.y. 
e J 
Now equation 7. 30 can be written, 
··-2 ···2 
h 3 (G + l/2) - h (F ··· + 1/2) + F .. . = 0 
r r min min 
where, 
G = S (h /h ) (L. /h ) 
o e max J max 
(7. 3 2) 
(7.3 3) 
(7. 34) 
(7. 35) 
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The wave shapes of the periodic permanent roll waves included 
some information on the geornetry of the shock front. The method of 
obtaining this shock data was given in IV-D-3-b, and the results are 
in table 7. When these data were taken the iinportance of the shock 
front was not realized, and consequently the oscillograph chart speeds 
were slower than would be desirable. This r equired measuring dis-
tances on the oscillograph charts of the order of O. 5 mi:n to define the 
shock geometry. Therefore the shock geo1netry to be presented 
should be considered preli1ninary in nature. 
The lengths of hydraulic jumps are usually expressed as a function 
of the value of F . . This suggests that for a 1noving shock wave 
min 
-·· 
the geometry could be expressed as a function of F··- . . In this study 
min 
-·· 
.,, 
velocities were not rne asured so that the value of F . for each 1nin 
periodic perrnanent roll wave run is not kno\vn. Fron1 equation 7. 34 it 
... 
··-can be shown that h increases as F . increases. Thus it is expected 
r nnn 
that h /h and L . /h can also be expressed as a function of h . 
e max J n1ax r 
This expectation was at least partially realized as figure 60 shows. 
These data points represent all the periodic pennanent roll w a ve runs 
listed in table 7 except two for which a shock profile was not well 
defined by the measurements. 
Having the r e l ations in figure 60 it would be desirable to use thenJ. 
in equa tion 7. 34 and compute the values of hr for each periodic 
pern1anent wave run and cornrJa re these with the observed values of h . 
r 
_ .. 
However this requires the values of F··- . for each r un \vhich are not 
min 
obtainable. Therefore an indirect check on the modified shock con<li-
tion was made by using equation 7. 34 and the r e lation for h L . /h2 
e J 1na x 
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frorn figure 60 in the periodi c pennanent roll wav e theory. From this 
modified theory there resul ts a r e lation b etween the values of h and 
r 
T 1 for each valu e of F and slope . It i s to be noted that the slope as 
well as F must be spe c ifie d (e qua tion 7. 35). This relation between h 
r 
and T 1 will be com.pared with the m.easured val ues. In addition the 
quantities h /h , h . /h , and c / .jgh , compute d fr om the modified 
max n min n n 
theory, will be corn.pared to the measured values . Befor e presenting 
these r esult s , the procedur e for incorpora ting the modifi e d shock 
condition i n to the theory w ill be brie fly expl ained. 
Equa tions 3 . 42 and 3. 43 can b e co1nbined to g i ve , 
... 
... 
F . 
min 
= (h /h . )3 I 2 
c min (7. 36) 
Thus the value of h is a function of h . /h and G. When the va lue o f 
r ni.in c 
G is s e t equal to zero , e quation 7. 34 b ecomes 
+ h /2 
r 
(h /h )3 ~g = 0 
c min (7. 37) 
and the nontrivial solution for h i s g i ven by equ ation 3. 46. How ever 
r 
for a n onzero value of G, the shock condition r e1nains a c ubic equation 
and was solved by a nurnericaJ procedure . T he m.ethod us e d to find the 
solutions for h , h /h , e t c. , was basica lly the s a ni.e as for the 
r max n 
·'· 
origina l th eory. With a g ive n value of F a nd S a value o f h... . was 
o m in 
... ,, .,1 .. 
chosen (h ... ~ h ... . ~ l}. Then in orde r to find h from equa tion 7. 34 
a in in r 
a value of G wa s assu med and h '"'as then co1nputed . If this value of 
r 
h did not cor r espond to the as smnecl value of G (figure 60), ano ther 
r 
value of G was assun1e d and the proc e ss r epeated until the va lues o f 
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G and h corresponded. Once the shock condition was satisfied, the 
r 
rest of the solution was found in the san1e manner as before. 
The modified theory was used to obtain solutions for h , h /h , 
r max n 
h . /h , and c / Jgh°" as functions of T 1 for the valu es of F and S us ed 
min n n o 
for the periodic perm.anent roll wave experiments. These solutions, 
along with those predict e d from the original (or unmodified) theory, 
are shown in figures 61-.64. The results of the periodic wave experi-
ments (table 6) are also shown on these figures. For the values of 
h /h , the e xperimental rela t .ions from figures 54 to 57 are plotted. 
max n 
The range in the values of T 1 for the periodic experiments for S = 
0 
• 05011 was relativ e ly srnall. The r e for e th e r esults for t wo natural 
wave runs (h =. 206 in., F = 3. 45, station 120, smooth inlet; 
n 
h = . 314 , F = 3. 71, station 120, smooth inlet) at S = .05011 were 
n o 
also shown on figure 61 . 
3. Discussion of Modified Theory 
Figures 61 to 64 show that, in general , the modified theory offers 
better agreement with the measurements than the origin a l theory 
except for the values of h . /h . The amount of improvement pro-
min n 
vided by the modified theory increases with the slope . The modifica-
tion (addition o f S W term) to the origina l the o ry decreases the values 
0 
of h /h . and h /h , and incr ea s es the values of h . /h and 
max nun max n min n 
cl~ . The average dis c r epancies (over the range of T 1 us ed in the 
n 
exper i ments) between th e modife d th e oretical relations and the experi-
m e nta l r e l a tions for h /h are: 4.5 percent, S =.0 5011; 3 . 0 per -
max n o 
cent, S ·=. 0 842 9; 9. 5 percent, S = .1192; and 8 . 5 percent, S = . 1192, 
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rough channel. The corresponding maximu1n discrepancie s are 9. 0, 
4. 5, 13. 5, and 9. 5 percent. 
At S = . 05011, the modified relation predicts values of h /h 
o max n 
less than the measured values. At S = • 08429 the predicted and 
0 
measured values of h /h are in close agreement. For both the 
. max n . 
s1nooth and rough channel at S = . 1192, the predicted values of 
0 
h /h are greater than the rneasured values. Thus th e discrepan-
max n 
cies in the values of h . /h show a dependence on the cha nn e l slope. 
max n 
One possible explanation for this. may be that the geometry (i.e. 
L . /h and h /h ) of the shock wave should depend on the channe l J max e max 
slope , although the somewhat preli111inary data in figure 60 did not 
show this. However for hydraulic jumps the l ength of the ju1np has been 
found to depend on the slope. This is shown in figure 65 which was 
taken from Chow's book (29). The relations in figure 65 are for 
hydraulic jumps in which the minimum depth was upstream of the 
maximum depth. Therefore the moving shock waves (figure 59) must 
be conside1·ed to be on a negative slope with respect to the slopes shown 
in figur e 65 . Therefore if subsequent measurements of the l engths of 
moving shock waves did in fact r eveal a slop e effect, and it followed 
the tr end in figure 6 5, one would expect the values of L. /h to J max 
increase as the slop e increased . This would tend to compensate for 
the effect of channel slope on the discrepancies i n h /h shown on 
max n 
figures 61 - 64. The n1axi1nu1n value of L. /h in figure 60 of about J max 
? . 5 is larger than the maxi nrnm value of L . /h shown in figure 65. J max 
This indica t es tha t the l engths of moving shock waves and hydraulic 
jumps a r e compatible. 
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VII-D RE-EVALUATION OF LABORATORY RESULTS WITH 
CONSIDERATION TO EFFECT OF CHANNEL SLOPE 
1. Periodic Permanent Waves 
The laboratory experiments with periodic roll waves showed that 
even with the values of F and T 1 fixed, the value of h /h depended 
max n 
on the channel slope. This can be seen by compa ring the values of 
h /h for S = . 05011 (figure 61) to those in the rough channel with 
max n o . 
S = • 1192 (figure 64). It is seen that, for a fixed value of F and T 1 , 
0 
as the slope increases the value of h /h decreases. 
max n 
This slope effect for periodic pern1anent waves was predicted by 
the theoretical analysis only after the shock condition was modified to 
include the x -corn.ponent of the weight of the shock. This force due t o 
the shock weight was previously (Dr essler (15)) assumed to be negligible 
compared to the pressure forces. The modified theory greatly reduce d 
the discrepancies in h /h between the original theory and the 
max n 
experimental results. 
The h /h vs. T 1 experimental relations (figures 44, 61-64) 
max n 
should apply to periodic permanent roll waves i n all wide rectangular 
channels with slopes comparable to those used in this study. In other 
words both the slope and the Froude number must correspond to the 
values of S and F listed on figures 6 1-64. If the slope is less than 
0 
that used to obtain ah /h vs. T 1 relation, the magnitude of 
max n 
h /h will be greater than predicted from the experiments. For 
max n 
exan1ple in a channel with a Froude number of about 3. 5 and a value 
of T' of 4 . 0, figure 61 show s that h /h would be about 2. 0 for a 
max n 
slop e of about . 050. If the slope were significantly less than . 050, 
then h /h would be larO'er As an upper limit for h /h , the 
max n ° · . max n 
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unmodified theory can b e used, which in this case predicts a value 
of h /h of 2 . 2. 
m ax n 
Although the use of the unmodified theory to predict an upper limit 
for h /h is somewhat speculative, the water- surface profil e for 
max n · 
the p er iodic wave run in the 130-ft channel (figure 43 ), in w hich the 
slope effect was probably of minor in1portance, agreed quit e well with 
the theory . It is reasonab l e to assume that the unr:nodified theory 
should predict an upp er lim it for h /h with about the sam.e 
max n 
accuracy as the modified theory predicted h /h in the experiments, 
max n 
at least over the range of F and T' used in the experiments. 
For the case in which the channel slope is less than that used in 
the experirn.ents, the range between the value of h /h fron1 the 1nax n 
unn1odified theory (upper li1nit) and the value fro1n the experiin.ents 
may b e quite large. In the exan1ple considered above the range of 
h /h was only fro1n. 2. 0 to 2. 2. H ov;1ever, for a case w ith 
max n 
F =4 . 6, T' =3 .5, andS = .06 , therangeofh /h would be from. 
o max n 
2. 2 to 2. 7 5 (figure 62). To get the value o f h /h corresponding to 1nax n 
S = . 06, the modified theory would have to be used in the manner 
0 
descr ibed in Section Vll-C, using the shock geo1n.etry relations frorn 
figure 60. For cases in which the cha nnel slope is greate r than that 
us ed in the cxperi1n.ents, the valu e of h /h w ill be l e ss than pre-
max n 
dieted from the experimental r e lations. If the slope is considerably 
greater, the rnodifi ed theory could be used to find out how much l o'\ver 
the value of h / h would be than the experimental value . 
max n 
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2. Natural Roll Waves 
The influence of this slope effect on the experimental results for 
natural roll waves will now be considered. In Section VI-Bit was 
shown that the h /h vs. T' experin1ental relations for periodic 
max n 
waves were also valid for natural roll waves in the final development 
phase' if h was used for h and T was used to calculate TI. 
max max av 
Therefore the h /h vs. T' ~xperirnKental relations for natural waves 
max n 
will be influenced by channel slope in the sarne way as the h /h vs. 
max n 
T' relations for periodic waves. The field measurernents in Santa 
Anita Wash (figure 51) serve as an example of the effect of the slope 
on the h /h vs. T' relation. The field values of h /h were 
max n max n 
greater than predicted from the laboratory relation, and the field slope 
was . 025 as compared to • 050 in the laboratory. The magnitude of the 
siope effect on the values of h /h can be evaluated in the san1e way 
max n 
as des cribed above for periodic waves. However the slope effect (if 
any) on the standard deviation of h /h can not be evaluated from 
max n 
existing knowledge. 
Because of the slope effect on the h /h vs. T' relation for 
max n 
natural waves, there should also be a slope effect on the growth rates 
of n a tural waves in the final development phase . Stated symbolically, 
it is expected that for a fixed value of F and h /h (for h /h 
max n max n 
sufficiently large), the value of oh / 0 -t will also depend on the slope max 
such that as the slope is inc reased the value of oh /(l-t will be 
max 
decreased. This d e pendance of 0h / 0-t on the slope w a s found in max 
the laboratory expe riments. Figure 26 shov .:s the h /h vs . -t/h 
max n n 
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relation for S = . 05011, and the r e lation for S = . 1192 (rough 
0 0 
channel} is shown on figure 29. For the large values of h lh 
max n 
the Froudc numbers were about 3. 5 and 3. 7 r espectively. Figures 54 
and 57 show that for h lh greater .than about 1. 4 the natural waves 
max n 
were in the final d evelopment phase. Figur es 26 and 29 show that for 
a given value of h lh above 1. 4, the value of 0h /'0 t was gr eater max n max 
for the s1naller slope. This is · more readily seen fro1n figure 48 on 
which both clevelop1nent curves arc shown. 
The growth rate (0h l 0 t) can be expressed as the product of max 
the slope of the h lh vs. T 1 r e lation (o(h lh )l0 T 1 ) and the n1ax n max n 
slope of the T 1 vs. tlh relation (0 T 1 10 (tlh )). The r efore if the slope n n 
effect on both of these relations could be evaluated, the inagnitude s of 
oh lo t for slopes other th an those u. sed in the laboratory could b e 
max 
detennined. Unfortuna t e ly the s lop e effect can only be evalua t ed for 
ah vs . T 1 relation . However the experimental evidence showed 
max 
tha t the s lope effect on both 0 h 10 .t and (; (h lh )loT 1 was quali-n1ax max n 
tatively the same (i.e. an incr eased slope resulted in lower values of 
0 h lot and ()(h lh )loT'). Therefore the slope influence on a T 1 n1ax max n . 
vs. i_,lb relation n1ust be l ess in1portant than on a h lh vs. T 1 
n m~ n 
relation. Thus for purposes of obtaining son1cwhat rough estimates of 
the magnitude of oh lot for channel slopes other than those used in 
max 
the experiments, the slope cffe c t on a T 1 vs . .tlh relation may be 
n 
considered negligible. 
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Thus far in this section the influence of channel slope on the 
values of h /h or h /h for large amplitude shock-type roll 
max n max n 
waves has been considered. The theoretical analysis was able to 
predict (at least qualita tively) all the observed slope effects only after 
the shock condition was modified to include the x-component of the 
shock weight. For small amplitude waves with continuous water 
surfaces (before ·the waves break) no shock condition is required. 
However, as explained in Section VI-A, there still may be an effect 
of channel slope on growth r a tes of small amplitude natural roll waves . 
This is because the periodic sma ll amplitude theory predicts a slope 
effect (equation 3. 38). 
The prediction of a slop e effect on growth rate s of small amplitude 
waves bas e d on equat_ion 3 . 3 8 should probably not be considered as 
sufficient evidence that the re actually w ill be such an effect. This is 
because this same theory was unsucc e ssful in predicting the effect of 
Froude number on the growth rates of small amplitude waves. The 
theory predicted the growth rates to increase as F was increased . 
The experin1ental results showed that the growth r ates were about the 
same for all values of F, however the value of .f.,/h at which the growth 
n 
began decreased as F was increased~ 
The experiments in w hich F was fixed and the s l ope was changed 
(i. e . F ~P K RI S = .05011, and S = .11 92 (roug h channel)) were in-
o 0 
conclusive on the effect of channel slope on growth r a t es of small 
amplitude natur a l roll waves . The results showed tha t a given value 
of h /h occurred at sma ller values of .f.,/h for S = . 1192 as 
max n n o 
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compared to S = • 05011. However the initial disturbances (rninimum 
0 
values of h /h ) were significantly larger at S = • 1192 than at 
max n o 
S = . 05011. These larger initial disturbances were attributed to the 
0 
differences in the channel surfaces (i.e. hydraulically rough at 
S = • 1192, and hydraulically srnooth at S = • 05011) rather than the 
0 0 
differences ui. the channel slopes. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
PREDICTION OF MAXIMUM DEPTHS IN LARGE C:HANNELS 
When designing open channels to convey a certain discharge it is 
important to know if roll waves will occur or not. If they w ill occur 
it is important to kno-w the h eight of the waves (h ) at all stations 
. · max 
along the channel. Estimates of these values of h can be made by 
max 
utilizing the experimental r esu lt s of the pr esent study. In an existing 
channel in which roll waves appear at low di scharges , the re is the 
question of whether roll waves will a lso appear at much larger dis-
charges . This question, along with the proble1n of predicting value s 
of h for a proposed channel will be discussed in this chapt er. 
max 
The laboratory m easuren:1ents we.re t aken in a wide rectangular 
channe l on a constant slope . Therefore a c h anne l with the se propertie s 
will b e trea t ed first. In inany practical cases the channel slope 
changes at various intervals so that a channel n1ay cons ist of a series 
of short reaches at constant slopes. A few methods of treating a \vide 
r ectangular channel of this type will be propos e d, and the methods 
corn.pared by use of a nun1 e rical example. I n the final section a n1ethod 
of pr e dic ting values of h for rectangular channels tha t are not wide 
max 
will b e suggested . First the effect of the channe l s lope on the pre-
dieted values of h will be discuss ed. 
111.aX 
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VIII-A CHANNEL SLOPE EFFECT 
For a Froude number equal to one of those in the laboratory 
channel, well constructed concrete channels will usually have a smaller 
slope . This was the case for Santa Anita Wash (figure 51). In these 
cases the values of h predicted from the laboratory results should 
max 
really be increased because of the slope effect on the growth rates of 
shock waves (Section VII-D). However it was shown that the channel 
slope only began to influence the growth rates of hmax after they had 
d eveloped into shock waves. There is no experimental evidence to 
indicate a slope effect on the growth rates of small amplitude roll 
waves, and for practical purposes it is probably sufficient to neglect 
any such effect . Further1nore because of lack of data concerning the 
influence of slope on the T' vs. t /h relation, and the necessity of a 
n 
l engthy analysis to adjust the h /h vs. T' relation to apply to a 
max n 
slope other than that used in the experiments, the corrections to the 
predicted values of h would only be approximate with some unknown 
max 
degree of accuracy. Therefore in most cases the slope correction 
need not be calculated, however it should be realized that if the channel 
slope is significantly less than the laboratory channel slope (at the 
same Froude number), the growth rate of the shock waves (0h / 0 -t) max 
will be greater than it w as in the laboratory. 
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VIII- B PR EDICTION OF MAXI.MUM DEPTHS IN WIDE RECTANGULAR 
CHANNELS WITH A CONSTANT S LOPE 
Figur e s 52 and 53 contain the i nformation n eed ed to pr e dict values 
of h for channe l s w ith inle t conditions equivalent to that u sed in the 
m ax 
laborator y . This would includ e any channel in which the flow was 
intr odu ced with a negligible amount of disturbances due to flow con-
trac tion or exp ansion . The experirne ntal evidence clearly indicate d 
that vvith l arge r i niti a l di sturb ances the roll waves d eveloped closer to 
the inle t. The r efore any parti cular inlet conditio n should be c omp ared 
to the inlet condition in the l aboratory w ith r esp e ct t o disturbances 
tha t might exis t. L arge inlet s will alrnos t cert a inly have sufficient 
irr egularity t o insur e that a turbule nt boundar y layer , as opposed t o 
a lamina r bounda ry l a yer, w ill b e develop e d from the beginning of the 
channel. With a turbulent boundary laye r the inlet wou ld be a rough 
inlet w hi ch is the t ype of inle t to w h ich figur es 52 an.cl 53 appl y . 
With i n l e t con ditions e quiva l ent t o those of the laboratory channel, 
it is a sim1)le n1atter t o fin d h at any distance frorn the inlet once 
max 
the values of F and h ar e known. For purposes of d es i g ning channels 
n 
the maximu1n va lue of h i s a lso requhed and can b e found front the 
m ax 
r e lati on g i ven in Section VI -A , 
(h ) = h -I 2 5 8 CY 
max max max · · h ( 6 . 3 ) 
max 
Figure 35 g i ve s values of crh /h as a function of -t /h From 
n n 
max 
fi gures 35 and 52 i t is seen that for srnall values of h /h the 
max n 
sta ndard d evi a tion s were not measured. The r e l a tions fo r crh /hn 
max 
i n figure 35 can b e extrapolated to s1naller va lues of .t/h (and thus 
n 
sma ller value s o f h /h ) , but for values of li /h on th e part 
rnax n n 1ax n 
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of the development curve that is concave upward it is sufficient to 
assume that the standard deviations of h were zero. 
max 
Consider a channel with S = . 03, F = 3. 7, and t/h = 6000. The 
o n 
data points on figur e 53 for an F of 3. 71 and 3. 81 indicate a definite 
increase in h /h at a value of t/h of 1500 and a value of 
max n n 
h /h of 1. 05. Therefore small amplitude waves start to grow at 
max n 
about t/h = 1500. At t/h = 2400 the waves would reach a value of 
n n 
h /h = 1. 15 and fonn shock waves . Figure 35 shows that 
max n 
ah /h would still be quite small. At the end of the channe l , 
n . 
max 
t/h = 6000, the value of h /h would be 1. 70 (figure 52) and 
n max n 
ah /hn would be . 20, so that (h ) /h becomes equal to 2. 22. 
max max n 
max 
Because the slope of . 03 is smaller than the . 05011 used in the 
laboratory, the growth r a t e of the shock waves would be sorn.ewhat 
greater . This increas ed grow th would occur from t/h = 2400 to 6000, 
. n 
but the slope correction to the growth rate can only b e computed for the 
final development phase. From figure 54 this final d evelopment phase 
is seen to start at h /h = 1. 45 and T 1 = 1. 6. Figure 30 shows that 
max n 
T' = 1. 6 corresponds to t/h = 4000. As explained in Section VII-D 
n 
the incr eased growth rate at smaller slopes can be computed i.f the 
h /h vs. T 1 relation for the smaller slope i.s known. In this case 
max n 
the h /h vs . T 1 re la ti.on for S = . 03 is not known, but it i.s sus -
max n o 
pccted that it would lie between the experimental relation for S =. 0 50 11 
0 
and the theoretical r e l a tion for F = 3. 5 show n on figure 54. Actually 
the theoretical relation for F = 3. 7 should be used. Figur e 30 shows 
that a t the end of the channel the value of T 1 would be 2. 55. On 
fi g ur e 54 it can be seen that between values of T ' of 1. 6 a n d 2. 55, the 
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change in the values of h /h is greater for the theoretical curve 
max n 
than the experimental curve. For the experimental curve with S = . 03 
0 
(Froude number still about 3. 5), the change in the values of h /h 
max n 
between values of T' of 1. 6 and 2. 55 would presumably be between the 
two changes observed on figure 54 . Therefore the maximum increas e 
in the growth rate (oh lot) occurs by using the relation from the 
max 
unmodified theory. The change in the value of h /h between 
max n 
T 1 = 1. 6 and T 1 = 2. 55 is . 29 for the theoretical relation (1. 57 to 1. 86), 
and . 25 for the experimental relation (1. 45 to 1. 70). Thus the 
corrected value of h /h at the end of the channel i s 1. 74 ( 1. 45 + 
max n 
• 29), and (h ) /h becomes 2. 26. 
max max n 
In the above exan1ple the increase in the growth rate was very 
small, but for larger Froude numbers and greater differences between 
the channel slope in the field and those used in the laboratory the 
correction to the value of h /h will be more significant. In this 
max n 
example the slope correction was easy to estimate because the growth 
rates predicted from the unmodified theory were only slightly larger 
than those predicted from the experimental relation. In figure 56 the 
values of 0 (h /h ) /o T 1 from the theoretical curve are considerably max n 
larger than those from the experimental relation. Thus for channels 
with slopes considerably smaller than . 1192, say . 07, the h /h vs . 
max n 
T 1 relation based on this smaller slope would be desirable. This 
relation could be obtained using the modified theory (as given in 
Chapter VIII), but it would require considerable calculation. Of course 
the unmodified theory could always be used to obtain the maximum 
value of h , as was done in the numerical example above, but this 
max 
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would give values of h that would be much too large in cases similar 
max 
to those of figure 56 in which the slope of the curve for the unmodified 
theory is significantly larger than for the experi1nental curve. 
The inlet conditions may not be equivalent to those of the laboratory 
inlet. In this case the max in1urn. value of h at any station can be 
max 
found by assuming that the roll waves b e gin to d evelop at the upstream 
end of the channe l. Thus for the channel with .f.,/h = 6000 and F = 3. 7: 
n 
at .f.,/h = 900, h /h = I. 15; at .f.,/h = 4500, h /h = I. 70; and at 
n max n n n1ax n 
.f.,/h = 6000, h /h = I. 90. 
n max n 
Conside r the case of an existing channel in which values of h 
nl.ax 
are measured at low discharges and it is required to predict values 
of h for much larger discharges. This is done by finding the 
n1.ax 
relation between h /h and .f.,/h which can the n be u sed for all dis-
max n n 
charges and at any sta tion in the channel. Of course other measured 
quantities such as oh and T 1 could be treated in the same way . The 
max 
concept of a unique relation betw een h /h (and other quantities) 
n1ax n 
and .f.,/h , for the Froude number (nearly) constant, was verified i n 
n 
the l a boratory (figures 26 - 29). It is only valid if the inle t condition 
i s the same at all discharges. 
VIII -C PREDICTION OF MAXIMUM DEPTHS IN WIDE RECTANGULAR 
C:HANNELS WITH A CHANGING SLOPE 
The effect of a slope change on a developing roll wave train was 
not inve stigate d. In a wide r e ctangular cha nnel the Froude nun1ber 
can be written as 
F = ...  / ss o/f ( B. 1) 
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Because h /h depends on F, it is clear that a slope change will 
max n 
influence the wave depths. This influence will not t ake place im1nedi-
ately downstrea1n of the slope change, but over some length of channel 
downstr eam of it. As an exampl e of what could occur, consider a roll 
wave train in a long steep channel with a large slope change so that the 
Froude nu1nber in the lower section is about 1. 2 . . For this situation, 
because the Froude number is less than the critical value (Chapter II), 
h /h would actually d e crease and at some distance far downstream 
max n 
from the change of slope a uniforrn flow would be attained . 
The mechanics of a roll wave train propagating in a channel with 
reaches of different s lope is quite complex, and indeed not yet under-
stood. However it is interesting to speculate on what would happen in 
such a channel, based on ·what is known for a channel on a constant 
slope . To this end three methods of analysis of the problem. will be 
shown by means of a numerical example. 
Consider a wide rectangular channel with .t = 2400 ft, S = O. 10, 
0 
F = 5. 6, and h = 1. 0 ft. Downstream of this channel is a reach with 
n 
.t = 3350 ft and F = 3 . 5. For the same friction factor in each channel, 
equation 8 . 1 shows that the slope of the downstream channel must be 
• 0392 (i. e .. 10x (3. 5/5. 6) 2 ). For the same discharge and channel 
width in both reaches , the uniform flow e qua tion 
Q = bh ./8gff ./hS 
n n o 
(8 . 2) 
shows that the normal depth in the . 0392 slope reach must be 1. 37 ft 
(i. e . 1.0 x (.10 / .0392) 1 / 3 ). Three methods wi ll be u sed to find t he 
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average maximum depth and the maximum of the maximum depths at 
th~ downstream. end of the reach w ith the slope of . 0392. These 
methods are easily ext ended to cases of more than two slopes . 
In table 14 the calculations are sho,.vn for each n1.ethod. The 
d evelop1nent r e l a tions for crh /h (figure 35 ) and h /h (figure 52) 
n max n 
max . 
were used in · thes e calculations. In method I the fir st step is to calcu-
late h and crh at the downstr eam end of the first reach w i th 
max 
max 
S = O. 10 . The n these values arc expr essed in terms of the normal 
0 
depth of the second reach and us e d as "input" to this reach. The val ues 
of -t/h that would have been required to develop these values of h /h 
n max n 
(1. 17 ) and ah /hn (. 13 ) h a d the value of F been 3 . 5 are then found . 
max 
Then with these values of .t/h , the additional growth a long the reach 
n 
with a s l ope of . 0392 was found . The basic assumption en1.p l oyed in 
this method was that the development relations (figure 35 and 52) do 
not depend on the upstream conditions, or in other words, for any 
given value of h /h or ah · /h , regardless of h ow these values 
max n n 
max 
were obtained, the rates of growth are given by the laboratory 
relations. 
I n method II the channel was assumed to be on a single slope with 
the same vertical drop b e tween the t wo ends as the original channel 
had . The values of F and h are then calculated k e eping the total dis -
n 
charge and the friction factor fixed . T he value s of h and o h 
max 
max 
are then cal culated for this " equivalent " channel. 
In method III it was assu med first that the e ntire channel h a d 
S = • 10, then S = • 0392. For each case the values of h and 
o o max 
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Table 14 
Sample Calculations Of Maxirnum Depth 
For Channe l With A Break In Slope 
Upstream reach 
Downstr eam r eac h 
- t=2400 ft, s =0. 10, 
0 
F=5 . 6, h=1.0ft 
n 
- t=3350 ft, s =. 0392, 
0 
F=3.5, h=1.37ft 
M e thod I 
At downs tr ean1 e nd of S =. 10 r each : 
0 
t/h=2400, h /h=1.6, h =1.6ft 
n max n max 
n 
/h =. 18, 
n 
(h ) = 1. 6+2. 58x. 18=2. 06 ft 
max max 
At upstr eam end of S =. 0392 reach: 
0 
h /h =1. 6/ 1. 37= 1. i7 which corresponds to -t/h =2500 
max n n 
/h =. 18/ 1. 37=. 13 w hich corresponds to -t/h =3600 
n n 
At downstream end of S =. 0392 r each: 
0 
for h : t/h =2500+2440=494 0, h /h =1. 58, 
max n m ax n 
for crh 
max 
Method II 
h =1. 58x1. 37=2. 16 ft 
max 
t/h =3600+2440=6040, 
n 
crh =. 20x1. 37=. 27 ft 
max 
(h ) =2.87ft 
max max 
/h =. 20, 
n 
2400 3350 Average 5
0 
= 5750 x. 10 + 5750 x. 0392 = . 0645 
. I 1I3 Equivalent h = (. 10 . 0645) x 1. 0 = 1. 16 ft 
n 
Equivale nt F = (. 0645/ . 10) 112 x 5. 6 = 4. 5 
. ·. use lab curves for S =. 0842 9 
0 
t/h =5750/ 1. 16=4950, h /h =2. 06, 
n max n 
h =1.16x 2.06=2.39ft, crh /h =.27, 
max n 
max 
= 1. 16x. 27=. 31 ft 
(h ) = 3. 20 ft 
max max ----
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Table 14 (continued) 
Method III 
.t = 5750 ft, F = 5. 6, h = 1. 0 ft 
n 
.t/h = 5750, h /h = 2. 55, h = 2. 55 ft 
n max n max 
/h = . 36, 
n 
(h ) = 3. 48 ft 
max max 
.t=5750ft, F=3.5, h =1.37ft 
n 
.t/h = 5750/ 1. 37 = 4200 h /h = 1. 48, 
n ' m~ n 
h = 2 . 03 ft, ah /h = .155, oh = . 21, 
max n 
max m ax 
(h ) = 2. 58 ft 
max max 
W e ighte d averages: 
2400 3350 h max = 5 7 5 0 x 2. 5 5 + 5 7 5 0 x 2. 0 3 = 2 . 2 4 ft 
2400 3350 (hmax>max = 5750 x 3. 48 + 5750 x 2. 58 = 2. 95 ft 
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were found. The n to obtain the predicted values of h and 
max 
ah at the downstream end of the channe l w ith two slope s , a 
max 
weighted average was found. The weighting factors were based on t he 
lengths of the reaches. 
For all methods the value of (h ) was evalua ted using 
max max 
equation 6. 3. Table 14 shows tha t for method II the v a lue of 
(hmax)max was about 10 p e r cent greater than for the othe r t wo rnethods. 
It is difficult to say which method predicts the most rel iable v a lues. 
M ethod II is obviously easie r to apply, expecially for cases involv-
ing many different slopes. For method I at l east the assumptions 
employed are clear, whereas in the other two inethods the justifica-
tions a r e obscure. 
For predicting values of hmax at high discharges in existing 
channe ls w ith changing slo1)e fro1n measured values of h at low 
m ax 
discharges , the method us ed for S a nta Anita Wash (f i g ur e 50) should 
be adequat e . In this method the measured values of h at one 
max 
p a rtic ular station were divid e d by the concurrent value of h at that 
n 
same station. These values of h /h wer e the n plotte d ag ainst a 
max n 
value of -l/h that was cornputed by adding up the indiv idua l values of 
n 
-l/h for each reach of constant slope up s t ream of the 1neasur ing 
n 
statio n (i. e . -l/h = ~-lK/Eh ) . w h ere -l . is the l ength of the ith reach 
n i 1 n1 1 
th 
and (h ) is the nonnal depth for the i reach) . Strictly speaking the 
n 
resulting h /h vs. -l/h r e l a tion is only valid a t the station at 
max n n 
which the m e asure1nents we re ·t a ken becaus e of the slope var iati ons. 
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This r estric tion stems from the fact that the growth rate (oh /o,f,) 
max 
for a particular value of h increases as the Froude nurnber 
max 
incr eases (figur e 52). In a system in which the slope decreases ln the 
downstr eam direction, the r e lation h /h vs. ,f,/h determined from 
max n n 
measure1nents at one station will predict values of h /h that are 
max n 
too low when the relation is used at stations upstrea1n of the measuring 
station, and similarly this sam.e relation w ill predict values of 
h /h that are too high when used at stations downstream. of the 
max n 
measuring station. 
VIII-D INFLUENCE OF SIDE-WALLS 
In Section VII-B the results of a calculation concerning the effect 
of the side -walls on the periodic perm.anent roll wave theory were 
presented . It was found that for a fixed value of F and T', the value 
of h /h was les s when the frictional resistance of the side-walls 
max n 
was inc luded in the calculation u .sing the c oncept of a hydraulic radius. 
From this result it is reasonable to conclude that for natural roll waves 
in the final development phase, the value of h /h for a given T' and 
max n 
F would be less in a narrow channel as compared to a wide channel. 
If it is assmned that the T' vs . t/h relation is not influenced by the 
n 
side - walls, then the va lue of h /h at a given -f.,/h will be l ess for 
max n n 
a narrow channel. Unfortunately there is no experimental evidence t o 
either support or refute this argument. 
The concept of a critical Froude number, F , was discussed 
er 
briefly in Section Il-B. By definition, a flow with F < F is insensitive 
er 
t o small perturbations of the free surface. This is usually interpreted 
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to mean tha t roll waves w ill not d evelop in flows w i th F < F . In the 
er 
laborato ry exper iments t he ininimmn value of F was about 3. 5. The 
value of F was not d e t ermined exper imentally , and indeed woul d be 
er 
quit e difficult to obt ain because of the very small g r owth rates for 
v a lue s of F near F 
er 
However the theoretical value of F for a wide 
er 
r ect a ngular channe l is large r for a narrow c hanne l than a w ide channel. 
Unfo rtunately there is no exp er i1nental evide nce to bring to b e ar o n what 
the value o f F i s for a r ectangular channe l, and what influence the 
er 
side -walls have on the value of F 
.er 
From what little a nalytical evidence that exis t s , it appears tha t 
by neglecting the effect of the side-walls, the values of h tha t would 
max 
b e predicted from the laboratory r e l a tions would be somewhat high. 
Howeve r the actual effect of the sid e -wa lls can not be evaluated until 
experi mental evidence is availa ble . In the mean t i me the only 
alternative is to neglect the possible e ffect of the side-walls. 
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CHAPTER IX 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to describe some of the properties 
of roll waves that develop from a uniform flow in a steep wid e rec-
tangular channel. 
A . From the m easur ements obtained in the laboratory channel, 
the following results concerning natural roll waves were obtained: 
1 . For a given Froude number F and channel slope S the 
0 
following quantities could be expressed as unique functions of t/h , 
n 
the r a tio of the distanc e t fro1n the beginning of the channel to h , 
n 
the normal depth of the uniform flow : 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
h /h , where h is the mean value (at a fixed t) 
m a x n max 
of the depths at the wave crests. 
T' = S T ~ = din1ensionless wave period in 
o av n 
which T is the mean wave period (i . e. time for 
av 
the wave to pass a given station) and g is the 
acc e l eration of gravity. 
h . /h , where h . is the inean value of the depths 
min n min 
at the wave troughs. 
CJh /h
11
, where CJh 
n1ax max 
is the standard deviation of h 
max 
e) CJ T, the standard deviation of T 1 • 
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2. For a given value of h , the growth rate oh /o tof the 
max max 
shock waves (i.e. larg e amplitude r o ll waves ) incr eased as Froud e 
number was increase d by incr eas ing the channel slope. 
3. Small amplitude roll waves of significant magnitude, taken 
as h /h = 1. 1, occurred at values of t /h that d ecreas ed as Froude 
max n n 
number increased . 
4. In any given flow, T rernained unchang ed in a reach that 
av 
extended from the station w h ere sm all amplitude wave s had d e v e lope d 
sufficiently so that i ndividual waves could be id e ntified , t o some 
station dow n s tr e am of where the srnall a mplitud e waves forined into 
shock waves . Thi s p o rtion of the d evelopment w h ere T r e mained 
av 
unchanged was termed the initial development phas e. Downstr eam . 
of the initi a l d evelop1nent phas e , shock waves were overtaking and T 
av 
incr eased approxin1at e ly line a rly with t. 
5. T w o types of wave growth (i.e. increas e in h ) were 
max 
identifie d: 
a) n a tur a l growth - tha t growth w hic h occurs without wav e 
overtaking . This w as the type of growth that 
occurr e d in the initial development: phase. 
b) growth by overtaking - that grow th which occurs w h e n 
a shock wave overtakes and combines with another 
shock wave to form a single shock wave w ith h 
max 
gr eate r than that of either wave b efo r e con1bination . 
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6. After a sufficient amount of growth (h /h > approximately 
max n 
1. 5) the h /h vs. T' r e lation for natural roll waves was practically 
max n 
identical to the experimental h /h vs. T' rela tion for periodic perman-
max n 
ent roll waves at the same Froude number and slope. From this corres-
pondence between natural and p eriodic waves it was d e duced that growth 
by overtaking was the dominant type of growth during this portion of the 
development which was t ermed the final development. phase. 
7. The velocity of an individua l shock wave increased as the depth 
at the crest h inc reas ed , and as the d e pth at the tr o ugh immediately 
max · 
in front of the shock front increased. Consequently, the h of an 
max 
overtaking wave was occasionally less than that of the wave b e ing over-
taken. In addition an overtaking wave accelerated while it was propa-
gating on the gradually increasing depth b ehind the wave being overtaken. 
The velocity of the combined wave was greater than that of the overtaken 
wave, and less than tha t of the overtaking wave just b efore th e two 
waves cornbinecl. 
8. The frequency distributions of h , T, and c for a given flow 
max 
at a given station were approxiinat ecl by the G auss i an distribution, 
whereas the fr equency distribution for h . was skewed toward the 
min 
sma ll values so tha t the mean value was l ess than the median. 
B. The follow ing results concerning periodic permanent roll 
waves were obtained: 
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1. The experimentally obtained h /h vs. T' relations did not 
max n 
agree with the theory in which the weight of the shock front was 
neglected. After the theory was modified to include this weight, the 
observed values of h /h were within an average of 6. 5 percent 
max n 
of the predicted values, and the maximurn discrepancy was 13. 5 
p ercent. 
2. The modified theory ,with the weight of the shock front included , 
predicts a channel slope effect , such that for a given va lue of F and T 1 , 
the value of h /h increases as the slope decreases. Furthermore 
max n 
the modified theory predicts tha t the slope of the h /h vs. T' 
max n 
relation (0 (h /h )/0 T'} , at a given value of h /h , increases as max n max n 
the channel slope decr ease s. These predicted channel slope e ffects on 
the h /h vs. T' relation were observed in the peri odic wave 
max n 
experiments. 
C. Conclusions concerning natural roll waves: 
1. From results A 6 and B 2 it can be concluded that with F held 
fixed and for a given value of h /h in the final development phase, 
max n 
the growth rate of natural waves will decrease as the channel slope is 
incr eased, providing the effect of the channel slope on the approxi-
mately linear portion of the T' vs. -t/ h relation is small compared to 
. n 
its effect on the h /h vs. T 1 relation. By comparing the natural 
max n 
roll ·wave results for the rough channel (S = . 11 92) with those of the 
0 
smooth channel at about the same Froude numbe r (S = . 05011), it was 
0 
found that the growth rates of the shock waves were appreciabl y l ess on 
the larger slope . 
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2. Based on the fact that, for a given Froude number and channel 
slop e , unique relations resulted when the measured wave properties 
were expressed in terms of,{, and h (see r esult A 1), it is reasonable 
n 
to conclude that these same relations will be valid for any wide 
rectangular channel with inlet conditions equivalent to those in the 
laboratory, providing the Froude number and channel slope are the 
sani.e as those obtained in the laboratory. If, for the same Froude 
number, the channel slopes are not the s ame, the growth rates of the 
shock waves in the final development phase will be different than those 
in the laboratory (s ec conc lusion C 1). 
A 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
area of cross section of flow 
width of rectangular channel 
dimensionless complex velocity = C + iC. 
r l 
dimensionless wave velocity = c/u 
n 
dimensionless number pertaining to g1~owth rate 
wave velocity 
aver age wave velocity 
geometric mean size of sand grains 
Froude nurnber of unifonn flow = u / ~ 
n n 
critical Froude number 
Darcy-Weisbach friction factor 
acceleration of gravity 
depth of flow nonnal to channel floor 
normal depth of uniforrn flow 
a depth defined by h 3 = K 2 / g 
c 
mean depth of shock front 
critical depth= {q8 /g)l/ 3 
aver age depth over a wave length 
depth at wave crest and average depth of wave crests 
respectively 
maximum value of h 
max 
depth at wave trough and average depth of wave troughs 
respectively 
dimensionless depth = h/h 
n 
a constant of integration with units of discharge per unit · 
width = {c-u)h 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Cont'd} 
k geometric mean size of sand grains 
distance along channel from beginning of channel 
L. 
J 
length of shock front 
'Q discharge 
q discharge p er unit width 
average discharge per unit width over a wave length 
R 
r 
s 
0 
T 
T 
av 
T' 
t 
t' 
u 
U' 
R e ynolds number 
hydraulic radius 
= 4ru /v 
n 
channel slope = sin e 
wave period 
average wave period 
dimens ionless wave period = S T Jg/h or S T 
o n o av 
time 
dimensionless time = u t/"X. 
n 
dimensionless velocity = u/u 
n 
dimensionless perturbation velocity = u/u - 1 
n 
u average velocity over cross section of flow = Q/ A 
Fg/h 
n 
u velocity in x-di.rection at di.stance y from channel bottom p 
u norIY1al velocity 
n 
u,.. shear velocity = -Jr Ip 
.,, 0 
u , u . velocity at wave crest and troug h respectively 
max min 
W weight of shock fr9nt p er unit w idth 
x cartesian coo rdinate parallel to channel bottom. 
x coordinate moving in x-direction at v e locity c, X = x - ct 
y 
y 
a, 
y 
6 
T) 
8 
v 
A. 
p 
(J 
(J 
g 
'f 
0 
.... 
-.-
w 
0 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Cont'd) 
dimensionless parameter = S A. /F2 h 
o n 
cartesian coordinate perpendicular to channel bottom 
velocity distribution coefficient 
specific weight of fluid 
thickness of l aminar sublayer 
dime n sionless perturbation depth = h/h · - 1 
n 
angle of i nclination of ·channel b ottom. 
kinematic v i scos ity of fluid 
wave l ength 
mass density of fluid 
standard d evi a tion 
· geometric standard deviation of sand s i zes 
shear str ~ ss in x-direc tion averag e d over th e channel 
boundaries 
denotes division by h e.g. h':' = h /h 
. c n n c 
ave r age fr e qu e ncy of wave overtakes in a r each of channel 
6-l 
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APPENDIX I 
Discussion by the writer of "Critical analysis of open-channel 
resistance" by Hunter Rouse{l7) . 
Published in the Proceedings of the American Society of Civil 
Engineers, Journal of the Hydraulics Division, 92, HY2, March, 1966, 
pp. 403-409. 
The following correction should be made: p. 406, last para-
graph, 2nd sentence, should read "To aid in the deterrnination of the 
water-surface levels with the point gage, a static pressure-tap installed 
flush with the flume floor was used. 11 
The writer received the J.C. Stevens Award for 1966 frorn the 
American Society of Civil Engineers for this discussion. 
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RICHARD R. BROCK,72 A. M. ASCE.-This discussio n will be confined to 
the section of the pape r de aling with free-surfac e instability leading to the de-
velopment of roll waves . Following th e order of presentation in the author's 
paper , these commen ts will dea l with the stability crite rion as derived from 
Eq. 26, experimental d ata on fri c tion fac tors in smooth r ectangular channels, 
and the autho r's hypo thes is t hat, "In r eality , the augmented r ate of loss in-
dicated by mea n-flow consideration s is not a true dissipa tion but a transfor-
mation from mean -flow energy to wave en ergy." 
Stability A nalysis. -The author's c rite rio n for stability for wide r ec tangula r 
channe ls as expressed by E qs. 29 and 30 indi cates tha t Fs is a fun c tion off 
only . Actually, K is a l so involved because the nu merical factor 1.30 in Eq. 29 
was evaluated from 3 / 218 "•and 0 .87 in Eq. 30 was evaluated from 1/18 K . For 
the commonly a ccepted value of K o f 0 .40, t hese factors would be 1.326 and 
0 .884. The author ' s factor s r esu lt whe n K "' 0 .407 i s u sed. 
It should be ke pt in mind tha t this s tability anal ysis i s only valid fo r su r-
face disturbances that have wave le ngths that a r c long compa r ed to the depth. 
This restric tion com es from the fact that the shallow w a te r wave equations 
used, are based on a hyd r os tatic pressure distr ibution. 
Experime11tal Data in S111ool/1 Rec ta11g11la r Clw1111els.-The author c ites data 
by Nemec in a smooth r ec tang ular c hannel w hich shows tha t an uns table flow 
has a hig her friction factor than a s table flow at the same Reynolds number . 
The criterion of stability used was Eq. 29. T o the writer's knowledge, the only 
othe r data that shows this effect in smooth channels is that of Powe ll. \5 ) How -
ever, publis hed data by T racy7 3 and unpublished data by the write r obtained 
at the California Institute o f Technology (CIT), to b e presented herein, indicate 
that the frictio n fac tor docs not depend on the Froude number even w hen the 
values are in e xcess of those g iven by Eq. 29 and instability is expected. The se 
contradictory findings are quite perplexin~ and a n explanation for the discrep-
ancy is necessary for a comp lete accepta nce of o ne or both findings. In this 
dis c ussion, an explanation of the contradiction will no t be given. Instead , for 
eac h o f the experiments , a s hort descr iption of the appa ratus and tec hniques 
used will be g i.ven w here ava ilable . Also, the results will be shown on an f- R 
plot for e a ch experiment. In addition, a few commen ts will be m ade concern ing 
experimental procedure that m ay he lp to explain why diffe r e nces in findings 
do exist. 
B efore going to the four sets o f experiments in question, some brief gene ral 
remar:-:s or, measuring friction factors arc in order . The normal m ethod o f 
obtaining friction factors involves m easuring the discharge, de pth , and flu me 
slope, J.nd then cal c ulating f by Eq. 27a . In mos t eases , the discharge and s lope 
are quite a ccurate. Assuming tha t discha r g e and s lope are fi xed for a r ec -
tangular channel of width b, the variation of f with cl is g iven by 
72 NSF Gr:iduate Trainee , Ca lifornia Ins t. of Tech., P asadena, Calif. 
73 Tracy , H. J. , :ind Leste r, C . :II. , "Hesistancc Coefficients a11d Veloc ity Dis tribution 
Smooth Rect:mgular Ch::umel, " \\'ale r Su pplv Pape r 1592 -A, Geo!. Suney, U. S. Dept. of 
the Interior, Washington , D. C. , l!lGl. 
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f' 
T 
~~E~FP 
1 +2 d'/b \ct . (77) 
in which f and f' are the fri c tion factors corresponding to deplhs d and d', 
respectively. This shows, for example that in a wide channel, a 5% positive 
error in me asuring d(d'/d = 1.05) results in a 15.8o/o pos itive error in f (f'/f = 
l.158). 
Obviously, one method of minimiz ing errors in measuring the deplh is to 
run at high depths, which is generally the case in subcritical flow. However, 
for supercritical flow in the laboratory, the depths are generally consicleribly 
smaller because the slopes are larger and the discharge capacity is limited. 
Thus, it can generally be stated that an a ccurate measurement of de pth is 
needed to assure a reliable f v alue, espec ially in supercritical flow. 
The stability analysis indicates that, if the Froude number is above a cer-
tain value , small sinusoidal dis turbances on the free surface will be amplified. 
These amplifying clislurbances presumably lead to the l arge amplitude waves 
called roll waves. However, this proce ss requires some leng th along the 
channel in which the small waves can grow. It has been the writer's experience 
that, for flows of appreciable depth, the usual labo1:atory flume is not long 
enoug h for waves to grow sufficiently so that they are vis ible to the eye. Only 
when the depth of flow is small and the slope is large can surface disturbances 
be observed near the downs tream encl of the flume. Because of this, friction 
fa c tors in an unstable flow are m easured in the r each where the flow is at nor-
mal depth and the surface disturbances that eventually lead to roll waves have 
not developed appreciably. . 
Ne mec's data, shown in Fig . 17, were obtained in a s moolh redangular 
channel 2.5 ft wide, 85 ft long , having g lass floor and walls. The numerical 
data for plotting F ig . 17 were read from Fig . 10. The experimental technique 
followed by Nemec is not a vailabk and it is hoped that the author will supply 
this in hi s closure. In plotting Fig. 17 all of the points for stable flows from 
Fig. 10 were used, but only four of t he points for unsta ble flows were used in 
each group with approximately equal Reynolds numbers. In selecting these 
four points , the two extreme values · of f \Vere used as well as two points be -
tween thes e extremes. 
Fig. 17 shows that the friction factor for unstable flow can be considerably 
larger than for stable flow. At R = 5. 2 x 104, the maxi mu 111 f is 32% larger than 
the value on the curve base d on stable flow, and at R = 6. 7 x 105, the ma...'i:imum 
f is 16% hig her . From Fig. 10, it can be seen that, for a constant Froude num-
ber, the percentage increase in f is g r eatest a t the lo wer Reynolds numbers. 
This observa tion may be relate d to the fact that, for a c ons ta nt F , the depth in-
creases with R, and thus if a constant absolute error is made in measuring the 
depth, the r esulting e rror in f would be larger a t the lower values of R. 
Powell' s 5 results from a smoo th rectangular c hannel at Iowa State Univer -
sity ar e shown in Fig . 18. The flum e was 8 in. wide, 50 ft long, and lucite 
walls, and a structu r a l steel floo r protected with aluminum paint. The four 
flume s lopes used and the resulting ranges in Froude numbers are a ls o shown 
on Fig . 18. For the maximum s lope, whe re the flow is unstable, the f values 
are well above the curve obtained from data for the othe r three s lopes w here 
t he flow is stable. The equa tion shown was determine d by the writer and is 
not the one Powell reported. 
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From Powell's report5 it was determined that a static pressure tube was 
used to measure the depth at five locations over the length of the flume. This 
tube was connected to a well where hook gages were used to measure the water 
level. No mention was made of any surface disturbances that would lead to 
roll waves, and none would be expected in the s hort channel used. 
In view of the importance of an accurate depth measurement in supercritical 
flow, it seems that only five mcasm·emcnts over the length of the flume arc 
inadequate . The technique of using a static pressure tube in a high velocity 
flow has the objection that a slight misalinemcnt of the tube may cause a part 
of the relatively large dynamic he ad to be recorded als o. Finally, the writer 
questions whethe r Powell had uniform flow conditions, because his tabulated 
energy slopes were not equal to the flume slopes. Comparing Figs. 17 and 18 
shows that the percentage increase in f (to GG%) for the unstable flows in 
Powell's cxpcri men ts i s considerably larger than Nemec found for the same 
Reynolds number. 
Tracy73 used a smooth rectangular flume at the Georgia Institute of Tech-
nology which was 3.5 ft wide, 80 fl long, had steel walls and floor cover ed by 
one seal coat and two coats of synthetic enamel, and had a motorized slope 
control. Tracy's results for 49 runs ranging in Froude number from 0.144 to 
3. 96 arc shown in Fig. 19. It is seen tha t one relations hip adequately fits a ll 
the data. 
Water-surface profiles were obtained from point-gage rea~lings taken at 
1-ft intervals over the length of the flume and at five loca tions in the cross 
section. In supercritical flow, the S2 and S3 profiles vary gradually when near 
the normal depth, as do the Ml and M2 profiles in subcritical flow. Because 
these gradual variations may not be pe rceptible over a s ho1; t distance, T r acy 
measured both of the profiles and then the normal depth was interpolate d be-
tween them . 
Tracy stalcd73 that, in supercritical flow, the free surface was "character-
ized by highly agitated transverse waves of short l ength." Cons ide ring the 
l ength of his channel and the depths of flow used, the waves he refe rred to are 
not the small roll wave dis turbances that arc sometimes vis ible at the down-
stream end of flumes. Rather, these waves are probabl y of the type that arc 
inherent with turbulent flow. To obtain a mean depth, Tracy measured the 
elevation of the crest and the trough of these waves and the average was used 
as the me an de pth. It is significant that this method agreed well with measure -
ments made with s ta tic pressu r e -taps install ed in the flume floor. 
The writer has made a few friction factor measurements in supercritical 
(1.19::;F ::;2 .88) flow at CIT which do not show a Froucle number depende nce . 
The be1 s ic data are presented in Table 2 and Fig . 20 s hows the f-R plot. The 
flume is 3.61 ft wide, 130 ft long, has g lass side •;:alls and a stainless steel 
floor. The flume s lope is varied by means of ekctrically - operatecl mechanical 
jacks. 
Poi nt-gage readings at five locations in the cross section and at 5-m inter-
vals along the flume determined the water surface profiles. To aid in the 
determination of the water-surface leve ls with the point gage, a static pressure 
at the pressure-tap installed flush with the flume floor was used. A continuous 
recording of the static pressure at the pressure-ta p location was provided by 
a strip paper recorder and a pressure transducer. From this r ecording, the 
average static pressure (depth ) at the pressure-tap loca tion was obtained. 
The n the point-gage was set al this average depth and the appearance of the 
Q, 
in 
cubic 
Run 
I 
s feet 
per 
second 
I 
1 0.00398'1 0.90·1 
2 O.OOG085 0.88•1 
3 0.01942 0.378 
4 0.009979 1.41 
5 O.OMOG9 2 .42 
G 0.009979 2.42 
7 0.01942 2-'H 
TABLE 2. -crr DATA FOR A SMOOTH RECTANGULAR CHANNEL 
I V, T, 
d , R, i!l in in in feet f R F degrees feet feet per 
second centigrade 
0.111 0.105 2.25 0.0212 8. 99 x 10'! I 1.19 
I 
I 21.3 
0.0938 0.0891 2.Gl 0.0205 s.87 x 104 1.50 21.3 
I 
O.OG39 O.OG18 3.80 0.0213 S.83 X 10'1 2 .G5 20.7 
0.105 0.0993 3.71 0.018G 1.42 x 105 2.02 21.9 
0.200 0.180 3.35 O.OlGS 2.27 x 105 1.32 20.8 
O.HG 0.135 •1.59 0.01G5 2.40 x 105 2.12 21.9 
I 
0.120 I 0.112 5 .G•1 0.017G 2.39 x 105 2.88 20.8 
v,in 
square feet 
per second 
I 
L049 x lo-5 
L049 x lo-5 
1.0u'l X 10-5 
I 1.03G X 10-5 
LO GO X 10-5 
1.03G X 10- 5 
O.OGO X 10-5 
f'/f 
1.044 
1.052 
1.078 
1.047 
1.024 
1.033 
1.041 
::i:: 
>-<! 
N> 
tl 
En () 
c 
[/) 
[/) 
0 
z 
>l>-
0 
....J 
N 
N 
,.,. 
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water surface at the point was observed both from above and the s ide. Armed 
with this visual picture of the water surface in contact with the point at the 
average depth level, the point-gage readings were taken at the locations i ndi-
cated above. Occasionally during the run, the point-gage was r e turne d to the 
pressure-tap location to check on th e visua l method of setting the point at the 
average depth. 
Using this procedure to find the average depth, it was found that readings 
could be repeated within approximately 0.02 cm to 0.04 cm. To get some idea 
of the accuracy of the f values, Eq. 77 was used with cl ' = cl+ 0 .05 cm and the 
resulting values of f' /f arc shown in Table 2. The most error occurs for the 
lowest depth which was in Hun 3: Small waves, apparently resulting from a 
free surface instability, were clearly visible at the lower encl of the flume for 
Run 3 only. These waves impaired the d epth measurement and the normal 
.02 5 ,__ ______ , 
.;.; : 2..03 log R./(-1.49· 
.020 >-----t 
f 
.010.__ __ _._ __ .._ ___ __. ___ .._ _______ _. 
6 8 105 1.5 2 4x 105 
4RV 
.R = zl 
FIG. 20.-CIT DATA FOil A p~!llqe RECTANGULAR CHANNEL 
depth was taken from the water surface profile upstream of the point where 
these waves first appeared. It is interesting to note that the relationship in 
Fig. 20 gives friction factors less than 3<;0 greater than Tracy's re lationship 
over the range of Reynolds numbers tes ted. 
Wave E11ergy .--In the final paragraph of the paper, the author presents the 
idea that the increased friction factors in unstabl e flow, as found by Nemec, 
r esu lt from assuming that a ll of the computed energy loss is from boundary 
resistance alone. The author indicates that, in real ity, a part of this computed 
energy loss has been transformed from "mean- flow energy to wave energy." 
Considering a uniform flow in a wide rectangular channel, the rate at which 
energy is supplied to the flow, per unit surface area, is y S V d, and the rate 
of enc rgy dissipation because of boundary resistance is p v3 f/ 8 per unit sur -
face area. If the wr iter interprets the author's concept correctly, in unstable 
flow there is also an energy dissipation rate associated with the small-ampli-
tude progressive waves on the surface of the flow. Let the rate of this energy 
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d issipation per unit s u rface area be Dw. Conservation of energy requires that 
V3 f y S V cl = _P __ + D 
8 w 
If fi is the friction factor computed with Dw = 0, Eq. 78 gives 
f. 
l 
T 
1 
D 
w 
l-ySVd 
. . . . . . . (78) 
. . . . . . . (79) 
which indicates that a friction fac tor com puted by neglec ting the dissipation 
associated with the waves i s larger tha n the true friction factor that reflects 
onl y the diss ipation caused by boundary res is tan ce . 
Eq. 79 indicates that, un less Dw is not small compared to y S V d, the two 
friction factors are essentially t he same. Although lhc exact form Dw i s not 
known, it certainly depends on the amplitude of the s ur face waves in some 
m a nner , because for a stable flow (no surface waves ) Dw = 0. Thus, for un-
stable flows that have small surface wave amplitudes , the wr iter fee ls that the 
te rm Dw/Y S V cl, must" be considerably less than unity. The experime nts by 
Tracy and the writer tend to confirm this. Some analytical work on the form 
of Dw would be a s ignificant contribution to this problem. 
S1111111zary.-The main purpose of this discussion was lo bring out the fact 
tha t con tradictory find ings exist regarding t he Froucle numbe r effect on 
friction factors in uns table flow. Findings from several sources wer e shown 
in a similar manner to permit direc t comparison. Some of the techniques and 
apparatus used to obta in the data were discussed where possible. The impor-
tan ce of an accurate depth measuremen t was emphasized. The writer's inte r-
preta tion of the author' s explanation fo r incr eased fri c tion factors in uns table 
flow was presented. This r equired an energy dissipation rate associated with 
the surface waves to be introduced. The form of this diss ipation term is not 
known, but the writer feels that it is negligible fo r small amplitude waves. 
Aclmowlcdg mc11ts. - The writer wishes to thank his advisor, V. A. Vanoni, 
for suggesting this discuss ion, and for his helpful criticism during its 
prepa ration . 
